


AWARDED MOST INNOVATIVE 
History has a tendency of repeating itself and it has with the revolutionizing 
POWERMATIC PM2000 10" Tablesaw. Following its time-honored Model 66, the 
PM2000 has it all and then some. Equipped with the industry's first arbor lock, 
an integrated castor system, a true quick release riving knife and blade guard 
system, this machine is a powerhouse. Backed with the industry's most durable 
5-year warranty, this line comes in 12 variations. Find the model most suitable 
to your needs at a local POWERMATIC dealer or at www.powermatic.com/fw 
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& innovative in wood cutting tools! 
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plus: 

Free online extras available November 16 
at www.FineWoodworking.comjextras 

VIDEO 

Spindle-Sander Basics 

Fine Woodworking editors discuss the anatomy and uses of 

an oscillating spindle sander. 

New Tools for 2007 
Get a peek at new power tools and machinery due out in 

time for the holiday shopping season. 

AUDIO INTERVIEW 

Lie-Nielsen: Unplugged 

Listen to Tom Begnal's complete conversation with 

celebrated toolmaker Tom Lie-Nielsen on his company's 

25th anniversary. 
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Pro Portfolio 

Watch a narrated slide show of Gregg Lipton's historic shop 

and the work he produces there. 

• WOODWORKING GALLERY >-------, 
• READER TOOL REVIEWS 

• WOODWORKING BLOGS 

members only: 
Exclusive online content available by subscription only. 
Become a member at www.FineWoodworking.com to access 
these highlights and our huge archive of articles and videos. 

... VIDEOS 

Box-Joint Jig 

NOVEMBER 20: Gary Rogowski shares plans for his tablesaw jig 

and demonstrates how to use it to cut tight-fitting joinery. 

Bracket Feet 

DECEMBER 4: In this three-part video series, Lonnie Bird shows 

how to make a traditional bracket foot using hand and power tools. 

TOOL SURVEY 

Straight Router Bits 

DECEMBER 18: Jeff Miller demystifies the straight router bit and 

helps you choose the best bit for the job. 

plus: 
CURRENT ISSUE ONLINE 

ARCHIVES OF 1200+ ARTICLES, AND PROJECT PLANS 
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After a few years of cutting off the ends of 2x4s as a carpenter, 

Charles Durfee ("Japanese-Style Dovetail Saws") began working 

as a boatbuilder on the coast of Maine. Not liking the cold boat 

shops, he moved to even colder barns to make furniture and do 

finish carpentry. Several years later, he managed to upgrade to a 

nicely heated shop in Woolwich, still near the coast, where he has 

built furniture and cabinets for the last 20 years. 

Bob Smalser ("Get a Handle on Your Chisels") began helping 

in the family trades of farming, carpentry, and boatbuilding when 

very young. Woodworking has been at least an income supplement 

ever since. Smalser is experienced in conserving, restoring, and 

reproducing antique furniture, firearms, and traditional wooden 

boats. He and his wife are building a retirement home on a tree 

farm near Hood Canal, Wash., from woods harvested and milled 

on their land. 

FineWoodworking.com 
For more information on 

our contributors, go to 

www.FineWoodworklng 

.com/authors. 
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Eric Foertsch (Shop Design) describes himself as a self-taught 

weekend woodworker. He picked up the pastime 14 years ago, 

and he uses it as an outlet to unwind from his full-time technology

consulting business. When not in his timber-frame workshop or 

hunting for a new tool, he enjoys being a dad to his children, 

Clare and Daren. 

Clifford A. Popejoy ("Wiring a Workshop") is a licensed 

electrical contractor in Sacramento, Calif. A hobbyist woodworker, 

he especially admires the Arts and Crafts movement and the 

Craftsman style in particular. He has rewired many a bungalow, 

and has had the privilege of working on some Greene and Greene 

houses. When he's not wearing his tool belt, you'll probably find him 

hiking the northern Sierra Nevada or the Canadian Rockies. 
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Build your own classic camping trailer! 
The ultimate woodworking project 

• NO WELDING REQUIREDI 
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Complete plans include built-in icebox, stove, water tank, 12V 
electric system, cabinets, floor hatch for porta-potty. Sleeps two 
inside the cabin. 4' x 8', 900 Ibs. 

Kuffel Creek Press· www.kuffelcreek.com 
PO Box 2663· Riverside· CA 92516· fax 951/781-9409 
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letters 
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F rom the Editor 
THAT MAGIC MOMENT 
I remember clearly the day I looked around my 

shop and realized I had everything I needed to make furniture. Before that day

before I had the equipment to mill my own stock, cut smooth curves, drill straight 

holes, smooth big surfaces-woodworking was a series of work-arounds. Filling my 

shop with tools wasn't easy. It took a few years and a significant outlay of cash. 

You could bypass that whole process by going to FineWoodworking.com/ 

ToolShop to tell us "Why I Deserve a New Shop." We'll choose one passionate but 

under-equipped woodworker to receive a shop full of tools-enough for a lifetime 

of furniture making. 

This contest is different from most. For one, we picked all the tools to give away, 

most of which have won high marks in our rigorous product tests. Second, the 

grand-prize winner also receives a contributing editor-just for a day-to help set 

up shop and get the tools in running order. 

Even if you're not a winner, my article "Set Up Shop for $5,000" on p. 46 

explains how you can equip a modern shop on a modest budget. 

We look forward to reading your stories. We'll publish the best in the magazine 

and online, along with a profile of the grand-prize winner. 

Kitchen-cabinet fallout continues 

I am a novice woodworker-there, I 
said it. After finishing my first project, a 
computer desk with cabinets, I thought 
I might be ready to take on Fine 

Woodworking magazine. Until now I 
always felt unworthy. 

I subscribe to Fine Homebuilding, and 
while I do not intend ever to build a fine 
home, building is my profession and I 
find the magazine unpretentious and full 
of valuable information at any skill level. 

Would the sister publication be as 
accessible? Would all those ultraslick 
cover shots with unimaginably beautiful 
work prove too much? What secret 
knowledge of the highest levels of 
craftsmanship awaited me? 

Well, the October issue looked OK
"Ten Essential Router Bits"-yeah, sure, I 
have been planning to buy a few soon. 

10 F I  E W O O D W O R K I N G  

-As a Christiana 

"lO-in Sliding Compound-Miter Saws"
OK, good, I'm thinking about an upgrade. 

After first thumbing through and lusting 
over ads for tool companies I never knew 
existed, my next stop was the letters 
column, and what was the first letter I 
read? Someone wrote in to express his 

Associate Art Director 
Fine Woodworking is looking for a 
graphic designer with three-plus years of 
magazine experience and knowledge 
of woodworking. Must have strong 
drawing skills and be proficient on the 
Mac ( InDesign, Photoshop). PhotographiC 

abilities are a plus. Send letter and 
resume to: Human Resources, The Taunton 

Press Inc., 63 S. Main St., p.o. Box 5506, 
Newtown, CT 06470 (fax: 203-426-3503), 

or email tauntonjobs@taunton.com. 

"great concern" that FWWwould lower 
itself to include an article on kitchen 
cabinets. Not only that, he felt the drawer 
design was the worst in your history. 
Shameful! And then a letter chastising 
you for having a cover shot wherein a 
block plane was shown lying on its bed. 
Horrors! What scrupulous attention to 
detail. Was I in over my head? 

I set the magazine down for a minute 
to consider if I should continue, and 
then I did, checking the miter-saw story. 
Beautiful layout---concise and informative. 
And, hey, what's this? Alongside a very 
fine $500 saw is one by my favorite 
purveyor of bottom-end offshore floor 
sweepings. Oh, the letters will be pouring 
in. You guys are all right-I think I'm 
gonna subscribe. 

-RANDY EISENBERG, Chico, Calif. 

I just received my renewal notice, but I 
guess I can't continue my subscription. 
I just learned from Michael Dennis 
("Feedback on 'A Woodworker's Kitchen,'" 
Letters, FWW #186) that your readers 
are purist snobs, and that woodworking 
to save money is beneath them. I have 
been creating sawdust for over 40 years, 
and saving money by doing it myself has 
always been a motivating factor. 

I am a disgrace to the fraternity. Not 
only have I saved $6,000 by building my 
own oak kitchen cabinets, but I also have 
built several bathroom vanities. 

I have a large bin of wood shavings 
next to my thickness planer; I suppose it 
would be best if I just lower myself into 
this bin and set myself on fire. 

-LARRY E. MORAN, Dell Rapids, S.D. 

3M abrasive film suited to sharpening 

I have been using waterstones for honing 
for several years, and I'm tired of the mess 
and the constant lapping required to keep 
the stones flat. After trying the technique 
described in "Sharpen With Sandpaper" 
(FWW #184), I'm putting my stones 
away. I recognized the 3M filins used in 

PhotO, this page: Michael Pekovich 



For A Free Catalog Or To Find Your Local Woodcraft Store, Visit www.woodcraft.com Or Call BOO-542-9115. 

General International has been designing, 
producing, and selling woodworking machinery 
of the highest quality for over 60 years. 
Now available at Woodcraft. 

%" Hollow Chisel Mortiser 
Model 75-050T M1 Designed 

specifically with woodworkers in mind, 

this mortiser is made with heavy-duty, 

precision-machined cast iron and features 

a tilting head with a 1800 swivel. 

6" Deluxe Jointer 
Model 80-100l M1 This long bed 

jointer features a 5511.1" precision-ground 

cast iron surface, front-mounted hand 

wheels and a smooth operating fence. 

�� � I� GENE RAL 

10" Tilting Arbor Saw 
Model 50-220C M1 This 

vibration free hybrid saw is 

loaded with features: large, 

precision-ground cast iron 

table, two cast iron extension 

wings, 4" dust port, deluxe 

miter gauge and cast iron 

trunnion system. 



letters cont inued 

the article; I had used them before for 

polishing optical fibers. I think this is the 

application for which they were originally 

designed. So alternate sources for the 

polishing film (often listed as "lapping 

film") include vendors of fiber optics and 

related equipment. 

-ERIC KALTENBACHER, St. Petersburg, F la .  

Why leave the scribe line on dovetails? 

Why do some craftsmen ("Half-Blind 

Dovetails," FWW #185) go through all the 

trouble to fashion a beautiful piece of 

Ball-and-claw tips 

I loved the Master Class article by Eugene 

Landon ("Carve a Ball and Claw Foot," 

FWW #186). I've always wanted to learn 

how to carve a ball-and-claw foot, and 

that article gave me the confidence to try 

a couple of test pieces in basswood. I was 

left with a couple of questions, though. 

One, as a beginner, is it best to work 

on all of the feet bit by bit (e.g., work on 

the first quadrant of each piece before 

moving to the next) or should you 

complete the first foot before starting the 

Why do some craftsmen go through all 

the trouble to fashion a beautiful piece of 

furniture only to leave the dovetail scribe 

line visible? -KEVIN JAYNES 

furniture only to leave tl1e dovetail scribe 

line visible? Are we to pretend we don't 

see it? You'd have to be half-blind. Does it 

add something to the effort? I have never 

seen this issue addressed. I find it quite 

puzzling that any craftsman would want 

to leave such evidence of the process, and 

actually incorporate it into the piece as 

though it were somehow part of the form. 

- KEVI N JAYN ES, Bonham, Texas 

Editor replies: Some people see the 

line as a hallmark of handcrafted work. 

Otl1ers agree with you: See Q&A, p. 108. 

About your safety 
Working wood is inherently dangerous. 
Using hand or power tools improperly or 

ignoring standard safety practices can lead 
to permanent injury or even death. Don't 
try to perform operations you learn about 

here (or elsewhere) until you're certain 
they are safe for you. If something about 

an operation doesn't feel right, don't do it. 
Look for another way. We want you to enjoy 

the craft, so please keep safety foremost in 
your mind whenever you're in the shop. 

- Asa Christiana, editor 
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second? And two, given that basswood is 

very easy to carve, are there any woods 

that should be avoided because they 

are too difficult to carve or have grain 

patterns that do not look appealing? 

-M ARK STECKEL, London, Ont. ,  Canada 

Managing editor Mark Schofield 

replies: I spoke to Gene Landon and 

he said that he does his multiple feet 

on an assembly-line principle, laying 

them all out, doing the saw cuts on all 

of them, etc. In this way you are much 

more likely to get very sin1ilar-looking 

feet. Regarding the species of wood to 

use, the easiest is mahogany, followed by 

cherry and then walnut, which is slightly 

more fibrous and sinewy. The only other 

wood used on historical pieces is tiger 

maple, the hardest wood to carve. Stay 

away from oak, which is both hard to 

carve and historically inaccurate. Good 

luck and I hope the feet turn out well. 

Unplug router before changing bits 

I have a shopmade router table with an 

enclosure below the table. I put a panel

raising bit into the router and was about 

to fit the motor back into its base under 

the table when I realized that I had not 

removed the knock-out ring to allow 

for the large-diameter bit. I should have 

unplugged the router to change the bit. 

Instead I just laid the router on its side in 

the lower compartment. The switch hit 

a scrap of wood and turned on, and the 

router began flailing around inside the 

table. At least I had the presence of mind 

not to try to grab it. I pulled the cord. 

Did I forget to say that I store the router 

wrenches down there? The bit had all its 

corners knocked off from hitting the steel 

wrenches. Lesson learned: Unplug the 

tool before changing bits or blades. 

-CHARLES E. WALKER JR. ,  Atlanta, Ga. 

Krenov-style planes are customizable 

I appreciated Lyn Mangiameli's insight 

into "Handplane Blade Angles" (A Closer 

Look, FWW#186). But the article only 

dealt with metal-bodied planes. Krenov

style handplanes, being shopmade, offer 

a unique flexibility of design. I just build 

planes of different bed angles, widths, and 

lengths, so I can pick and choose for the 

exact task at hand. Also, I can sharpen all 

of my blades at the same angle. 

-WILLIAM LOHR, Frederick, Md.  

Corrections 

In "Philadelphia Side Chair" (FWW #186), 
the chart for the back legs (p. 82) should 

read 1 sq. = 2 in. 

In "Exhibition in Ebony" (back cover, 

FWW #187), the photographer's name was 

misspelled. It should have been lain Gibbs. 

Photo, this page: Kelly J. Dunton 



Basic 7 pc. 
Router Bit Set *401. 

Tested #1 by 

Fine Woodworking Magazine 

in a head to head router bit test 

of 17 different brands. 

Whiteside Machine Co. 
Claremont, North Carolina 

I�I 800·225-3982 whHeslderouterblts.com 
"American Made for the American Woodworker" 

READER SERVICE 0. 61 

VAKuum Pressing equipment @.V.� 
Air-Powered (venturi) & Electric Vacuum Systems 

Polyurethane & Vinyl Bags (25 Stock Sizes) 

Custom Bags & Frame Presses (Shipped within 24 hrs. 99%) 

Flip top Frame Presses (10 Stock Sizes) 

Professional Systems with 4 x 8 bag from $555 
IF« e mn.. �Ul'" " tpIlfce O� CIlOD 

$3@)@) ��rl! c�tfJ$3tfJ � ........ 
Be sure to ask for our free 40 minute 

product line cd-rom 

Quality V AKuum Products, Inc. 
43 Bradford St. Concord, MA 01742 www.qualityvak.com 
Phone: (978)369-2949 - Fax (978) 369-2928 - E-Mail: qvp@qualityvak.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 21 

Hands-on Courses with: 
David Marks, Yeung Chan, 

Paul Schiirch, Michael Cullen, 
Nora Hall, Garrett Hack, 

Julie Godfrey 
and many more! 

www.wnwoodworks.com 
(714) 993-4215 

SOllliJerll Cllliforllill's Premier Woodworkillg School 
READER SERVICE 0.;1 

www.FineWoodworking.com 

Great Gift Sets 
-.- for Wood,workers! 

Port Hadlock, WA 
360-385-4948 

VISIT OUR WEBSITE 
www.nwboatschool.org 

Workshops, degree, 
and diploma 

programs 

Beautiful 
waterfront 

sale and commission 

READER SERVICE NO. 28 

No other jigs do so much, so easily and so well. 

of Inno"ation arul£.:(.:Ikncl!' 

FREE DVD :O���;�g9:32 I I I. Call Nowl v 
www.lelehJig6.(;Om Leigh Router Joinery Jigs 
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Gluing up a case takes patience. 
Finding the article that shows how, shouldn't. 
The Best of Fine Woodworking DVD, 

2nd Edition contains nearly double the 
content of our previous CD version. Slip 
it into your computer for easy access to 
30 years of timeless information, shop
tested techniques, and expert know-how. 

It's your most authoritative resource 
and the easiest way to locate the back-issue 
articles you want when you need them. 
In under a minute, you can compare 
techniques, discover out-of-print articles, 
find specific tips from Methods of Work, 
and more. Reserve yours today! 

II This 2nd edition DVD features; 
• Over 1,000 articles from 184 issues 

• Sought-after, out-of-print articles 

• Over 2,000 tips from our 
Methods of Work column 

• Original photos and illustrations 

• Easily searchable for PC and MAC 

• BONUS VIDEO: Three Simple Finishes 
Price: $125.00 Product#Ol1023 

The Best of FineWoodworking DVD, 2nd Edition 
To order use the attached envelope, call 866-288-4167, or go to FineWoodworking.comIDVD 

Owners of previous CD, call 866-845-2653, or email customerservice@Taunton.com for your upgrade. 

The 2nd edition DVDs ship on 11/30/06. Free shipping if ordered by 12/31/06. 



Installing a tile floor takes time. 
Finding the article that shows how, shouldn't. 
The Best of Fine Homebuilding DVD, 

2nd Edition, with 50% more content than 
our previous CD version, is an essential 
tool that simplifies almost any job. This 
complete and authoritative resource gives 
you fast access to vital information from 
25 years of our magazine when you're in 
the office or on the job site. 

In 60 seconds or less, you can locate 
the exact article, tip, or technique you 
need to tile a floor that won't crack, frame 
a dormer, or install a leak-proof shower 
pan. Order yours today! 

This 2nd edition DVD features; 
• Over 1,000 articles from 180 issues 

• Valuable out -of-print articles 

• Over 1,300 tips from our 
Tips & Techniques column 

• Original photos, plans, 
and diagrams 

• Easily searchable for PC & MAC 

Price: $125.00 Product#02J023 

The Best of Fine Homebuilding DVD, 2nd Edition 
To order use the attached envelope, call 866-288-4167, or go to FineHomebuilding.comIDVD 

Owners of previous CD, call 866-845-2653, or email customerservice@Taunton.com for your upgrade. 

The 2nd edition DVDs ship on 11/30/06. Free shipping if ordered by 12/31/06. 

© 2006 The Taunton Press 
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J ig cuts 
contou red seat. 

.BestTip 

After careers in 

education and real 
estate, Bill Gamer 
returned full-time to 
woodworking, where 

he has concentrated 
on building and 
restoring period 
furniture. In a class 
on Windsor chair
making, he learned 

that making the 
seats by hand was 
labor-intensive. He 
built this jig to speed 

up the process. 

Base 

Front 
cross-carriage 

Shape chair seats 
with a router 
The purpose of this fixture is to shape wooden chair 

seats so that they fit the body. The outside tracks 

of the base are higher at the ends and lower in the 

middle to match the desired profile of the chair seat. 

The outside tracks are used with the back cross

carriage to shape the seat's back. The inside tracks 

are used with the front cross-carriage to shape the 

pommel (front). 

The back cross-carriage has a smooth concave 

shape and extended ears to ride on the outside 

tracks. The front cross-carriage has a double 

concave shape and shorter ears so that it rides on 

the inside tracks. The auxiliary router base rides 

on the cross-carriages. 

To use the fixture, position the seat blank in the 

base and tighten with threaded knobs. Install a 

bowl-and-tray router bit (available from Amana; part 

o. 45986; www.amanatool.com) in your router and 
bolt the router to the auxiliary router base. Place 

the router in the back cross-carriage and adjust the 

depth so that the bit takes a light cut. Standing at 

the back of the chair seat, push the router forward 
to take a light cut. Step the router a small increment 

to one side and repeat the cut. Continue until you 
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Back 

Tighten threaded knobs 

to lock blank in jig. 

have scooped the entire seat at that depth. Now 

lower the bit about \-i6 in. and repeat the process. 

Keep repeating until the depth of the scooped area 

�s 3;8 in. or more. Leave a flat area for spindle holes. 

ow remove the back cross-carriage and replace it 

with the front cross-carriage. Repeat the process to 

shape the pommel at the front. While routing, it is a 

good idea to install a small C-clamp at the back end 

of a track to prevent pushing the cross-carriage off 

the end of the track and gouging the seat. 

-Bill GARNER, Auburn, Wash. 

A Reward for the Best Tip 
Send your original tips to Methods of Work, Fine Wood
working, PO Box 5506, Newtown, CT 06470, or email 
fwmow@taunton.com. If publ ished, we pay $50 for 
an uni l lustrated tip; $100 for an i l lustrated one. The 
author of the best 
tip gets a 12-in. 
combination 
square (with 
center head and 
protractor) from the 
L.S. Starrett Co. 
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TS 

Our job at Laguna Tools will never end because we are in constant pursuit 
of improving our products. Compare our Bandsaws and Tablesaws to any 

others, and you will see fine quality craftsmanship at work. 

Laguna Tools TSS sliding tablesaw features the same heavy-duty internal 
components found in our large commercial panel saws. Partner our 

Bandsaws with Baldor Motors and you get the best combination your 

money can buy. Now meet the Pinnacle of Bowl turning lathes, with 

capacities and features like nothing else. 

CALL NOW 800.234.1976 



methods of work conti nued 

Shopmade brackets support wide stock on edge 

J 
P lywood bracket 

If you've ever tried to work on the edge of a wide door 

or tabletop, you know how difficult it is to secure a 

large, flat workpiece in the veltical position. I've found 

a solution in the form of some L-shaped brackets made 

from plywood. 

To make the brackets, you need two pieces of 

plywood, each one measuring 8 in. wide by 16 in. long. 

Face-glue the two pieces, taking care to ensure that all 

four edges are perfectly flush. From this 1 Y2-in.-thick 

lamination, lay out and cut four L shapes, making each 

one 2 in. wide by 8 in. long by 6 in. tall. It is in1perative 

that all the corners be 90°. 
The fixtures work in pairs. Clamp one leg of each 

fixture to your workbench as shown, then slip the 

workpiece between the pairs. For a snugger fit, loosen 

clamps as needed and push the fixtures closer together. 

To prevent the workpiece from shifting, add a clamp 

across the fixtures. 
Clamp across brackets to prevent 

workpiece from shifting. 
-MICHAEL SHEVELEV, Princeton, N.J. 

Magnetic drill-press fence 

Rather than build a complicated auxilialY drill-press table 

with an adjustable fence, a sin1pler solution is to use a 

12-in.-Iong magnetic tool-holder as a fence. The magnets 

in the tool holder are powerful and will hold tl1e device 

where you put it on your drill-press table. If the tool 

holder by itself is not tall enough, you easily can embed 

it into a block of wood. 

-MICHAEL WILSON, Tuscaloosa, Ala. 
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Magnetic 
tool-holder 

D ri l l-press ta ble 

I use a block of ski wax that I bought about 10 years ago to wax the 

sole of a bench plane. Ski-wax blocks are nicely rectangular, very 

hard, and last for ages. One swipe does it. 

A better glue dispenser 

I like to buy bulk glue to 

save money. In the past I 

transferred tl1e glue to a small 

dispenser for use, the kind 

with a chisel tip. Over time, 

however, tl1e tips on tl1ese 

applicators clog up and don't 

seal very well. When I got 

tired of this, I came up with 

the idea of using a water 

bottle with a SPOIts cap. 

These seal well, are just the 

right size, and produce a thin 

glueline. So next time you 

buy a case of water, get 

one with sports caps, and 

you'll have enough ready

made glue dispensers to last 

several years. 

-PAUL CANARIS, 

Waco, Texas 

-NIAll DUXBURY, Harrogate, U .K. 

Sports 
cap 

Water 
bottle 

G l ue 



JessEm 
Tool COfI¥NIIY Love At First 

• • •  Slide! 
JessEm's New Mast-R-Slide ™ Precision 
Sliding Cross-Cut Table is the ultimate add-on 
for your tablesaw. Thirty double-sealed 
precision bearings in an innovative linear 
guide mechanism provides an exceptionally 
smooth and accurate cross-cutting solution. 
Fits most tablesaws and offers a maximum 
cross-cut of 36 inches. Upgrade your saw 
with a Mast-R-Slide ™ from JessEm Tool today. 

The new MULTI MASTER RS Remodeling/Renovation 
System. Everything you need to make your house like 
new in one great kit. 
The MULTIMASTER does things other power 
tools can't. Sand into corners and along 
edges. Undercut a door jamb. Plunge 
into baseboard ... right through the nails. 
Remove grout. Replace broken tile. Scrape paint. 
For more information, a free brochure and a dealer 
near you call 1 -800-44 1 -9878 or visit us online 
at www.feinus.com. 

P o w e r e d  by i n n o v a t i o n  

READER SERVICE NO. 57 

www.FineWoodworking .com 

Call '-800-828-7333 Fop Fpee Demo II Litepalupel 
READER SERVICE NO. 179 

COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL 

CASEWORK CASEWOR K  

CabParts produces easily assembled, 

frameless, modular cabinet boxes, 

custom·sized casework. drawer boxes, 

adjustable shelves, slab-type doors and 

drawer fronts plus a modular, wall· hung 

closeVstorage!organizer system. Service 

nationwide has been provided since 1987. 
The CabParts product line is specifically 

suijed for use by Cabinet and Millwork 

Shops, General and Remodeling 

Contractors, Building Maintenance 

Departments, Design/Build Firms, 

Architects and Project Managers. 

Outsourcing your casework requirements 

from CabParts means: 

• increased profitability 
• higher productivity 
• better cost control 
• consistent quality 

T O O L S  & S H O P S  2 0 0 7  1 9  
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Make a giant cabinetmaker's square 

In not much more than an hour, a carpenter's framing square 
can be converted to a jumbo-size cabinetmaker's square. For 
the fence of the square, I used \t8-in.-thick by �-in. by �-in. 
aluminum angle stock, available at most hardware 
stores. Cut the angle stock into a pair of 
16-in. lengths. Align the angle stock 
so that it's flush with the inside 
edge of the square, and clamp 

Bolt aluminum 

angle to framing 

square. 

Al len-head screw 

the three parts together. Drill holes 
for three Allen-head screws, then add 

Fra ming square Align edge of stock 

the screws, lock-washers, and nuts. 
-BOB WEY, Westford, Mass. 

Locking c lamp 

J Adjustment 
screw 

Nut locks 

Table-leg finishing jig 

Finishing some table legs recently, I discovered how 
difficult it can be to get a spotless, dripless finish on 
such parts. The project became a lot easier after I 
built this rack from scrap. 

The rack is just two lengtl1s of 2x4 stock 
screwed to a plywood base. Common 
nails serve as spindles. Allow about Y2 in. 
of clearance on either side of each leg. 
Drill holes the same diameter as the nails 
in the 2x4s at appropriate intervals. Make 
some indentations in the top and bottom of 
each leg to act as bearing points for the nails. 

In my leg design, I installed hanger bolts for 
attaching the legs. The hanger bolts also allowed 
me to freely spin the legs to reach all sides. If 
hanger bolts are not part of your design, affix a 
screw in some hidden area of each leg so that you 
can grip the leg without touching the finish. 

-BARRY BORTNICK, Calgary, Alta., Canada 
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flush with inside ___ -

edge of square. 

Nut holds setting on locking clamp 

A locking clamp is one of my most useful tools. Unfortunately, 
the clamp setting tends to change when the tool is used 
repeatedly for the same task, because the adjustment screw 
loosens. So, I have to constantly readjust the screw. 

To solve this problem, I threaded a 7/16-14 nut onto the 
adjustment screw to create a locknut. Now, once I establish 

the needed setting for the clamp, I tighten the locknut 
against the tool handle and everytl1ing stays put. 

By the way, I cut the nut in half, making it 'Y16 in. 
thick instead of % in. thick. The thinner nut allows for a 

greater range of clamp adjustment. 
-ROBERT C. WA LKER, Harbor Springs, Mich. 

Hanger bolt 

_____ - Nai l  
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DURABLE. ACCURATE. 

WASN'T' A WORD, 
l' �:.; 

:IT ,IS  NOW� , , 

FatMax· XTRE"'E� Level 
A serious level for serious builders. Five times stronger box 

beam construction. Accuracy g uaranteed for life. Shock

a bsorbing end ca ps .  Ava i l a ble with recessed magnetic 

holding power. Leam more at stanleytools.com/xtremelevel 

READER SERVICE NO. 23 
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Australlian 
School 
if Fine 
Furniture 

• Sanding Tools • Glues & Clamps 
& Supplies • Craft Supplies 

• Finishing Supplies • Carving Tools 
• Hardware • Patterns & Plans 
• Turning Tools • Stationary Equipment 
• Power Tools • Books & Videos 

KLINGSPOR'S 
S OODWORKING HOP 

L.U-U'UUU • www.woodworkingshop.com 
1 ,000'5 OF PRODUCTS AVAILABLE ONLINE 

READER SERVICE NO. 137 

Bargain 
Books THE SOURCE FOR BANDSAW ACCESSORIES 

--------------------------------------------------------------

Save up 
to 80%! 

• Architecture 
• Renovations 
• Home Decor 

and more! . . . . . . . . ... . ... . . ... . . . . . .  
• Workshop Skills, Do-It-Yourself, 

Fitness, Sports, Biography, History, 
Fiction, Travel - 67 Subject Areas. 
Free Catalog: 1-800-677-3483 
Edward R. Hamilton, Bookseller 
2129 Oak, Falls Village, CT 0603 1 
www.erhbooks.comJ mm 

READER SERVICE NO. 6 

noW 
. de our �O? 

will Inclu world s 
and we 0' tne or cret 0' catalOg . tools. 

. vered tne se aZor page woodwor\<.lng 
ear sub-

nave d���IiW wor�. in�� will 'ine� $'2.00 'or a ;t�l�g. �::r 
cuts by p��� accurate ���iPtiOn to our 

L 
:oodworkerS! 

leaner, w for AL or\<.er-corn 
give a c " tne time. eest hands� •• MJ.ia?anwoodW oept 0'2 

ut In na The "' .. .. c THE JAPAN WOODWORKER 
1 731 Clement Ave. ' Alameda, CA 94501 • 1 -800-537-7820 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 17 
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Iturra Design : New 2007 Catalog 

• Introducing the Quick Release by Carter Products 

• Our new Blade Gage bandsaw blade tension meter. 

• Lenox Pro Master carbide-tipped and Bimetal blades 

• Bandrollers, rip and re-saw fences, improved tension 
springs, tires, table inserts, circle jigs, and much more. 

• History and comparison between Delta and JET bandsaws. 

C A L L  1 -866-883-8064 or 1 -904-371 -3998 

READER SERVICE NO. 9 

The Woodworker's Dream! 
Over 40,000 Woodworking Products 

Lowest Prices . . .  Widest Selection . . .  All  From Stock! 

Call For Our Free 1,100+ Page Catalog! 

Outwater Plastics Industries ,,\\lW4'� 1 -8 88-772- 1 40 0  �. �" Catalog Requests 

; � New Jersey • Arizona · Canada ", • 1 -800-631 -8375 
� t' Sales & Product Information 

WWw.outwater.com �;�88'O� 1 -800-888-3 3 1 5 
Fax 

READER SERVICE NO. 10 



Introducing the Versatile 1.0 HP* Colt"'" Palm Router. 
Power and Precision in the Palm of Your Hand. 
Powerful enough to tackle a wide array of routing tasks. Small and light 
enough to do jobs big routers can't. The new Colt Palm Router combines 
precision and versatil ity - in an easy-to-handle size with wide bit capacity 
and an electronical ly- controlled motor for smooth, accurate routing. 

Bigger isn't always better. Get your hands on a Colt Palm Router 
at a dealer near you or visit boschtools.com. 

'Max. tool output 

o BOSCH 
I nve nted  fo r l i fe 

C2005 Robert Bosch Tool corpora:ti:on�----------�;;;;;;rdiSJ����""""""----- bbo;SC;h;too;;;lhS:.c�o;m� 
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Head to Head 

Midi- lathes a good size 
for furniture making 

H E  M I DI-LATHE IS A GREAT OPTION 

for woodworkers who want to incor
porate turning into their work but 
who don't want to commit the money 
or space for a ·full-size machine. 
These benchtop lathes are strong 
enough and have the capacity to 

handle most furniture-related tasks, such as knobs 
and spindles. And most accept bed extensions to 
increase the length between centers. 

We reviewed five midi-lathes (also called mini
lathes) in 2002 (FWW#158, pp. 68-73), and now 
Rikon (model 70-100) and Steel City Tool Works 
(model 60100) have entered the market. Both lathes 
operated smoothly and accurately, so the choice came 
down to features and capacity. Both include faceplates 
and have standard #2 Morse tapers and I-in. by 8-tpi 
threads. Neither offers outboard turning. 

The Rikon has a 1 2-in. swing-2 in. more than 
most of the competition-a 16-in. capacity between 
centers, and the ability to add multiple bed exten
sions, for a capacity comparable to a floor-standing 
machine. Plus, its stock 8-in. tool rest is superior to 
the standard 6-in. rest on most midi-lathes. 

The Rikon also features a headstock with a 
1 2-position indexing head to assist when marking, 
routing, or carving on the lathe. This feature also 
locks the spindle for easy removal of the faceplate. 

The Steel City has the advantage when it comes to 
speed control. It has a variable-speed drive, which 
I love because I can go from roughing a blank to 
sanding a finished piece with the turn of a dial .  
Rikon requires you to change speeds by moving a 
belt on stepped pulleys, but it takes only a moment. 

Forced to pick between the two, I'd go with the 
Rikon because of its lower cost, big capacity, and 
handy features, including a helpful handle that 
makes the heavy lathe easier to carry than its lighter 
competitors. 

-Matt Berger is the online managing editor. 
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R I KO N  70-100 

www.rikontools.com 

Street price: $250 
Weight: 89 lb .  
Motor: '12 hp ,  6 .6  amps 
Swing: 12 i n . 
Distance between centers: 16 i n .  
(40 i n .  with o n e  b e d  extension,  
64 in .  with two) 
Speed settings (rpm): 430; 810; 
1,230; 1,810; 2 ,670; 3 ,900 

S T E E L  C I T Y  6 0 10 0  

www.steelcitytoolworks.com 

Street price: $380 ($280 with 
manual  five speed, model 60170) 
Weight: 72 lb .  
Motor: '12 hp,  3 amps 
Swing: 10 in .  
Distance between centers: 15 in .  
(37% in .  with bed  extension) 
Variable speed (rpm): 500 to 1 ,350;  
1 ,400 to 3 ,800 

Indexing head does double 
duty. The 12-position head 

locks a workpiece for marking, 

routing, or carving, and it makes 

removing the faceplate easy. 

Change speeds with a twist 
of a dial. The Steel City 60100 

has a variable-speed drive, which 

allows you to crank up the speed 

for sanding, for example, without 

turning off the machine. 

Photos, except where noted: Thomas McKenna; facing page: courtesy of Jet, Grizzly 
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JET SLOW-SPEED SHARPENER 
IS A GOOD VALUE 
JET'S NEW WET SHARPENER HAS A LOT IN COMMON with the 
Tormek SuperGrind 2000, which I reviewed in FWW #182 
(pp. 38-43), but the Jet has a lower price. Like the Tormek, the 
Jet Sharpener uses an ultraslow lO-in.-dia. by 2-in.-wide grinding 
wheel-running through a water trough-and a leather-faced 
honing wheel. Both machines share a similar micro-adjustable 
support arm to hold jigs for grinding and honing. 

Unlike the Tormek, the Jet has a variable-speed motor (90 
to 1 50 rpm) that allows you to maintain grinding speed as the 
wheel shrinks in diameter. And the Jet does a great job at man
aging water by adding splash guards and a large trough. 

The Jet system offers a variety of accessory jigs (interchange
able with the jigs on the Tormek system) for sharpening carving 
tools and turning gouges, as well. as an accessory support arm 
for grinding on the side of the wheel, which can be helpful 
when sharpening tools where a hollow grind is not ideal, such 
as a skew chisel. 

The machine I looked at had a few small problems. The 
straightedge jig that came with the machine required me to file 
a slight hump to allow the tool to register at 90°. Additionally, 
the support arm exhibited a slight amount of slop and required 
extra attention to lock it down parallel to the wheel, and the 
honing wheel wobbled. Yet despite these small problems, I was 
able to achieve excellent results when sharpening and honing. 

The jet's performance and price ($100 less than the Tormek) 
make this machine a good value. The basic kit ($300; www. 

woodcraft. com) includes the machine, a stone grader, straight
edge jig, angle measuring devices, support arm, honing com
pound, and a training DVD. 

-Tim Albers is a hobbyist furniture maker and tool refurbisher. 

www.Fi neWoodworki n g . com 
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM IWF 2006 
The International Woodworking Machinery and Furniture Supply 

Fair in  Atlanta is always a hot event-and not just because it's 

held in August. At the fair, held every other year, manufacturers 

unveil new and exciting tools for the woodworking market. As 

usual, editors returned home this year with worn-out shoes, 

sore feet, and a suitcase-load of information about the new 

offerings. Here are a few items that turned our heads. 

GRIZZLY UPS THE ANTE ON CABINET SAWS 

Grizzly's showcase product was the " Extreme Series 12-in. Table 

Saw with Riving Knife" (model G0606X). While adding a true 

riving knife and keeping the price competitive at $2,000, Grizzly 

has outdone the competition in a number of ways: The blade is 

12 in.; the power is 5 hp, single phase; and the trunnions move 

up and down in a straight line (instead of pivoting), keeping 

the riving knife just below the top of the blade. Other notable 

features are the quick-release action on the riving knife, and 

a digital gauge for blade angle. A three-phase, 71h-hp model 

is available for the same price. Grizzly products are sold direct 

(www.grizzly.com). 

BOSCH VACUUM CLEANS ITS OWN FILTERS 

The Bosch Airsweep 3931A is a tool-actuated vacuum designed 

to work with a variable electrical load to avoid tripped circuit 

breakers. A dial on the Airsweep lets you adjust its amperage 

to accommodate a high-draw tool. The 13-gal. wet/dry vacuum 

automatically senses when its two drop-in filters are dirty and 

shakes them clean. It's also very quiet: 69 db. , or about the 

same as normal conversation. The street price is $430. 

SELF-CLOSING HINGES AND SLI DES 

Available in popular woodworking catalogs, two new products 

join the growing number of self-closing hinges and slides, which 

bring drawers and doors softly and steadi ly home whether 

they are nudged or slammed. Accuride's ( www.accuride.com) 

new Eclipse Easy-Close undermount drawer slides bail out 

cabinetmakers with lIa in . of adjustment in every direction

after installation-which ensures perfect action. Blum ( www. 
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• H A N D  T O O L S  

Bevel-up jointer plane makes silky-smoo h cuts 
ITH THEIR LONG SOLES, jointer 
planes are unmatched at preparing 
dead-flat surfaces and edges by 
hand. The typical jointer plane 

has its blade with the bevel down, but a 

A big mouth. The adjustable 

sole plate on this Veritas plane 

makes it easy to adjust the 

blade for coarse or fine shavings. 

new Veritas jointer features a bevel-up blade configuration that has some 
distinct advantages. First, the blade is supported nearly all the way to its 
cutting edge, dampening vibration and chatter. Second, the chipbreaker 
is eliminated, which simplifies sharpening, setup, and tuning. Finally, the 
bevel-up format allows the plane's cutting angle to be fine-tuned easily to 
suit the task at hand by sharpening the blade at different angles. 

The 22-in. plane has a 2%-in.-wide A2 blade with a 25° bevel, a Norris-type 
adjuster, and rosewood handles. Veritas sells accessOlY blades (sharpened 
to 38° and 50°) to handle trickier grain, and a fence to make jointing boards 
easier. Jointing board edges for glue-up was quick and predictable, and pan
els flattened with the plane were ready for finish-flat and smooth, with no 
torn grain. I highly recommend this tool ($245; www. leevalley.com). 
-Chris Gochnour is a furniture maker and hand-tool user in Salt Lake City. 

• D R I L L I N G  

DURABLE COUNTERSINK SET 
AMANA'S NEW COUNTERSINK and plug set 
(model PS-500) comes with everything 
you need to keep screw holes discrete: 
four countersink bits with built-in stop 
collars and four removable drill bits-
� in., %4 in. , 5/3 2 in., and 1 Y64 in.-plus a 
matched 10mm plug cutter. With unique 
and durable carbide-tipped counter
sinks, this $ 1 00 set worked beautifully 
( www.amanatool.com) . 

-Matthew Teague is a woodworker 

and writer in Nashville, Tenn.  
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• , I r- "  T . .  

blum.us) i s  adding t o  its self-dosing l ineup with 

Blumotion for Doors. The tiny regulator snaps onto 

standard Blum cup hinges, with options for inset 

and overlay doors in a variety of opening angles. 

PORTER-CABLE REINVENTS THE OMNIJIG 

Taking a run at the Leigh for the title of most 

versatile dovetai l  jig, Porter-Cable is reengineering 

its Omnijig for a January 2007 release. Like the 

Leigh, the new Omnijig uses a single set of sliding 

fingers for both through- and half-blind dovetails, al l  

variably spaced. But what sets the Omnijig apart 

is a series of stops for template position and bit 

depth designed to remove trial-and-error from the 

process. The sliding-finger template is standard on 

the 24-in. version ($550). A 16-in. version ($400) 

comes with a template for half-blind and sliding 

dovetails, though all templates will be available for 

both jigs. A versatile mortise-and-tenon system will 

be offered for $300. 

RIKON 14-IN. BANOSAW HAS BIG RESAW CAPACITY 

With 13 in. of resaw capacity, two speeds, and 

Ph hp, Rikon's new 14-in. bandsaw (model 10-325) 

offers big-saw capacity in a small package. The saw 

has a number of other useful features: cast-iron 

wheels; quick-release blade tension; micro-adjust 

roller-blade guides; large, 

26-in. by 201h-in. table; one

piece table support trunnions; 

blade tracking and tensioning 

windows; forward-facing blade 

slot; 4-in.-dia. dust port; base

cabinet storage; and a work 

light, all for around $750 . 

WORKBENCH CHANGES 

HEIGHTS, STAYS SOLID 

The Noden Adjust-A-Bench is 

a heavy-duty, ratcheting leg 

system that adjusts a benchtop 

height smoothly between 28 in. 

and 45 in.,  yet is engineered 

to withstand the pounding and 

racking pressures of serious 

workbench use. A basic bench 

package with legs, rails, and 

maple top is $800, but you 

can buy just the legs for $430. 

Nice options include casters, a 

Photo, bottom right: Courtesy of Rikon 
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tools & materials continued 

_ C L A M P I N G  

VACUUM CLAMPS HOLD ON 
WITHOUT GETTING IN THE WAY 
ROUTING THE EDGES OF A SMALL PART often requires clamping the piece 
to a workbench, routing a section of the perimeter, and then moving the 
clamps to allow access to the rest of the edge. The process is a hassle, and 
it can lower the quality of the work with burns or lumps where the rout

ing stops and starts. Vacuum Pressing Systems is now selling a clamping kit 
based on pads that use vacuum pressure to hold parts in place, effectively 
eliminating the need for clumsy clamps. 

The machined aluminum pads, with a built-in vacuum valve on each 
side, attach to a vacuum pump. A soft rubber gasket on the edges of each 
face of the pads helps maintain a vacuum seal when the pump is turned 
on. The vacuum pressure (up to 1 ,800 lb. per sq. ft.) adheres the pads to 
the benchtop and secures the workpiece to the pads. The workpiece can 
be released from the pads by depressing a foot switch. Pads can be used 
individually or linked together with plastic tubing, and they can be mount
ed vertically or secured to support surfaces for production applications. 

The system works well. It was strong enough to hold a part while I 
carved it with chisels and mallet, and it also held a piece solidly for rout
ing. The only downside is that the pads need a relatively clean, smooth 
surface to ensure adequate holding power. Also, the workpiece must be 
wider than the 4-in.-square pads. 

VacuClamp pads can be purchased directly from Vacuum Pressing 
Systems (800-382-4109). The basic kit costs $ 162 and includes two pads, a 
foot switch, and 20 ft. of tubing witl1 a quick-disconnect fitting matched to 
the company's pumps. 

Clamping without 
clamps. The VacuClamp 

system holds a workpiece 

in place using vacuum 

pressure. To release the 

workpiece, simply press 

the foot switch. 
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-Roland Johnson is a contributing editor. 

- T R A D E  S H OW ( C O N T I N U E D )  

storage cabinet, and various tops and vises. Call 

609-882-3300, or go to www.adjustabench.com. 

DELTA DRILL PRESS HAS BIG TABLE, LONG STROKE 

A new floor-standing dril l  press from Delta (model 

20-950) offers some great features 

for woodworkers, one of which 

is a mechanical variable-speed 

adjustment. It also has a 

24-in. by 14-in. table, a 

wide, stable base, a cast-iron 

head, a 20-in .  swing, and a 

6-in. qui l l  stroke. The dril l  press retails 

for $750. 

FREUD FUSION SAWBLADE 

Freud's new Fusion general

purpose sawblade combines 

H i-ATB tooth geometry with double

side-grind sharpening. The result 

is chip-free cuts top and bottom when 

crosscutting or ripping solid or composite 

materials, and a glass-smooth edge. A 

nonstick coating protects against pitch 

buildup, and new anti-vibration reed design 

eliminates blade vibration. The street 

price is $100. 

CMT BIT MAKES LONG TENONS 

With the new tenon-cutting 

router bit from CMT, you can cut 

tenons quickly and precisely. The bit comes with a 

1h-in. shank, four cutters, and a number of shims 

to allow you to dial in  tenons from %s in. thick to 

3/8 in. thick, and up to 1:IAs i n. long. The bit costs 

around $100. For more information, go to www. 

cmtusa.com. 

PLANER WITH TRUE H ELIX CUTTERHEAD 

Powermatic has combined forces with Byrd Tool 

Corp. to provide true helical planing ability through 

the installation of Byrd's Shelix planer head. The 

new 209HH planer also has a cast-iron base with 

integrated casters and offers four feed speeds and 

a 5-hp motor. The machine retails for $3,057. 

Photos, bottom left: Roland Johnson; top right: Courtesy of Delta 
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�ppp design 
A timber-frame dream B Y  E R I C  F O E R T S C H  

M A K E  I T  A F FO R DA B L E  BY F I N D I N G  A C O M PA N Y  T H AT R E CYC L ES O L D  BA R N S  

It just looks old. This 

24-ft. by 36-ft. shop 

dates from mid-200S. 

It was made to resem

ble a 19th-century barn, 

using post-and-beam 

construction. Inside, the 

massive timbers domi

nate. Arranging the 

tablesaw island and 

other machines for 

maximum efficiency 

took weeks of planning. 
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or 1 5  years I dreamed of building the perfect shop. After making 
do with space in cramped, dark garages and basements, I wanted a 
workspace that was bright and inspiring. When we moved from New 
York to Connecticut, I had my chance. 

Designing my ideal shop building consumed the first few months 
of 2004. I made lists, read books and magazines, drew on 1 5  years of 

experience, and made dozens of layouts on graph paper. 
I kept asking myself if the shop building would create a positive, a neutral, or 

a negative value for the property. In the end, I decided that a building 
made with conventional framing would be a neutral addition at best, but a 
properly executed timber-frame structure would be a positive--especially from 
inside, where it would be obvious that this was no ordinary structure. A 
timber-frame shop also would fit in with the neighborhood and would be 
adaptable for other uses. 

Hardwood floors, wainscoting, and finished walls between the exposed post
and-beam structure give the shop the bright and inspiring appearance I've 

Photos: David Heim 
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craved. If the next owner doesn't need 
a shop, the building will work as office 
space or as a studio. 

In my experience, building a timber
frame structure involves about as much 
time and expense as a conventional 
stick-frame building. The biggest 
drawback to timber framing is the extra 
time needed to get building permits 
and find a reputable, affordable timber 
framer. Timber framers don't use graded 
lumber, so a building inspector may 
require a structural engineer to provide a 
set of plans that include all the necessary 
load and span calculations. 

Setback requirements for local zoning 
restricted me to a 24-ft . by 36-ft. 
structure. With its second-floor loft, the 
building has 1 ,500 sq. ft. of floor space. 
That's large enough to satisfy my main 
requirement: being able to work with 
plywood sheets anywhere in the shop. 
Still, I couldn't make space for a finishing 
room or a dedicated place to dry wood. 

Before I could proceed, I had to gain 
the building inspector's approval.  I used 
Tedd Benson's book Building the Timber 

Frame House (Fireside, 1981)  to provide 
tables, charts, and stress calculations 
for evelY joint and beam. It helped to 

O L D T I M B E R S ,  M O D E R N  S K I N  
In  a typical tim ber-frame structure, vertical posts, horizontal beams, 

and rafters are fastened together on the ground to make an assembly 

known as a bent. The bents are tlJen hoisted upright and tied together 

with horizontal members called girts. Here, the contractors added 

rafters after raising the bents. This age-Old timber frame 

skeleton is sheathed and insulated with 

modern materials. 

MODIFIED JOIN ERY 
Foertsch had the origina l  
mortise-and-tenon joints recut 
to add strength. Mortises in the 

Rafters 

posts were en larged to add a haunch, 
and beams were cut shorter with a 
new haunched tenon on the ends. 
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Beam 

Su rface
mounted 
condu it for 
240v c i rcu its 

over-engineer the design. If you're not 
up to dealing with the local building 
department, be sure that the tin1ber
framing contractor you hire can obtain 
needed permits and variances. 

Getting real 

Internet research turned up companies 
that would build a brand-new 
timber frame, but they were way too 
expensive-about $45,000 just for 
materials. That's three times the cost 
of conventional stick framing. My best 
option seemed to be a company that 
could dismantle, repair, and reassemble 

6-in .  expanded 
polystyrene foam 

'. ---G i rt 

Exterior s id ing over 
OSB sheath ing 

WALL DETAIL 

OSB 
sheath ing 

Asphalt 
shi ngles over 
roofi ng felt 

Roofer 
boards 

Wir ing for 120v 
c i rcu its is routed 
in channels cut 

Drywa l l  and 
bead board 
over OSB 

Drawing, Vince Babak 
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shop design coot'"'' 

Lots of storage. 
The shop has more 

than 20 ft. of draw

ers and cabinets 

along one wall 

(above), with more 

built into the work

bench and tablesaw 

island. Upstairs, a 

loft provides ample 

storage for wood and 

assorted odds and 

ends (right). 
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a timber frame on my property. Their 
prices came closest to fitting my budget. 

That led me to Jesse Benedict of 
Benedict Antique Lumber and Stone, 
in ew Milford, Pa. Benedict had a 
hundred-year-old barn that could be 
modified to meet my needs by cutting a 
foot off each main beam. And, to stay on 
the good side of the building inspector, 
I had Benedict recut the post-and-beam 
joints to make them haunched moltises, 
thereby strengthening each joint. 

Barn raising 

In early May, Benedict and his four-man 
crew arrived with a flatbed truck hauling 
the components for the basic frame. 
Rafters, roofing lumber, and sheathing 
filled another two trucks. 

The men raised each of the 1 ,000-lb. 
post-and-beam assemblies (known as 
bents) by hand, pulling it upright with 
ropes. Then, balancing themselves on 
the 8-in.-wide beams like trapeze altists, 
they attached the rafters. That palt of the 
barn raising took them only three days; 
they needed another month to sheathe 
the walls and roof with plywood, 

oriented strand board, and rigid foam. 
Over the rough sheathing on the 
interior, I attached beadboard wainscot 
panels 4 ft. high. A large beam called 
a tie gilt hides the seam between the 
beadboard and the wallboard that runs 
to the ceiling. 

The shop cost me about $35,000 in all, 
about what a comparable conventional 
building would cost in my area. 

Finishing touches 

I didn't limit my recycling to the post
and-beam structure. The 1 1  double-hung 
windows came from a contractor tearing 
down a nearby house. Windows in the 
roof cupola are salvaged French doors 
turned sideways. The beech hardwood 
floor came from a company auctioning 
offcuts and seconds online. I also turned 
to the Internet for the porcelain barn 
lamps that supply most of the lighting. 

I still have to finish the second-story 
loft and add window trim and a few 
other details. But from the outside, the 
building looks just like a 19th-century 
barn. And my wife says the space inside 
is already nicer than our house. D 
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Quick-to-Make 
Tool Cabinet 

Attractive des ign stores all your tools in a small space 

After a career of 3 5  years I had col
lected a substantial number of 
woodworking tools and I finally 

decided that they deserved a proper home. 
I set out to create a cabinet capable of 
holding my tools in a relatively small but 
accessible area.  The result is home to 
well over 300 tools, yet covers only about 
1 2  sq. ft . of wall. 

I deliberately dedicated this cabinet to 
hand tools to keep them apart from dusty 
power tools, but the design can be modi
fied easily to accommodate small power 

Drawers for small objects. The six drawers 

at the bottom of the cabinet hold small objects 

such as block planes. 

www. F i neWoodwor k i n g . c o m  

B Y  J A N  Z O L T O W S K I  

tools as well. Think twice before making 
the cabinet smaller; even if your tool col
lection would look lost in a cabinet of this 
size, it's nice to have space to grow into. 

No wasted space 
The inside surfaces of the main doors hold 
thin tools such as chisels and screwdrivers. 
Inside the cabinet, working down from 
the top, the upper shelf seats larger hand
planes; the middle section has a pair of 
internal doors that support tools on both 
sides (increasing the hanging area by 40%) 

Hinged pane's add storage. Tools hang 

on both sides, adding 40% to the cabinet's 

hanging area. 

and that open to reveal additional space 
for saws and marking tools. The lower area 
is divided into cubbyholes for smoothing 
planes and other specialty planes, willie six 
small drawers in the bottom hold smaller 
tools such as block planes, drill bits, and 
router bits. 

The cabinet hangs on upper and lower 
pairs of French cleats. Behind the cabi
net, in the space between the cleats, is a 
place to hold a carpenter's square on one 
side, and three panel saws, held securely 
by means of the friction of their teeth, on 

Storage behind the cabinet. A carpenter's 

square on one side and three panel saws on the 

other fit into slots in the back of the cabinet. 
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A C O M PACT CAB I N ET W I T H  A M P L E  CAPAC ITY 

The cabinet is  made almost entirely from birch plywood, which gives dimensional stabil ity at  a 

budget price. The main carcase is 3f4-in.-thick plywood connected with finger jOints. 

Sides, 
13'14 in. deep 
by 48 in. tal l  

42 

Top and bottom, 13'14 in. deep 
by 32 in .  wide 

Front and back, 
31 in .  wide by 
47'14 in .  tall 

Rabbet, 1/2 in .  deep 
by % in. wide 

1. Cut doors 
from case. 

2. Split doors 
in two. 3. Add %-in.-thick 

center door side. 

Build a big box.. The main body of the cabinet is connected at each 

corner with 1f2-in. finger joints cut on the tablesaw (left). Rabbet the 

front and rear for the panels. Glue and nail the front panel (above), 

but attach the rear with screws for interior access. 

Photos: Mark Schofield; drawings: Bob La Pointe 



the other. The cabinet holds all these tools 
within easy reach, and every blade and 
tooth stays sharp and protected. 

Construction starts with a single box 
I built my cabinet out of Baltic-birch ply
wood. at only is it more economical than 
solid lumber, but it eliminates problems 
such as stuck drawers from dimensional 
changes caused by the high humidity in 
the orthwest. The body of the cabinet 
starts out as one large box with the sides 
made from ¥I-in.-thick plywood. Join the 
corners with Y2-in. finger or box joints (for 
more on this method, see "A Lesson in Box 
Joints," FWW#181 ,  p. 84, or "Box Joints on 
the Tablesaw," FWW #148, pp. 60-63). 

Rout a Y2-in.-deep by %-in.-wide rabbet 
around the inside front and back edges to 
accept panels of Y2-in.-thick plywood. The 
front of the cabinet is attached with glue 
and nails, but the back is attached with 
screws only to allow access during later 
construction. 

Next, cut off approximately the front 
third of the box to form what will become 
the main doors. On the tablesaw, using the 
rip fence as a guide, cut through both ends 
of the box. Attach a thin piece of scrap 
plywood to each end by nailing it on both 
sides of the cut. This is to keep the two 
parts of the box attached while cutting 
through the long sides on the tablesaw. 

Cut away the door section. With the front 

and rear panels installed, cut away the front 

quarter of the box to form the main doors. 

Cut the short sides first, and then tack a 

batten across the cut to hold the section in 

place while cutting the long sides. 
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While at  the saw, cut the newly removed 
front section of the cabinet in half to form 
the two main doors. When this is done, at
tach pieces of ¥I-in.-thick plywood to form 
the center side of each door. Don't worry 
about the exposed edges of the plywood 
sides; these will be covered by banding. 

Create the gallery and drawers 
The central gallery, with its cubbyholes 
used to store planes, gives the cabinet rigid
ity. Cut the upper and lower crosspieces, 
then cut the dadoes for the 14-in.-thick shelf 
partitions either on the tablesaw or with 
a router. Use the same method to create 
the dado on the underside of the gall elY to 
receive the center drawer divider. 

Before installing the gallery you need to 
make the drawers, because their height and 
spacing will determine the location of the 
gallery. The six drawers are made of Y2-in.
thick plywood with 14-in. finger joints. The 

bottoms, made of l,4-in.-thick plywood, sit 
in a rabbet rather than a groove because 
the latter would reduce the depth of these 
already-shallow drawers. 

After unscrewing the back panel of the 
cabinet, rout a dado on each side for the 
upper shelf, and then glue in the shelf. 
Stack the drawers using laminate or thin 
cardboard as spacers, and mark the top 
of the stack for the location of the bot
tom dado of the gallery. Lay the gallery 
across the cabinet and mark the location 
of the top dado. Cut the pair of dadoes 
on each side, and then install the gallety 
and the central drawer divider. The latter is 
screwed to the bottom of the cabinet from 
the outside and is not dadoed, so as not to 
weaken the bottom of the cabinet. 

I hung the drawers by attaching l,4-in. 
thick by Y2-in.-wide strips of  hard maple to 
the sides of the cabinet and the central di
vider. To get the drawers to hang perfectly 

Next cut makes the two main doors. Tack two strips of wood across the cut line as shown. Then 

set the sawblade to just score the underside of the strips. In this way the panel is cut in half but 

won't bind on the sawblade. 
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French cleats, o/s i n . thick by 
3 i n .  wide by 30'12 in .  long 

layers of 'I4-in.
thick plywood. 
The i n ner layer 
has sections 
cut out to hold 
panel saws and 
a carpenter's 
square. 

Drawer guides, hard ma ple, 
'14 in. thick by '12 in. wide by 
9'12 in. long 

Carcase 

T 9'12 in .  
7 i n .  

4 8  in .  

1*------ 31'14 in .  -----.;+ -.l 
1¥. i n .  

2¥. in .  � 13¥S in .  

23'14 in .  

1 
o 0 

T 10'14 in .  

6'12 in .  

..l... 
r.t-_0 _____ 0-tJ 1'-_0 ____ 0_' -i'I T 
F,J_O _____ 0----ij ° ° 8 in .  

° ° ° ° � 
f..;i<:----- 32 in .  -------?>I)i 
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r- 13'14 in .  --1 

Piano h i nge 

Drawer d ivider 

Grooves, '14 in .  deep by 
'12 in .  wide by 9'12 in .  long 

Drawer sides, 
'I2- in.-th ick plywood 

Drawer bottoms, 'I4-in . 
th ick plywood, recessed 
into a rabbet cut in the 
bottom of the d rawer sides 

S H E LVES A N D  C U B BY H O L ES 

P R OV I D E  T O O L  STO R A G E  

Butt 
nges 

Inside doors, 
o/s in. thick 

000 r post, o/s i n .  
thick, screwed to 
the cabinet through 
cou nterbored holes 

Top shelf, 
'12 in. thick 

Bottom shelf, 
o/s in .  thick 

Ga l lery d ividers, 
'14 in .  th ick 

Drawer fronts and 
backs, 'I2-in.-th ick 
plywood 

The Internal doors are 5/S in. thick; the shelves are 

either 5/S in. or :lf2 In. thick, and the front and back 

a re :lf2-in.-thick panels. The drawers are made from 

1h-in .-thick material with 1/4-in.-thick plywood used for 

the drawer bottoms and the gallery dividers. 



parallel, I used the same spacers when cut
ting rabbets in the drawer sides and when 
attaching the strips to the cabinet. 

On a router table, create a guide channel 
the same width as the drawer sides com
prising two outer guide strips, two center 
strips of wood the width of the straight-cut 
router bit, and two equal spacers to go 
above and below the bit that center the 
drawer side over the router bit. Clamp the 
outer strips to the table, remove the spacers 
and the center strips, raise the bit to IJi in. ,  
and cut a groove until just before the fin
ger joints at the front of the drawer. 

When all the grooves have been cut, use 
the spacer strips from the router table and 
the laminate spacers used earlier when 
stacking the drawers to establish the loca
tion for each maple drawer runner. Screw 
the runners to the sides, and the central 
divider and the drawers are hung. 

The two inner doors and their posts 
are made from 5i8-in.-thick plywood. Cut 
matching recesses on each door and post 
for a pair of hinges, and then screw each 
post to the sides of the cabinet between 
the top of the torsion box and the upper 
shelf. Hang the doors on these posts. 

The separate unit at the back of the cab
inet is built of two layers of lJi-in. -thick 
plywood and should be designed to ac
commodate carpenter's squares and panel 
saws. Screw this unit to the back of the 
cabinet between the French cleats . 

The outer doors are hung using piano 
hinges and magnetic catches; ball catches 
give a positive latch to the doors. After 
hanging the front doors, conceal the ex
posed rabbet jOint around the front panel 
with a }'\6-in.-thick by ¥I-in.-wide strip of 
solid maple, rounded slightly (as all ex
posed corners should be). 

With the main cabinet construction com
plete, make and attach custom hangers for 
each tool using scraps of plywood. 

I finished my cabinet with two coats of 
oil-based sealer that were sanded with 
P320-grit sandpaper. Then I wiped on a 
couple of coats of tung oil. 

The cubbyholes and the bottoms of 
the drawers were covered with industrial 
rubber-backed floor covering, available 
from home centers. It comes in many colors 
and gives excellent protection to edge 
tools. The final step was to attach pulls to 
the drawers and doors, and stout handles 
to the outside of the cabinet. These are a 
great help when you and a friend lift the 
cabinet onto the wall-mounted part of 
the cleats. Install all of the tools and then 
start putting them to use. 0 

Jan Zoltowski is a professional antique and art 

restorer who lives near Seattle, Wash. 

Attach the 
inner doors. 
Stretching from 

the top of the 

gallery to the 

bottom of the 

upper shelf, 

each inner door 

is hung from a 

post screwed to 

the cabinet. 

Install the upper shelf and gallery. Cut a dado on both sides of the cabinet and 

install the upper shelf. This gives the carcase extra rigidity. After routing the dadoes 

for the upper and lower shelves, test-fit the gallery and then glue it in. 

Storage behind the cabinet. An inner layer of %-in.-thick 

plywood is cut to receive panel saws and a carpenter's 

square, then covered by a solid outer piece of plywood. 
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Set Up 
Most furniture makers would 

welcome a few more chisels, 
planes, and clamps, and prob

ably a wider jointer, but there is a critical 
mass of tools that allows you to get fine 
woodworking done in an efficient way-a 
point when the balance tips from struggle 
to satisfaction. 

Choose wisely a n d  you r  fi rst 
set of too ls cou ld be you r  last 

It's easy to charge past that pOint, be
coming obsessed with building or buying 
every jig and having the best of everything. 
In the meantime, you're probably not pro
ducing much furniture. 

Space is one important factor in decid
ing when to stop buying and start building. 
There is no point in adding another ma
chine to save time if you no longer have the 
room to move projects around efficiently. B Y  A S A  C H R I S T I A N A  

These require the biggest investment 

because they do the most work, turning 

rough lumber into precisely sized 

furniture parts. They also dri l l  clean 

holes and cut joints. 

TABLESAW 
Get as powerful and 
heavy-duty a saw as 
you can afford, with at  
least 30 in .  of  r ipping 
capacity. For safety, use 
a spl itter or riving kn ife 
and put an outfeed table 
on the back. 

I'd like to make a case for my essential 
tools, with two goals in mind. For one, I'll 

JOINTER 
Whether you buy 
new or used, wider 
is better, but an  8-in. 
model wil l  handle 
most workpieces. 

BAN DSAW ------------�. 
A 14-i n . or 15-i n .  bandsaw 
is enough, and a riser
block accessory is a good 
way to dou ble the resaw 
capacity to 12 i n .  This 
tool is ind ispensable for 
ri pping, resawing, and 
cutting curves. 

Photo, Michael Pekovich; drawings, Jim Richey 



Shop for $5,000 
provide beginners with a shopping list for 
this lifelong hobby. Also, I hope to reas
sure more experienced woodworkers that 
they may already have what they need to 
make beautiful projects. 

To arrive at a bottom line, I've assembled 
a list of specific brands and models, most 
of which have been winners in recent tool 
reviews in Fine Woodworking. I won't cov
er a few categories of tools that are truly 
necessary but vary too much to pin down: 
marking and measuring tools, sharpen
ing gear, and clamps (they say even God 
needs more clamps). 

The street price for all-new equipment 
is about $5,000. Buy used equipment, and 
you can cut that in half. I consider this a 
reasonable investment for a lifelong hobby. 
Consider the cost of a bass boat (not to 
mention the truck and trailer). And you 

can't fill your house with bass-unless they 
are stuffed or singing. I'll take furniture. 
Of course, my own way of working has 

informed my list of essential tools. I am not 
a professional woodworker. Almost every 
piece I make is different. And I do a fair 
bit of woodworking to beautify my home, 
such as built-ins and trim. join our Knots 
discussion at www.FineWoodworking.com! 
toollist to share your opinions about my 
tool choices. 

Machines do the heavy lifting 
Hand-tool purists might argue, but ma
chines are the backbone of an efficient 
shop. With a set of plans in hand and the 
rough lumber chosen, most woodworkers 
turn first to machines to straighten, flatten, 
square up, and cut off precise workpieces. 
Well-tuned machines and power tools also 

PLANER 
Today's smal l  p laners 
leave a great finish 
with m i n imal  sn ipe on 
boards u p  to 13 in.  
wide. Get one with 
i ndexed kn ives for 
easy blade cha nges. 

DRILL PR ESS 
Whether you get 
a benchtop or floor
standing model ,  go 
for a %-i n .  chuck 
and at least eight 
speeds, 3 in. of 
spindle travel ,  

M ITER SAW -------1--. 
Aside from rough ing stock qu ickly 

and 7 in. between 
the spindle and 
the post. 

to length, this machine can make 
quick miter cuts that a re clean 
enough for many uses, l i ke 
bu i lt-in cabinets a n d  tri m.  Non
sl id ing, 12-i n.  "chop saws" offer 
the best va l ue. 

will get curves, joints, and final surfaces 
veIY close to perfect before hand tools and 
sandpaper take over. 

However, if your machines lack capac
ity, power, or accuracy, you'll find these 
preliminary stages frustrating. If the first 
surface of a board isn't flat and straight, the 
opposite one won't be either. If edges and 
ends aren't square, you'll chase those inac
curacies all the way through the project. 

When it comes to setting up shop, a plan
er and jointer often mark 

.------ t h e  m o m e n t  � when a wood-

DUST COLLECTOR 

worker gets se
rious about the 
hobby. These 
machines al
low you to 
m i l l  s t o c k  

Get a l'h-hp, s ingle-stage collector 
at a m i n i m um .  To collect the f inest 
d ust, opt for a cartridge filter or a 
felt bag. A 2-h p collector is better 
because it can be located farther 
from a ta blesaw or pla ner and sti l l  
c a  n do its job. 
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I Power too ls  
Like machines, these speed up the more tedious 

woodworking tasks: dril l ing, sanding, sawing, molding, 

mortising, and some other joinery. 

TWO-AND-A-HALF ROUTERS 
Today's router kits offer one 
motor that changes q u ickly 
between a p lunge base designed 
for hand held use and a base 
that can stay mounted in a 
router table. Throw in a smal ler, 
detail router and you have the 
equivalent of three tools. 

quickly to any thickness, which means you 
can buy rough lumber. Bottom line: You'll 
need a jointer and planer wide enough to 
handle most workpieces. 

You'll also need a heavy-duty tablesaw 
that can make smooth cuts in thick hard
woods; a medium-size bandsaw that keeps 
its blade on track; a miter saw to rough-cut 
lumber to length and to cut moldings; and 
a drill press to cut clean and accurate holes 
with large and small bits. 

Machines need dust collection--If only 
to keep machines running right, with less 
maintenance, you'll need dust collection. 
Tablesaws and planers work better when 
dust is being sucked away. Then there's 
the latest government data about fine wood 
dust causing nose and throat cancer. It takes 
very fine filtration to capture the smallest, 
most insidious stuff. Finally, it's just more 
pleasant to work in a clean shop. 

I keep a tight cluster of the worst of
fenders (tablesaw, planer, bandsaw) per
manently connected to my dust collector 
with a simple blast-gate system and flex
ible hoses. I don't bother with the jointer; 
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i ts  chips. just fall down 
a ramp into a bucket. 

Mortisers and lathes are optional-I 

made a tough call on these tools. Whether 
hollow-chisel or horizontal, a mortiser 
makes the joinery process quicker and eas
ier, but is essential for pros only. A router, 
in tandem with shopmade jigs, will make 
great mortises. 

Choosing a lathe is complicated. If most 
of your woodworking is turning, my list 
of tools is not for you. But even if you 
dabble, and ever want to try big bowls and 
vessels, you'll need a large-capacity lathe 
with enough mass to control vibration, and 
speed that is variable on the fly. So you'll 
be out $ 1 ,000 or more for a tool you'll use 
only once in a while. However, if all you 
turn is knobs and spindles for furniture, 
you can get by with a benchtop (mini or 
midi) lathe. Newer models are solid and 
offer bed extensions. 

Power tools give speed and precision 
The next row in your arsenal is the power 
tools: two-and-a-half routers (you'll see), a 

CORDLESS DRILL/DRIVER 
A 14.4v model has enough power 
for big bits and enough control 
for smal l  screws. 

random-orbit sander, a cordless drilVdriv
er, a circular saw, and a biscuit joiner. 

I can't imagine woodworking without a 
handheld router and a router mounted in 
a table. The good news on routers is that 
there are multi-base models that will allow 
you to keep a fixed base mounted in your 
router table and a plunge base free for 
handheld routing, such as mortising. You'll 
have to switch the 2-hp motor from one to 
the other, but that takes only seconds. 

As for a router table, it can be as simple 
as a piece of plywood clamped to the end 
of a workbench, with a shopmade fence 
that has a dust port tacked on. 

I also recommend a small fixed-base 
router (the "laminate trimmer" type) for 
detail work. They are easier to handle for 
inlay and light edge work, and there are 
times when it is nice to have a second 
router loaded and ready to go. 

Though I ' l l  make a case later for a 
smoothing plane, there are woods and 
situations for which a sander is simply the 
easiest way to go. A random-orbit palm 
sander is aggressive enough to remove 



Get a 5-in .-d ia . ,  pal m-style,  random
orbit sander with va riable speed 
and hook-and-Ioop d isks. A 3-i n .  
b y  21-in .  belt sander offers a 
great combi nation of size and 
maneuvera b i l ity. 

CI RCULAR SAW 
A 15-a mp, heavy-duty, 
71/4-i n .  saw wi l l  power 
through hardwood. 
Look for user-fr iendly 
adjustments and a very 
flat sole. 

machine marks and tearout, yet it is pretty 
easy to control . If used properly, it won't 
leave dips in the surface and it won't sand 
through veneers or the first coat of finish. 

A cordless drilVdriver is a fixture in every 
shop. Woodworkers don't need as much 
power and endurance as homebuilding con
tractors, yet we inevitably do jobs around 
the house. A 14.4v drill offers the right com
bination of power and fine conu·ol. 

The last dlfee power tools on my list are 
sometimes sneered at. A belt sander seems 
like a long shot but has a host of uses in a 
woodshop. It can surface slabs that are too 
wide for the planer or jointer. It is also great 
when scribing and fitting the frames and 
moldings of built-ins to walls and ceilings. 

A circular saw is essential anytime it is 
easier to bring the saw to the work rather 
than the work to the tablesaw, such as when 
roughing out plywood paI1s. Guided by a 
straightedge and armed wid1 a good blade, 
a heavy-duty saw also will make clean, ac
curate cuts on the end of a wide panel . 

Though a biscuit joint is not as strong 
as traditional joinery, it is lightning-fast 
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and plenty strong for many appli
cations. A biscuit joiner is the ideal tool to 
build plywood cabinetry. Biscuits 
also make quick and invisible 
splines for aligning mating 
parts. 

Team up your power 

tools with a shop vacu

u rn--Like machines, many 
power tools run much bet
ter with a vacuum attached. 
Palm sanders can be almost 
dust-free, which increases 
their efficiency. Router
table procedures a re 
easier without a lot of 
chips in the way. Some 
routers are well-designed 
for dust collection, which 
means you'll never have to stop to clear 
chips when mortising. 

Hand tools: Get these 10 
and learn to sharpen them 
Hand tools handle the final stage of 
construction: fine-tuning joints and 

Make sure this tool has 
good reference su rfaces
base, face, and fence
you' l l  use them a l l .  

SHOP VACUUM 
Look for a 1- or 
2-micron filter and a 
tool-triggered power 
switch. P lug a tool 
i nto the on board 
outlet and the 
vacuum will turn 
on when the tool 
does and run a few 
seconds after the 
tool is turned off. 
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I Hand too ls 
For final fitting and final surfaces, when precision is 

critical, turn to high-qual ity hand tools. The following 

are essential. 

surfaces. Every woodworker should learn 
to use a smoothing plane. It is simply the 
fastest way to prep a board for finishing 
after it leaves the planer. Handplanes are 
also the best tool for leveling one surface 
to another without creating dips or hol
lows. Put in a thick aftermarket blade to 
dampen vibration, and sharpen it to 8,000-
grit. For most woods, this is all you will 
need to create an almost-final surface, fol

THREE HAN DPLAN ES 
You ' l l  need a block p lane (r ight) for detai l  
work, a No. 4 smooth ing p lane (a bove) for 
removi ng machine marks a n d  prepping 
f ina l  faces a n d  edges, and a shoulder p lane 
(below) for tri m m i ng jo inery. Al l  should have 
thick blades to reduce chatter. 

DOVETAIL SAW ------------""""""�T.,--_ 

Ch ristiana prefers a Japanese-style 
handsaw (cal led a dozuki) ,  which 
has very f ine teeth and a thin blade, 
and cuts on the pull  stroke. However, 
many woodworkers prefer a Western
style d ovetai l  saw. 
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SCRAPER 

lowed by a quick pass with fine sand-
paper on a sanding block. 
For figured woods and other tough 

planing situations, I use a cabinet 
scraper to create a smooth surface with 
no tea rout. (When all else fails, I turn to 

my power sanders.) 
Two other essential planes are a 
shoulder plane and a block plane. 
The block plane is the handplane 
I use most often-for chamfers, 
roundovers, trimming cuts, nar
row edges, or just for breaking 

sharp corners. I prefer the versatil
ity of a low-angle version, though 

a standard-angle plane would be fine, 
too . The former does better on straight 
grain and end grain; the latter on grain that 
wants to tear out. 

The shoulder plane is ignored by some 
woodworkers, but is unequaled at trim
ming tenons and rabbets to fit. It is great 

For d ifficu lt woods, a sharp cabinet 
scraper w i l l  prep f inal  surfaces with 
no tea rout. A wide base is he lpful .  
Add a card scraper for a few dol lars. 



any time you need to plane right up to a 
square shoulder. 

Even if you make dovetails with a router 
jig, tablesaw, or bandsaw, you'll still need a 
good dovetail saw for those small, preCise 
cuts. Western or Japanese, push or pull, 
take your pick. Just get a good one. I pre
fer a pullsaw; its thin blade and fine teeth 
make it easier to start and control . 

The last hand tools you'll need are chis
els and a mallet. I cut deep mortises with a 
router, so I don't need mortising chisels to 
chop them by hand. You'll be quite happy 
with a basic set of five or six bench chisels, 
ranging from \4 in. through 1 in. Look for 
those designed for both paring and light 
pounding. Down the road, look for a few 
flea-market chisels-an extra wide one and 
a couple of narrow ones to grind to a right
and left-hand skew angle for cleaning out 
the bottoms of dovetails. 

That's the basic equipment. You'll need 
clamps, a few marking and measuring 
tools, sharpening gear, and a heavy bench 
with a woodworking vise. Then you'll be 
able to build almost anything. 0 

Asa Christiana is the editor and a hobbyist 

furniture maker. 

CHISELS 
Many bevel-edge ch isels a re good for both 
paring and l ight poundi ng. These five sizes are 
essentia l ,  though others can be helpfu l :  114, 3/8, 
'12, %, 1 in .  

And the actual retail  price is ... 

In order to arrive at a bottom-line street price for new equipment, I had to 

choose actual products. To be fair to manufacturers, I checked our 

recent tool reviews and used authors' picks for Best Value. When 

reviews were somewhat outdated, I chose tools that got favorable 

reviews in our Tools & Materials column. When that didn't work, I went 

with features I deem essential. Anyway, the point is the class and type of 

each tool, not the exact brand and model. 

Craftsman Professlonal l0-ln. Tablesaw (OR35504) $1,000 

Delta 22-580 13·ln. Two-Speed Finishing Planer $ 380 

Grizzly G0586 8-ln. Jointer $ 655 

Rldgid BS-1400 14-ln. bandsaw (riser block available) $ 350 

Bosch 3912B 12-ln. Compound Miter Saw $ 310 

Rldgld DP1550 15-ln. Drill Press $ 270 

Delta 50-760 1112 .. hp dust collector with 1-mlcron bag $ 300 

Porter-Cable 7812 lO-Gal. Tool-Triggered Vacuum $ 260 

Porter-Cable 895PK Router (with two bases) $ 270 

Bosch PR10E Colt Palm-Grip Router $ 90 

Bosch 1295DVS 5-ln. Random-Orblt Sander $ 80 

Milwaukee 0612-22 14.4v %-In. driver/drill $ 160 

Ryobi Variable-Speed Belt Sander, BE321VS $ 100 

Milwaukee 6390-21 71.4-ln. Circular Saw $ 140 

Porter-Cable 557K Deluxe Plate (biscuit) Joiner $ 180 

Veritas Low-Angle Block Plane $ 120 

Bailey-Stanley No. 4 (Woodcraft) Smooth Plane ($62) plus 

replacement blade and chipbreaker (lie-Nielsen: $55) $ 117 

Verltas Medium Shoulder Plane $ 160 

Verltas Cabinet Scraper (and card scraper) $ 50 

Dozukl dovetail saw (Japan Woodworker), 81.4 in. $ 35 

Two Cherries Bevel-Edge Chisels, set of 6 $ 140 

$5,167 
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Dust Collection 
Ti ps for choos i ng a nd configu r i ng a 

Woodworkers have been battling 
sawdust ever since the ancients 
invented the handsaw about 

5,000 years ago. The Egyptians cleverly 
disposed of at least some woodworking 
debris by using it to stuff mummies, but this 
is not an option for today's woodworker. 

In more recent times, the dust and chips 
created by woodworking machines has 
grown vastly more plentiful, fmer, and more 
hazardous. Prolonged exposure can cause 
respiratolY problems and has been linked 
to the development of some types of can
cer. So keeping all of this material out of 
the air and off your tools and floor, and 
gathering it for disposal, have become more 
urgent and more challenging tasks. 

Enter the dust collector. 
A woodshop dust collector is a simple 

exhaust system. Its blower moves contami
nated air tlu'ough hose or ductwork to fil
ters, which clean that air for recirculation 
back into the shop. The more effective the 
blower, the more ductwork you can add 
and still have enough suction at the other 
end to do the job. 

For many woodworkers, a shop vacuum 
is the first dust collector. A shop vac can 
handle small amounts of fine debris like 
that produced by a 5-in. orbital sander or 
a router. But a shop vac moves small vol
umes of air, making it a poor choice for 
larger stationary machines. 

Dust collectors generally belong to one 
of two families. Single-stage collectors 
carry the sawdust and other debris directly 
through the fan and into filter bags or car
tridges. Two-stage cyclone collectors allow 
heavier debris to drop out of the airstream 
before it reaches the blower, meaning less 
work and abuse for the fan and filters. 

The more air a dust collector moves, the 
more debris it can carry. Dust from a small 
hand sander might be captured effectively 
with as little as 100 cubic feet per minute 
(cfm) , but a tablesaw might require 800 
cfm. Also, the faster a collector moves the 

Photos: Steve Scott 



Demystified B Y  S T E V E  S C O T T  

system to fit you r  needs 

air, the heavier the debris it can carry. The 
lightweight dust from a small sander might 
need an airspeed of as little as 3,000 linear 
feet per minute. The coarser material pro
duced by a planer often demands as much 
as 4,000 fpm. Finally, the more effective 
a dust collector's filters, the less fine dust 
will be returned to the air. 

Dust-collection systems are like many 
other things in life: The safest approach is 
to plan for the worst. Some modestly pow
ered dust collectors can deliver 800 cfm 
only if connected to a machine by less 
than 4 ft. of flexible hose. The bigger chal
lenge lies in collecting dust from machines 
on the far side of the room. A key question 

A shop vac 
isn 't enough 
Choices in dust collection 

range from light-duty shop 

vacs to powerful cyclone

style dust collectors. A shop 

vac might be your first dust 

collector, but it shouldn't 

be your last. Shop vacs can 

handle the dust 

from small 

tools, but are 

undermatched 

for the amount 

of waste that 

a stationary 

machine can 

throw. In 

choosing the 

col lector, consider 

how frequently you 

use machines that produce 

large volumes of dust and 

chips. You also should weigh 

whether you need a collector 

that can support long 

segments of ductwork. 

www. F i neWoodwork i n g . c o m  

S I N G L E-STA G E  D U ST C O L L E CTO R 

The strongest of these, 2-hp and 3-hp units, can 

collect dust effectively from a tablesaw or other 

large woodworking machine through several feet of 

duct or hose. Units rated at 1112 hp can deliver top 

performance only through a short length of hose. The 

1-hp units shouldn't be relied on to clear all the debris 

from large machines. Prices range from $150 for a 

1-hp col lector to $500 for a 3-hp unit. 

TWO-STAG E CYC LO N E  

These units move more air with the 

same horsepower as their single-stage 

counterparts, offering as much capacity as 

most home shops are l ikely to need. If you 

want complete freedom on shop layout and 

ductwork, this is your best bet. Prices start 

around $750. 
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Si ngle- o r  two-stage dust co l l ector? 
Both will do the job, if connected to the right 

hose/duct setup. The difference is a matter of 

cost and convenience. 

C h i ps and d ust 
a re carried 
through i mpel ler 
i nto fi lter bag. 

SINGLE STAGE 

A single-stage dust collector 

carries a l l  of the debris past its 

impeller and then separates it into 

heavy chips and lightweight dust. 

It is the more affordable option. 

TWO-STAGE CYCLONE 

reaching 
impel ler. 

A two-stage cyclone a llows larger debris to fall out of 

the airstream before it reaches the blower. This lets 

the fan spin more freely while being more efficiently 

shrouded, increasing airflow. The filter sees far less 

dust, and so doesn't need much maintenance. 

to consider about any dust collector is how 
much ductwork it can support. 

We tested a sampling of different-size 
collectors ranging from a 1 -hp single-stage 
unit to 3 Y2-hp cyclone. The testing proto
col was similar to that used for our review 
of 1 Y2-hp collectors (FWW #183, pp. 38-
43). We used the results to estimate how 
much ductwork each machine might sup
port while delivering the baseline perform
ance of 800 cfm and 4,000 fpm. 

Which equipment is  right for you? This 
survey should help clarify your choices. 

A single-stage portable works 
for smaller shops and budgets 
For a woodworker with a garage shop 
that includes a tablesaw, jointer, planer, 
and bandsaw, and with $600 or less to 
spend on dust collection, the most practi
cal choice is a single-stage dust collector. 

A 1 -hp collector is the least expensive, 
but you're likely to be disappointed with 
its performance-about 450 cfm at best. 
Unless your larger machines have perfectly 
efficient dust-collection hoods or ports 
(extremely rare), that's not enough. 

The 1 Y2-hp collectors are the most power
ful units that run on standard 1 10v current. 

W E  T E S T E D  T H E  CAPAC ITY O F  EAC H SYST E M  
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2 HP 

3 HP 

4 ft. of flexi ble hose 

Below is the amount of ductwork that each type of collector supported while 

maintaining 800 cfm and 4,000 l inear fpm of airflow, enough to handle the chips 

and dust from a ny machine. We added flexible hose and a few typical connectors to 

simulate real-world conditions. Use these guidelines when choosing a collector and 

laying out your system. 

18 ft. of flexi ble hose or 24 ft. of rigid d uct, one elbow, one V-connector, and 6 ft. of flex ib le hose 

b\\A\\\\\\\S\\\\�\�\\\\\\\� 
76 ft. of rigid duct, one elbow, one V-connector, and 6 ft. of flexible hose 

2 HP h\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\�)\\\\\\1 
68 ft. of rigid d uct, one e lbow, one V-connector, and 6 ft. of flexible hose 

b\�\\\\\\\SA\\\\AAS�A\\\;\\\�\;\\\ 1 
151 ft. of rigid d uct, one elbow, one V-connector, and 6 ft. of flexib le hose 
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They work well, given a minimum of flex 
hose and frequent cleaning of filters. 

If you've got 220v power, though, con
sider stepping up one rung in class (and 
price). The 2-hp single-stage collector that 
we tested handled the equivalent of 18 ft. of 
flex hose before dropping below 800 cfm 
and 4,000 linear fpm. 

Because the collector is mobile, you can 
wheel it from machine to machine, con
necting it to each via a short length of hose. 
This ensures optimum performance at each 
machine, but sacrifices convenience. 

An alternative is to park the collector in 
a central location and use Y-connectors, 
blast gates, and a couple of hose runs to 
connect it to your most frequent offenders. 
This approach lets you operate a variety of 
woodworking machines without undoing 
and redoing dust-collector connections. 
Put machines that generate less dust at tbe 
farthest end of the hose. Use a shop vac to 
handle the lightest-duty machines. 

It's worth pausing at this point to say a 
few words about filters. Dust smaller tban 
10 microns-about half the thickness of 
this page-can be inhaled far more easily 
than expelled; once lodged in the lungs, it 
can cause a host of health problems. 

Many single-stage collectors come with 
woven fabric bags that, when new, cap
ture particles as small as 30 microns. Their 
performance improves with use, as a layer 
of fine dust builds up on the filter sur
faces. This works, but erratically: Plenty 
of hazardous dust escapes while the coat
ing accumulates, and the coating will of
ten release sudden puffs of ultrafine dust 
through the fabric and into the shop. 

You will breathe easier with I -micron 
filters, but they still require fairly frequent 
cleaning. In contrast, the accordion pleats 
of cartridge filters allow much more filter 
area in the same space, increasing intervals 
between cleanings by three to 10 times. A 
warning: Cartridge filters can be more deli
cate than cloth bags. A protective screen at 
the filter's intake is a good idea. 

As a last word on single-stage collectors, 
there are more powerful units available. 
A 3-hp Single-stage collector can be left 
in a corner and connected to a significant 
amount of pipe. The one we tested will 
provide sufficient airflow and velocity at 
the end of 76 ft. of ductwork, plus an el
bow, a Y-connector, and 6 ft. of hose. On 
the downside, the collector will take up 
about 10 sq. ft. of shop space, and you'll 

www. F i neWoodwork i n g . com 

More horsepow

er lets you park 

your collector. A 

2-hp machine is 

strong enough 

to support about 

18 ft. of flexible 

hose, which also 

allows for semi

permanent con

nection to sev

eral machines 

at once. 

Two ways to use 
a si ngle-stage 
co l lector 

Fitted with a short length of hose, a 

11/2-hp or 2-hp collector can be wheeled 

around the shop and connected to each 

machine as needed. 

Cluster your 

machines to 
keep maximum 

runs of hose as 

short as possible. 

Use blast gates 

to concentrate 

suction on one 

machine at a time. 
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Bigger d ust co l lecto rs offer 
more shop layout options 

T H R E E  P O S S I B L E  

D U CTWO R K  

C O N F I G U R AT I O N S  

Cyclone collectors are 

powerful enough to support 

permanent installations 

of fixed ductwork. Run 

ductwork along one wall 

(above) and use branches 

of duct or flexible hose to 

reach machines. A diagonal 

duct run (near right), 

mounted overhead, works 

well for tools in the middle 

of the room. A duct run 

around the shop's perimeter 

(far right) can be mounted 

overhead or on the walls 

and works best for tools 

positioned along the walls. 
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Dust col lector 

Tablesaw 

,� __ Bandsaw 

Jointer 

r 

have four filter bags to clean, not just two. 
In addition, a collector in this 3-hp class 
costs about $500. Upgrading the filter bags, 
which often is necessaIY, might cost an
other $400. That's before ductwork. 

Once you've reached that level of ex
pense, it's worth conSidering a cyclone. 

A cyclone is best for fixed ductwork 
The cyclones we tested range in price from 
$750 to $ 1 ,200 and come with good car
tridge filtration. Any of them can quickly 
move high volumes of air through enough 
ductwork to span the length and width 
of a two-car garage. Assuming you plan 
to spend $2,000 or so, the purchase price 
leaves plenty of cash for adding that duct
work. Your choice should be guided by 
your own shop layout. How spread out 
are your machines? 

The 2-hp unit we tested, for instance, can 
support roughly 68 ft. of ductwork, one 
90° elbow, one Y-connector, and 6 ft. of 
flex hose. As you might expect, the 3Y2-hp 
machine will handle larger loads. Tests 
show that it will deliver similar perform
ance with up to 1 5 1  ft. of straight duct
work and the same elbow, Y-connector, 
and length of flex hose. There are larger 
cyclones on the market, but they provide 
more capacity than a home shop is ever 
likely to need. 0 

Michael Standish provided research and testing 

for this article. 

Dust col lector 

Planer 

_.�. Tablesaw 

I 3 � Router 
l!!;::�I=I,*=�'!!!!!!.I ta ble 



CONNECTORS 
Because sharp turns reduce 
a i rflow, it's best to use 45° 
"Y" connectors to merge two 
branches of ductwork, rather 
than 90° "T" fitti ngs. 

TURNS 
Keep e lbows a nd 
V-connectors to a 
m i n i m u m .  For the 
best a i rflow, use 
the widest-radius 
elbows that you 
can. 

www. F i neWoodwork i n g . c om 

FILTERS 
Replace 30-micron fi lter 
bags. A i-micron bag 
is necessary to keep 
the finest d ust from 
esca ping back i nto the 
shop. Cartridge fi lters 
are j ust as effective but 
easier to keep clean. 

REDUCERS 

DUST PORT 
It's sometimes 
possib le to fit a 
machine with a n  
aftermarket d ust 
outlet to i m prove 
d ust pickup. 

For the best a i rflow, use hose and 
ductwork the same d iameter as the 
collector's i n let. Use a red ucing ada pter 
to connect with woodworking machi nes 
that have smal ler  outlets. I nsta l l  this 
fitting at or near the machi ne. 

Close off un used branches. 
Insta l l  at V-connectors or at 
i nd ividual  machines. 

....... 1tI-- DUCTWORK 
Smooth-wa lled metal duct carries 
air more efficiently than hose, but 
it's a lso more expensive and less 
flexib le.  In a ny case, use ductwork 
that matches the i n l et dia meter 
on your collector; a i rflow friction 
increases exponentia l ly  as d uct 
size decreases. 
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TO O L TEST 

Ready-Made 
Workbenches 

The best are rock soli d, dead flat, and a j oy to use 

B Y  M A R K  S C H O F I E L D  

At the heart of any woodworking shop is a 
solid workbench, but there has long been a 
debate over whether it's better to build your 

bench or buy it. Then there is the conundrum that 
you need a bench in order to build a bench. And 
if you think you can make a bench for a fraction of 
the cost of buying one, you may want to rerun the 
numbers: Remember that you can't buy 1 2/4 maple in 
bulk like a manufacturer can, and even if you hand
pick your boards, you'll have to cut away some knots, 
swirly grain, or checking. Add in the cost of some 
high-quality hardware and you 'l l  find the savings 
melting away fast. 

However, buying a workbench is rather like shop
ping for shoes: A single brand can have numerous 
models; the pros and cons of different features are 
not obvious without tIying them out; and one size 
definitely doesn't fit all. 

www. F i neWoodwor k i n g . co m  

To help simplify the process of buying a bench, Fine 

Woodworking decided to test some models head-to
head. Because personal preference plays such a large 
role when selecting a workbench, rather than use a 
single author, we decided to let all the editors have 
their say. Sure enough, opinions varied widely on 
some benches, but overall there was a consensus on 
the winners. If you are in the market for a workbench, 
this survey should help you pick one that suits you. 

How the benches were selected and tested 
We chose benches approximately 6 ft . long by 2 ft . 
wide, with both a front and a tail vise, that were robust 
enough to stand up to the rigors of planing, chopping, 
and sawing by hand. 

Eight manufacturers or retailers supplied benches 
that met these criteria. Nearly all of them make or sell 
benches of different sizes and with other features than 
the ones we tested, so if you like the brand but not the 
bench, check their Web sites for alternatives. 

For the more subjective part of the test, the editors 
recorded how stable the bench felt, how well the vises 
worked, and how easy the dogs were to use. They 
also noted the general a ppearance of each bench; 
the quality of the finish; and the utility of any storage 
shelves, cabinets, or tool trays. 

When we were done, John White, our shop man
ager, moved in with his straightedge, feeler gauges, 
combination square, and scales to objectively measure 
each bench. 

Workbenches vary enormously. You really do have a 
wide choice when it comes to price, quality, and con
figuration. More than any other tool in your shop, a 
good workbench should last you a lifetime, so choose 
wisely. 0 

Mark Schofield is the managing editor. 
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Lie-N ie lsen 
C U STO M M A D E 
www.l ie-n ielsen .com 

Price: $1,800 

Length: 84 in .  

Width: 24 in .  

Height: 38 in .  

Weight: 281 lb .  

Wood: M a ple 

Editors' score: 8.5 

O rder one of these benches and 

you're unlikely to see its identI

cal twin: Like a bespoke suit from 

Savlle Row, each product is custom 

built to fit the owner's needs and 

desires. The owner can specify a 

top up to 8 ft. 4 in. long and 24 In. 

wide, with or without a tool tray, 

and any height. The tall vise can be 

positioned at either end, or you can 

specify a twin-screw tall vise at one or both ends with a double row 

of dog holes. 

We ordered a traditional style of bench that was higher than 

most. Not surprisingly, 6-ft. 3-ln. Rodney Diaz, an associate art di

rector, loved the height, but a surprising number of sub-6-ft. editors 

also found this height more relaxing to work at. Both vises earned 

high marks for their German hardware and their beautiful handles, 

which come complete with rubber O-rings to stop the turned cherry 

knobs from banging against the metal. The 50/50 boiled linseed 

oil and turpentine satin finish achieved the right balance of pro

tecting the wood and being renewable. 

This bench felt like it had been designed and built by a wood

worker, and I think we'd all love to be able to boast that we'd made 

it ourselves. I suspect that this reason as well as the quality and 

the features made it our choice as best overall. 

One nice vise. 
The tail vise's 

stiffness can be 

adjusted using a 

pair of bolts. The 

vise handles, with 

their black rubber 

O-rings to protect 

the turned cherry 

knobs from hit

ting the metal, 

earned unani

mous praise. 
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Hoffman & Hammer 
1 1 4 1 0 2  
www. highlandwoodworki ng.com 

Price: $800 

Length: 71 in .  

Width: 2 2  in .  

Height: 34 in .  

Weight: 162 lb .  

Wood: Europea n beech 

Editors' score: 5.6 

The smallest, lightest, and cheap

est of the benches we looked at, 

Hoffman & Hammer's medium bench 

could have been overshadowed by 

the heavyweight competition, but 

it stood its ground and earned the 

best-value award. The front vise in 

particular had very little racking. 

The main criticism was the lightness 

of the bench, particularly the base, 

which made the bench unstable when pushed from front to back 

(end-to-end planing pressure was no problem). A solution would be 

to install a tool cabinet in the base, although the elevated stretch

displayed almost no rack

ing when the workpiece 

was clamped at one end. 

Dog vs. drawer. When 

a dog is deployed in 

the central holes of the 

bench, it prevents the 

drawer from opening. 

ers don't leave much 

room. The dogs and 

vises were small but 

worked smoothly, 

although the tall vise 

gradually increased 

in height as it was 

extended. This would 

be an ideal choice 

for someone looking 

for an economical, 

well-made workbench 

but without the 

physical mass. 

Photo, facing page (bottOI11 left), Rodney Diaz 



Diefenbach 
GB 16-43 V /35/4R 
www.workbenches.com 

Price: $1,600 
Length: 63 in .  

Width: 24% in .  

Height: 35V2 in .  

Weight: 271.5 lb .  

Wood: European beech 

Editors' score: 7.6 

Like Mercedes-Benz cars, Diefen

bach benches have long been 

symbols of German engineering 

prowess. A few years ago, however, 

Mercedes cars began being recalled 

for design faults and the marque 

slipped down the ran kings In custom

er satisfaction. Based on the bench 

we looked at, Diefenbach's halo may 

also have slipped. There were several 

examples of poor quality control: Only two of the four screw holes 

for attaching the top to the base were aligned properly, and the 

threaded rod on the front vise had to be bent slightly to fit it Into 

Its hole in the bench. The spring clips on all four metal dogs were 

so poorly riveted that they wouldn't fit Into the holes, although 

after being pounded on an anvil and then flied, they worked fine. 

Examples of poor design Include the protrusion of the flnger

Jointed end Into the front vise area. Because the dog holes were 

spaced wider than the end vise's travel, there was a 3,4-ln. dead 

zone when clamping certain length workpleces (the Laguna bench 

also had this problem; see p. 62). 

In other respects, this was a great workbench with stout legs 

www. F ineWoodwork i n g . c o m  

and a thick top, giving a 

very solid feel. The vises 

were, as associate art 

director Kelly Dunton put 

It, "nicely massive," and 

the anti-racking wheels 

on both vises were a 

standout feature. 

Vise stays parallel. By 

spinning the metal wheel 

until the distance between 

it and the vise jaw is slightly 

smaller than the thickness 

of the workpiece, the piece 

can be clamped securely 

without racking or twisting. 

Garrett Wa 
8 8 A 0 2 . 0 1  
www.garrettwade.com 

Price: $1,100 
Length: 74112 in .  

Width: 24 in .  

Height: 33% in.  

Weight: 242 lb .  

Wood: European beech 

Editors' score: 6.1 

Editor Matt Berger's comment, 

"When I think of a workbench 

this Is it," was typical of the initial 

favorable views of this workbench. 

The shelves and lockable cupboard 

under the bench were welcome, as 

was the nonmarring felt on the jaws 

of the tail vise. When planing and 

sawing, the bench was rigid and 

stable, but extended use exposed 

some problems. Most editors found the low 33314 In. height back

breaking, and the dog holes were too close to the front of the 

bench to grip wide boards securely. When combined with the loose 

dogs and the poorly aligned top of the front vise, this bench left 

editors disappointed, a reaction 

reflected in its sixth-place ranking. 

Dog gone. Because the dogs 

were too loose, they slipped down 

when positioned about 

1/2 in. or less above the surface. 

Front vise too low. The top of the front vise is about lis in. below the 

benchtop. 
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Grizz ly 
H 7 7 2 5  
www.grizzly.com 

Price: $850 
Length: 84 i n .  

Width: 24% i n .  

Height: 34% i n .  

Weight: 299.5 lb .  

Wood: Birch 

Editors' score: 4.4 

This bench certainly looked differ

ent from a" the rest. Instead of 

being made from large chunks 

of beech or maple, Grizzly's bench 

is made from thousands of strips 

of birch, most no larger than 3,4 in. 

sq., laminated together. The top was 

relatively flat, and this method of 

construction should, in theory, make 

it the most stable of a" the benches. 

That's where the good news ends: Despite being the heaviest 

bench, when given a Jolt it wobbled several times from end to end, 

probably due to the sma" stretchers and the undersize nuts and 

bolts that attach them to the legs. The front vise racked alarm

ingly, while the tail vise climbed l/S in. when tightened. When 

combined with the fact that the dogs leaned backward under 

pressure in their oversize holes, the effect was to raise the 

workpiece into the air. 

The other trouble spot is the massive drawer in the base. Heavy 

even when empty, it is difficult to open when storing anything but 

bulky, light objects. 

Unsteady workpieces. A combination of slop in the tail vise and dogs 

that angle backward under pressure causes the workpiece to rise off 

the bench when clamped. 
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Laguna 
7 - FT. W 0 R K B E N C H 
www. lagunatools.com 

Price: $1,365 
Length: 891f2 i n .  

Width: 26112 in .  

Height: 33 in .  

Weight: 242.5 lb .  

Wood: European beech 

Editors' score: 6.5 

The largest of the benches we 

tested, the Laguna also was the 

shortest. The overall appearance was 

pleasing and the bench had good 

stabil ity, but on closer inspection 

the construction and the vises left 

something to be desired. The top was 

visibly wavy and dished 0.030 In. 

In several places including the 

critical right-front corner near the 

tai l  vise, suggesting the top had been poorly wide-belt sanded. 

Also, the top of the trestle base protrudes beyond the front of the 

top, interfering when edge-planing a long board. 

The dogs and dog holes got mixed reviews. Some editors 

described the fit as just right, while others found the dogs' flat 

spot too sma" to locate without a second glance. With some 

modest redesign and better quality control, this could become a 

much better bench. 

Good and bad dogs. The Laguna dogs slid in and out of the holes with 

the right amount of resistance, but editors disliked the small flat spot. 



Sjoberg 
E L I T E  2 0 0 0  
www.woodcraft.com 

Price: $1,500 
Length: 76112 in .  

Width: 23% i n .  

Height: 35112 i n . 
Weight: 279 lb .  

Wood: European beech 

Editors' score: 8.3 

The Sjoberg only just missed the 

best-overall award. Initial com

ments were "handsome," "beautiful," 

"massive," and "well made," and 

closer inspection revealed a number 

of unique and useful features: The 

front vise can be switched to the 

opposite side of the bench and the 

bench rotated 1800 for left-handed 

use; square vise runners almost 

eliminated racking despite the nearly 2-ft. width of each vise; the 

legs are flush with the top and fitted with dog holes to a llow wide 

boards to be supported when edge-planing. A heavy bench, the top 

is 3 in. thick with a 4-in.-thick apron, giving it a very sturdy feel. 

Uniquely, the front vise was also fitted with a pair of dog holes, 

which, combined with the holes running the length of the front and 

back sides, gives great clamping flexibility. 

The dogs were round with a large, flat clamping spot, but a 

little stiff and hard 

to remove when low 

In the hole. The only 

other complaint was 

the sl ightly rough and 

low-luster oil-finished 

surface, a minor blem

ish on an otherwise 

excellent bench. 

Edge-plane wide 
pieces. The legs are 

flush with the sides of 

the bench top and con

tain dog holes so they 

can support long boards. 
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Veritas 
0 5 A0 1 . 0 1  
www. leeva l ley.com 

Price: $995 
Length: 72% in .  

Width: 26 in .  

Height: 35 in .  

Weight: 187 lb .  

Wood: Maple 

Editors' score: 6.8 

Opinions differed sharply on this 

bench, with nearly half the edi

tors picking it as best value while 

others considered it overpriced. The 

most debated feature was the twln

screw tail vlse-a Verltas exclusive. 

Proponents cited Its lack of racking 

and abil ity to clamp a lS1/:z-ln.-wlde 

board between the guides, and pro-

claimed it the best end vise on any 

bench. Skeptics called it weird, stiff, and jerky. The vise arrived 

unable to turn using one handle. Shop manager John White spent a 

few hours trying to tune It up and eventually reached a compromise 

between operating and not being too slack. The troubleshooting de-

tails in the manual suggest that our experience Is not unique. 

The center tool tray impressed some editors, but the design 

may be responsible for the bench being dished by 0.016 In. around 

the center. The dogs come with slip-on plastic tool protectors, 

but these prevented the dogs from being lowered less than an 

inch above the bench and must be removed when planing thinner 

stock. Finally, the shiny 

wipe-clean finish at

tracted some editors, 

but others wondered 

how it would look after 

a few years of use with 

no easy way to renew 

It. More than any other 

bench, this is probably 

one to try before you 

buy; you'll  love It or 

leave It. 

Wide clamping ability. 
The large distance be

tween the guides in the 

tail vise allow wide boards 

to be clamped securely. 
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Have some old socket chisels 
around that need handles? If 
not, perhaps you should. Even 

with today's high collector interest, flea 
markets, estate sales, and auctions still 
provide excellent values in tools if you 
can make your own handles. I prefer my 
own handles anyway, as I custom-fit them 
to the size of my hands and to my work
ing style. 

What's the big deal about old socket 
chisels in the first place? They generally are 
premium tools, made when chisels were 
drop-forged instead of investment-cast. 
Except for price Ca handle-less old chisel 
often can be had for less than $5), the 
differences between an old Thomas With
erby or James Swan and a modern chisel 
are subtle, but many of my generation 
still consider them to be the best compro
mise between edge retention and ease of 
sharpening in a factory-made chisel. They 
also are relatively plentiful-there were a 
couple dozen premium chisel manufactur
ers in the decades before World War II, not 
just the two or three best known. I like to 
see those heritage tools in the hands of 
users instead of collecting dust. 

To make a good handle, any dense hard
wood will do. Use what you have locally so 
you can make matching handles later. The 
original factories used conU110n woods like 
hickory, ash, and oak pretty interchange
ably. I suppose the hardest, toughest, and 
heaviest woods with interlocked grain are 
best-woods like dogwood and hop horn
beam-but I haven't found one species to 
outlast another in normal use. A teenager 
with a framing hammer can destroy any 
one of them as easily as another. 

Here in the hardwood-scarce Northwest, 
I use Pacific madrone, simply because it's 
the densest of the three hardwood species 
growing in my woods. 

I use a lathe, but you can make handles 
without one. Anything done on a lathe can 
be done as well, just not as fast, using a 
drawknife, a spokeshave, rasps, and files. 

Bob Smalser is a woodworker and boatbuilder in 

Seabeck, Wash. 

Fi neWoodwork ing .com 
No lathe? Learn how t o  shape a chisel 

handle with hand tools. 

Photos: SIeve Scon; drawing: Vince Babak 



1 .  Shape the hand le  

Start by turning a stub tenon. Smalser uses 

a parting tool to form the tenon, and then 

glues leather washers over it to create a 

durable striking surface. 

Stub tenon, '/4 i n .  
t o  3/8 in .  d i a .  

7/8 in .  
d ia .  

Leather 
washers 

5';' i n .  

11116 in .  -�f---'-"-"--iiilil 
to 1'14 i n .  
d i a .  

Outside --?-'-__ 1IiI 
diameter of 
the socket 
plus '116 in .  

Tenon 

H A N D L E  D I M E N S I O N S  

diameter, 

and taper 

of tenon to 

fit socket. 

After turning more than a hundred hand les 
for h imself and tradesmen friends, 
Smalser finds these d imensions most 
comfortable for a man with large hands. 

www. F i neWoodwork i n g . co m  

Establish the tenon shoulder. Use the part

ing tool to mark the start of the tenon that fits 

in the chisel socket, then shape the adjacent 

tapered section with a small gouge. 

2 .  Shape the tenon 

Cut the handle to final shape. Use the small 

gouge followed by a skew chisel for cleanup. 

This design relies on subtle curves for comfort. 

Use an inside-outside caliper. Transfer the inside diameter of the socket mouth to the tenon shoul

der, checking progress as you cut the top of the tenon to size with a parting tool. 

Finish the taper. Gauge the socket's depth and its diameter at the deep end. Use these measure

ments, and the parting tool, to cut the small end of the tenon to size. Finish the taper by pulling a small 

skew from the tenon shoulder to the pointed end. Leave the tenon slightly oversize for hand-fitting later. 
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3. Sand and  fi n ish the hand le  _______ _ 

Begin sanding with 120-grit. Work through 

the grits up to 320-grit. 

4. Fit it a nd set it  

Raise the grain. Wipe the handle with a damp 

towel between each grit. The water swells and 

loosens the wood fibers in the scratches, so less 

work is required to sand them off. 

Apply the finish. Smalser prefers a thin 

wiping varnish formulated for gunstocks 

(Tru-Oil or Lin-Speed), rubbed out with paste 

wax and #0000 steel wool after curing. 

An agfHJld fitting trick. After securing the blade in a vise, insert the 

tenon firmly and twist it a full revolution. A dirty socket will leave dark 

patches on the high spots; file these away using a fine rasp. Repeat until 

you have full wood-ta-metal contact for a perfect fit. 

Fixing a tenon 

that's too small  

A tenon that's too skinny 
won't fit securely. Simply cut 

a piece of cloth to fit the tenon's 

length and circumference, wrap 

it around the tenon, and glue it 

in place as a shim. Once the glue 

dries, drive the handle into the 

socket. 

66 F I  E W O O D W O R K I  G 

mallet. Leave a gap between the sock

et and the tenon shoulder. This helps 

prevent splitting. You also can seat the 

tenon and shoulder in epoxy to prevent 

the handle from coming loose when the 

handle shrinks in the dry season. 



WHY AN OSCILLATING 

SANDER MAKES SENSE 

The spindle's up-and-down 

movement helps the abrasive 

drum wear evenly. It also 

reduces heat bui ld up. More 

important, it prevents deep, 

continuous scratches for 

m uch smoother results. 

www. Fi neWoodwor k i n g . co m  

Nothing beats an oscillating spindle 
sander for sanding curves. The up-and
down movement helps keep the sand

ing sleeve from clogging. Sanding goes faster, 
the abrasive lasts longer, and there's less risk of 
heat buildup. 

The seven sanders I tested sell for $ 1 40 to 
$640. They're compact enough to sit on a 
workbench, although a couple have a floor stand. 
One, the Ridgid 4424, has the unique ability to 
convert quickly from a spindle sander to an 
oscillating 4x24 belt sander. These machines 
won't grind away large amounts of hardwood 
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Test resu lts 
Every machine handled 

its main Job-sanding 

curves-very well. Factors 

such as table height or 

onboard storage for tools 

and accessories mattered 

more. What set the Ridgid 

apart from the rest is the 

added versatil ity of its 

belt-sanding attachment. 

in no time. However, all have enough 
power to sand 8/4 red oak without 
slowing or stalling. I was able to stall 
the two with the least horsepower, the 
Delta and the Grizzly G0538, but only 
when they were bolted down and fit
ted with a 3-in. drum and I pushed 
hard on the stock. But that kind of ag
gressive sanding isn't right for these 
machines. 

Motor speed, oscillations per min
ute, and spindle stroke vary, but those 
differences don't matter. I had no trouble 
sanding to a line or following a curve 
with any machine. What does matter 
are seemingly small things-a place 
to store sanding sleeves and tools, or 
a dust port that fits a shop vac without 
an adapter. 

A drum for every curve 
Except for the Grizzly G9922, which 
comes only with a 2-in. sanding drum, 
these sanders come with at least four 
spindles, generally ranging in diam
eter from \4 in. to 2 in. That range of 
sizes highlights a real benefit of spin-
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R I D G I D  E B 4 4 2 4  

Two in one. The Ridgid 4422 is the 

only machine that converts from 

spindle to belt sander. The changeover 

takes about half a minute and doesn't 

require tools. 

die sanders-the ability to change the 
drum and the sleeve that fits over it to 
suit any curve. 

Drums smaller than Y2 in. slide onto 
metal spindles and are secured by a 
washer on the top or a clamp on the 
bottom. Those larger than Y2 in. slide 
onto rubber drums that either fit the 
Y2-in. spindle or have a spindle of their 
own. To hold the sanding sleeves in 
place, you tighten a nut at the end of 
the spindle, compressing the rubber 
drum against the sleeve. That's easiest 
on the Ridgid, which doesn't require 
tools. It's outfitted with knobs for drum 
changes, table tilting, and conversion 
from belt- to spindle-sanding mode. 

Few things aggravate me more than 
hunting for the wrenches or parts I 
need to change spindles or sanding 
drums. The Delta, the Grizzly G0538, 
and the Ridgid are the handiest; they 
store spindles, spare drums, and tools 
on their bases. The Jet is nearly as 
good; it holds spare spindles, sand
ing drums, and table inserts, but not 
tools. The Clayton has a separate 

Delta SA350K 
www.deltamachinery.com 

800-223-7278 

,.. ... "'ORS 

Grizzly G0538 
www.grizzly.com 

800-523-4777 

Grizzly G9922 
www.grizzly.com 

800-523-4777 

Jet JBOS-5 

www.jettools.com 

800-274-6848 

BEST OVERAll Ridgid EB4424 c::,:' www.r idgid .com 

IBEiUilJEf 800-474-3443 
""0'''-' 

$270 85 lb .  

$640 70 lb.  

$200 45 1b.  

$ 140 27 lb .  

$200 86 1b .  

$380 77 1b.  

$200 48 lb.  

Photos, except where noted: David Heim; facing page (lOp left): Roland Johnson; drawing: Christopher Mills 



C L AYT O N  140 

'12 hp,  '14, '12, 5/8, 18 i n .  
Cast-iron table tilts. Incl udes steel base. Very 

30 1 in .  14'12 i n .  sq .  (39 i n .  
5 . 7  a m p  1'12, 2 i n .  

with base) 
s imi lar  to G rizzly G9922 and Jet. 

Heavy-duty osci l lation mechanism, sturdy 
'12 hp, 

60 % in .  
112, 3/4, 

14 i n .  by 2 i n .  1 3 '12  i n .  
construction,  h igh-qual ity motor. Steel table does 

7.5 amp 2, 3 in .  not tilt. H ighest sp ind le  runout (0.012 in . )  Mfr. 
said it would  replace machine under warranty. 

Cast-iron table does not ti lt. 
v. hp,  

60 7/8 i n .  
%, 1, 1'12, 

18 in. d ia .  12 i n .  
Lowest s p i n d l e  runout (0.001 in . ) .  

3.5 amp 2, 3 i n .  Smal lest dust port ( 1 %  i n . ) .  Base holds spare 
d ru ms, spind les, tools. 

La m i nate-covered MDF table does not tilt. 
'13 hp, 

72 5!a in .  
'12, %, 1, 1'12, 

14 i n .  by 20 in .  11'14 in .  
Osci l lation mechanism may need 

2.4 amp 2, 3 i n .  periodic l ubrication.  Base holds spare d ru ms, 
spind les, tools. 

18 i n .  
Cast-iron table ti lts. Inc ludes steel base. 

'12 hp,  
64 1 in .  2 in .  14'12 i n .  sq .  (39 i n .  

Noisiest sander tested. 3,450 r p m  (twice as fast 
4.6 amp 

with base) 
as others). Very s i m i la r  to Bridgewood and Jet. 

5!a-i n .  m iter slot in base. 

'12 hp, 
30 1 in.  

V4, :112 ,  5/S, 
14% i n .  sq.  18 i n .  

Cast-iron ta ble ti lts. Very s i m i l a r  to 
5 . 7  amp 1 '12, 2 in .  Bridgewood and Grizzly G9922. 

U n ique des.ign converts easily from 4x24 
3/a hp,  

60 % in .  
'12, 3/4, 1, 16'12 i n .  

13'12 i n .  
osc i l lating belt sander t o  spindle sander. 

5 amp 1'12, 2 in .  by  18% i n .  A l u m i n u m  ta ble tilts. %-i n .  miter slot i n  base. 
Base holds spare drums, spind les, tools. 
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1 .  B E G I N  W I T H  A C C U RAT E  C U TS  
It's hard to turn a n  irregular line into a fair curve; 

lumps and bumps tend to get magnified. When 

roughing out a curve on the bandsaw, try to leave 

a small, constant margin that can be sanded away 

quickly and consistently. 

2 .  SA N D  W I T H  A L I G H T, 

S T EA DY H A N D 
You'll get the most uniform, fair curves wIth a steady 

feed rate and long, faIrly fast, sweeping feeds. A 

slow feed rate or sanding to the line in short seg

ments usually yields lumpy curves. Feed the stock 

Into the drum gently for better control and less heat 

buildup. Sanding sleeves will last longer, too. 

rack for spindles, but no tools. The Bridge
wood and the Grizzly G9922 don't provide 
storage. 

Testing spindles and tables 
To find out if the spindles were square to 
the tables, I jointed the edge of a piece of 
mahogany, drew pencil lines along that 
edge, and then sanded away. Any remain
ing pencil marks would show whether the 
spindle was out of alignment. All the spin
dles were square in all directions. 

I then measured each spindle's run
out, or tendency to wobble. My view is 
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that runout of less than 0.005 in. doesn't 
matter. On that baSis, five of these sand
ers did fine. But I measured runout of 
0.009 in. on the Grizzly G9922 and a 
whopping 0 .012 in. on the pricey Clay
ton. When told about the runout, Clayton 
said it would fix the problem. But as this 
article went to press, I hadn't received the 
repaired sander. 

.. FineWoodworki ng .com  

Watch a video detailing the basic 
anatomy and uses of a spindle sander. 

3 .  M ATC H 

T H E D R U M  

TO  T H E 

C U R V E  
For smooth, fair 

lines, use as big a 

drum as you can fit 

into the curve. All 

these sanders hold a 

2-ln. drum; a few go 

up to 3 1n. 

Four sanders have tilting tables. I seldom 
need to sand angled curves, but it's nice to 
have the option. The tilting tables move on 
protractor-style mounts held with clamping 
knobs. All can be returned to zero without 
fuss, and all have adjustments for setting 
the zero stops accurately. 

The Ridgid and Grizzly G9922 have mi
ter slots in their tables. The Ridgid's fits a 
common 'i4-in.-wide miter gauge, while the 
Grizzly's is only % in. wide. With a miter 
gauge (or shopmade fence, above), you can 
easily sand straight stock or end grain. 

Sanding accurately to a line requires 



4 .  K E E P  

S A N D I N G  

S L E EV E S  

F R E S H 
Spend $5 to $10 

for a sanding-belt 

cleaning stick and 

use it often. It will 

greatly extend 

the life of sanding 

sleeves, Increase 

the efficiency of 

the abrasive, and 

reduce the chance 

of scorching the 

wood. 

looking directly down at the line. So the 
work needs to be about elbow-high. For 
me, at 5 ft. 9 in., the sander table should 
be no more than 45 in. off the floor. 

The Bridgewood, Grizzly G9922, and 
Jet are about 18 in. tall, much taller than 
the others. The Bridgewood and Griz
zly come with steel bases that put them 
at a handy (for me) height of 39 in. But 
the Jet is a benchtop-only machine and 
too tall for me to use comfortably at my 
34Y2-in.-tall bench. If ! were 6 ft. 3, I'd have 
no complaint. Overall, the Grizzly G0538 
at 1 1  \4 in. tall is most suited to benchtop 

5 .  T I LT FO R B EV E L S  
A tilting table, found on four of the seven sanders 

tested, becomes a handy feature for bevels and 

roundovers along a curve. 

use, followed by the Delta at 12 in. and 
the Clayton and Ridgid at 13Y2 in. 

Dealing with dust 
The Delta was best at the critical task of 
dust collection. Its spindle has a small fan 
that moves air down and out the dust port. 
The sander comes with a dust bag that 
does a fair job of containing fine particles. 
But I found that the Delta, like all the other 
sanders, does a better job of dust collection 
when it's connected to a shop vacuum. 

ext best are the Grizzly G0538 and the 
Clayton, with dust pons under the edge of 

6 .  D O N ' T S A N D 

S T R A I G H T E D G E S 

F R E E H A N D 
If you want your spindle sander to 

follow a straight line, turn it into 

an edge sander with this simple 

Jig: Take a board at least 1112 In. 

thick and bore a hole sl ightly larg

er than the sanding drum near 

the board's edge. Rip the edge 

off the board, removing a bit of 

the hole to leave a gap In the side 

of the board. Clamp the fence to 

the sander table so that the drum 

peeks through the gap. 

the table. The Ridgid's dust-collection sys
tem was reasonably good only when the 
machine was in spindle-sander mode. 

One clear winner 
I chose the Ridgid EB4424 as the best over
all and the best value. Because it can work 
as both a spindle sander and a belt sander, 
it has versatility that the others don't. Its 
tilting table and no-tools-needed design 
add to its convenience. And its $200 price 
makes it an excellent buy. 0 

Roland Johnson is a contributing editor. 
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Remote 
starter is 
connected 
to d ust 
col lector. 

Oed icated outlet 
serves the d ust 
col lector and a i r  
compressor. 

F I N E  W O O D W O R K I  G 

Heat detector 
wired to system 

Lights should have 
thei r  own c ircu it. 

A B O O S T  I N  S A F ETY 

A N D  C O N V E N I E N C E  

Think about how you work, then plan to have 

ample power exactly where you need it. The right 

array of circuits, switches, and outlets makes the 

shop more pleasant to work in, and a few key 

accessories complete the picture. 

A power strip 
provides p lenty of 
workbench outlets. 

Wa l l  switch 
for the a i r  c leaner 

Make sure there are 

enough wall outlets. 

Floor-mounted outlet 
provides power to the 
center of the room. 

t -
� 

t ".'. 

r 

I i 
! I -= 

V 

Drawings: Brian Jensen 



Outlet for a i r  

/' Add a 

flash/alert 

to your 

phone. 

www. F i neWoodwork i n g . c o m  

A ce i l ing  d rop 
cord can get 
power to any 
location i n  the 
shop. 

Wiring a 
Workshop 

Plan smart,  and you' ll 

know what to tell 

the electrician 

B Y  C L I F F O R D  A .  P O P E J O Y  

The electrical wiring, outlets, and lighting in 
your shop should be as specialized as your 
tools. It's hard to turn out high-quality work

or to work safely-in a poorly illuminated shop. It is 
equally frustrating and potentially dangerous if your 
tools keep tripping breakers on underpowered cir
cuits or if your floor is a tangle of extension cords. To 
upgrade your workspace to meet the special needs 
of woodworking, you should know how to identify 
your needs and then conununicate them to an elec
trician with the skills to turn your plan into reality. If 
you put these ideas to use, your woodworking will 
be safer and more satisfying. 

Shop features dictate the wiring layout 
Installing the wiring for a woodshop is done most 
easily during construction or remodeling with the 
walls open, but it can be done anytime. If the walls 
are closed in, either have the wiring run in surface
mounted conduit or hire an "old work" electrician 
who can run wires in existing walls and make a 
minimum of holes to be patched later. 

To feed the shop circuits, the best approach is 
to install an electrical subpanel (breaker box) spe
cifically for the shop. In a well-designed system a 
breaker will rarely trip, but if it does, it helps to have 
the panel nearby. There's a wide range of subpan
els available, and your choice will depend on how 
much power and how many circuits you need. 

At any given time, most one-person shops will 
be running one major stationary tool, a dust 
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Pla n  c i rcu it by c i rcu it 
Designing the wiring for your 

shop is pretty simple if you 

approach it piece by piece. 

Start by determining your 

lighting needs, then provide 

power for receptacles serving 

portable power tools. Finally, 

work out the requirements 

for stationary machines that 

might run simultaneously. 

SYMBOL KEY 

$ Switch 

dtb 220v outlet 

tb Sta ndard 
outlet 

� Cei l ing 
outlet 
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Floor-mou nted 
outlet for tablesaw 

Wa l l  outlets for 
general needs 

OVERHEAD 

Air cleaner 

Dust collector 
needs dedicated 
power. Check the 

voltage that the 

dust col/ector motor 

runs on, and wire 

a separate circuit 

for it. 

Ded icated outlet for 
dust col lector 

Bench 

Cei l ing d rop for jointer 
or other machine tool 

Ded icated outlet for 
a i r  com pressor 

Switch 
for a i r  
c leaner 

Photos, this page, Rodney Diaz; facing page, Mark Schofield (center); Tom Begnal (bottom) 



collector, an air filtration system, and lights. 
In this case, 60 amps at 240/1 20v likely 
will provide enough power. If there's heat
ing or air conditioning running as well, a 
100-amp subpanel probably will be ad
equate. I suggest a panel with room for 16  
or  20  circuit breakers. These are starting 
points. Because each shop is different, you 
should calculate the number of circuits and 
power needs of your own. 

Consider a separate circuit for the 
compressor. By running your air com

pressor on its own circuit, you avoid the 

possibility that it will trip a circuit breaker 

when another tool is used. 

www. F i neWoodwork i n g . co m  

There are two interdependent aspects to 
wiring a shop. One is circuit design-how 
the various things that use power (called 
"loads") are arranged and grouped, and 
how they are connected to their electricity 
source through wiring and circuit breakers. 
The other is the choice and location of 
light fixtures, receptacles, and switches. 

Let there be light (on its own circuit) 
Depending on the size of the shop, you 
should have one or more 1 20v, I S-amp 
circuits dedicated to lighting. That way if 
you are ripping a board and your tablesaw 
trips a breaker, you won't be plunged into 
darkness and into a dangerous situation. 

To compute how many lighting circuits 
you will need, add up the total wattage of 
the lights and provide one I S-amp lighting 
circuit for every 1 ,500 watts . This is based 
on loading each circuit to about 80% of 
its capacity. This cushion, though not re
quired in noncommercial applications, is 
still a good idea. 

For example, to provide lighting for a 
single-car garage-size shop (240 sq. ft.) with 
96-in. ,  high-output (HO) fluorescent lights, 
you would need four separate 2-lamp fix
tures. Each 8-ft. lamp requires 1 10 watts, 
so you would need a total of 880 watts 
to light this shop. Consider installing some 
task lighting (say a track fixture with three, 
65-watt floodlamps or equivalent fluores
cent floods) as well. I'd put this lighting on 
one IS-amp circuit. 

Cabinet saws have special needs. Create 

a separate 220v circuit, and run it to a floor 

outlet in the center of the shop. 

Consider setting up the lighting so that 
the general lighting fixtures are wired to 
two or more separate switches, with the 
task lights switched separately from the 
general lighting. This way, if your ma
chine and bench areas are separate, you 
can save energy by illuminating only the 
area in which you're working. (For more 
information on how to select and install 
shop lights, see "Lighting for the Work
shop," FWW #1 54, pp. 56-61 .) 

Outlets: the more the better 
It's a fact that a shop can never have too 
many clamps, and it's equally true that it 
can't have too many receptacles. Recepta
cles should go on 20-amp circuits. There's 
no limit set by the National Electrical Code 
(NEC) for the number of outlets that can 
go on a circuit in a residential application. 
For a shop, it makes sense to identify the 
loads you expect to operate at the same 
time and group the receptacles onto cir
cuits so that each circuit can comfortably 
support the expected demand. A 1 20v, 
20-amp circuit can provide 2,400 watts, al
though it's a good idea to keep the load to 
80% or less, or about 1 ,900 watts. To figure 
out how many circuits are needed, look at 
the power needed as shown on the tool 
nameplate (some nameplates will specify 
watts, and some amps). If the tool specs 
give amps only, convert from amps to 
watts for a 1 20v tool by multiplying amps 
times 120.  For instance, if you have a small 
air compressor that draws 13 amps (1 ,560 
watts), put in a receptacle supplied by its 
own 20-amp circuit, called a "dedicated" 
circuit. For outlets that won't be supply
ing a specific tool, as in an area like an 
assembly bench where you will be using 
various small power tools, I suggest three 
or four outlets on a 20-amp circuit. 

The EC requires ground fault circuit 
interrupter (GFCI) protection for any 
IS-amp or 20-amp branch circuits supply
ing a garage or other work area at grade 
level. You can meet this requirement by 
using a GFCI circuit breaker or by having 
a GFCI receptacle first in line and wired to 
protect the downstream receptacles. 

For general-use outlets, like the ones 
used for routers, hand sanders, and corded 
drills, it is a good idea to set up circuits 
based on the area served. For example, 
you might set up a separate circuit for each 
wall. Or you may want a couple of 20-amp 
circuits to serve your workbench, where 
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Get the power where you need it 

F L O O R  

C E I L I N G  

One way to avoid 

having power cords 

strewn about your 

shop floor is to use a 

ceiling-mounted drop 

cord. This brings power 

to the middle of your 

shop in a convenient 

and safe way. Just rol/ 

out the tool of choice 

and plug away. 

Another way to bring power to the middle of 

your shop is to use a monument-style recep

tacle. This type avoids the problems of a flush

mounted receptacle, which include dust clog

ging and possible shorts from metal objects. 
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Workbench power. A Plugmold power strip gives you a convenient place to plug in power tools 

that are used often at your workbench. 

you might have three or four outlets on 
each circuit. A neat trick is to run two cir
cuits along the wall and feed alternating 
receptacles from the two different circuits. 
Don't use a shared neutral circuit for this; 
you have to GFCI-protect the outlets, and 
keeping the two circuits completely sepa
rate makes this easier. 

A product called Plugmold ( www.wire 
mold.com) is useful for providing work
bench power. It is a steel channel with out
lets spaced at intervals. Plugmold stands 
about 1 � in. wide and above the surface 
and is available in various receptacle spac
ings (12  in. is best for shop use). Plugmold 
is much sturdier than a typical cord
connected "power strip" and is the right 
way to pack a lot of outlets along a wall. 

It's a good idea to place wall outlets 
50 in. above the floor (to the bottom of 
the box). That way if you lean sheet goods 
against the wall, they won't cover the 
outlets. And the outlets will be well above 
any bench top or other worksurface.  
Another nice setup is to set aside a shelf 
area for cordless-tool chargers, and put 
a 3-plus-ft. strip of Plugmold with 6-in. 
receptacle spacing on the wall behind 
the shelf. Put this on a separate 20-amp 
circuit, so you can leave it powered up 
while turning the other receptacle circuits 

off at the breakers for safety when you're 
not in the shop. 

Get plenty of juice to stationary tools 
The big guns-stationary tablesaw, joint
er, planer, dust collector-draw so much 
power that they each require their own 
circuit. (Without it, running two simultane
ously will trip a breaker.) If the motor can 
be set up to run on 240v, have an electri
cian do it. It will probably require taking 
the motor out of the machine. There's no 
power efficiency advantage to running a 
machine at 240v vs. 1 20v in a single-phase 
system, but the higher voltage means low
er amperage, and as a result, you can use 
smaller-gauge power-supply wiring. That 
translates into less expense to run the wire 
and to hook it up. 

To figure out what size circuits you will 
need, check the amp rating on each tool's 
data plate or in its product manual. Keep 
in mind that the circuit breaker at the sub
panel is designed to protect the building's 
wiring from an overcurrent condition-it 
does not, however, ensure that the ma
chine's motor won't overload. If the motor 
does not have an internal circuit breaker 
for overload protection (the tool manual 
will indicate this), a fused disconnect may 
be required. Ask the electrician to install it. 

Photos, this page and facing page: Kelly J.  Dunton 



The fuses in the disconnect box will protect 
the motor windings from overheating. 

Some tools are an island-Getting 
power to a machine in the middle of the 
floor can be a challenge. You don't want 
a cord running along the floor that you 
might trip over. If there's a basement or 
crawlspace below, I would run cable 
or conduit below the floor and use a 
monument-style housing to hold the 
receptacle at the base of the machine (see 
bottom left photo, facing page). A flush
mounted floor outlet is a poor choice for 
a shop. It will fill with debris and could be 
shorted out by a stray nail or staple. 

If you plan to move shop machines 
around and you want to keep the floor 
clear, use a hanging (pendant) outlet about 
6 ft. to 7 ft. above the floor. To prevent ac
cidental unplugging, a locking cord cap on 
the receptacle end of the pendant outlet 
is a good idea (see top left photo, facing 
page). This will require you to 'put a com
patible locking plug on the machine cord, 
or make an adapter. 

Custom touches add safety, convenience 
Even though they are full of flammable 
materials, most woodshops have no smoke 
alarms. That is because airborne sawdust 
can set off the photo-ionization or photo
electric sensors typically used in smoke 
alarms to detect smoke. The solution is to 
install a heat-detecting fire alarm that can 
activate the smoke alarms in the house. 
Firex ( www. icca.invensys.comlfirex) has 
a complete line of smoke alarms that in
cludes compatible heat-detector units. 

It's nice to have a phone in the shop, 
but how do you hear it ring while planing 
boards and wearing hearing protectors? 
You can add a flashing visual alert. 

Another convenience is to have your 
dust collector start automatically when you 
switch on a machine it serves .  It's pos
sible to build a current sensor/relay setup 
(for more information, see FWW#143, pp. 
66-69), but there are commercially avail
able ones. Ecogate ( www.ecogate.com) 
sells a system that not only turns on the 
dust collector when it senses that a tool 
has started, but also opens and closes 
the adjacent blast gate. Alternatively, you 
could install a relay and receiver on the 
dust collector's cord that switches on and 
off with a remote-control transmitter that 
can sit in a convenient spot or hang on 
your key ring (like a car-door remote). 
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Consider these 
usefu l accessories 

H EAT D ET E CTO R 

I 

Airborne wood dust can cause false alarms 

with a standard smoke detector. A heat detec

tor can warn you of a shop fire and can be 

wired into your home fire-detection system if 

the shop is in a detached building. 

Work with your electrician 
Unless you're a qualified electrician or are 
willing to take the time to become familiar 
with the techniques of the trade, the many 
requirements of the NEe, and any local 
codes pertinent to shop wiring, you should 
find a licensed electrician or electrical con
tractor to wire your shop. Look for one 
who does both residential and commercial 
work; a strictly residential electrician might 
not be familiar with some of the products 
and design elements suggested here. 

When working with an electrician, it's 
more productive to explain the objective or 
goal than to try to dictate a precise method 
or approach. Sit down with the electrician 
before work begins, and lay out your 
requirements clearly. If your plan and 
goals are not clear at the outset, be 
prepared to pay for changes. 

Finally, don't expect to find an 
electrician who will "just do the 
hookups" after you've pulled the 
wires, etc. Few licensed electricians 
will take the risk of putting the 
finishing touches on work they 
didn't do themselves. . 0 

Clifford A. Popejoy is a licensed 

electrical contractor and 

occasional woodworker in 

Sacramento, Calif. 

T E L E P H O N E  

F L AS H E R  

If your shop has a 

telephone, it will 

be impossible 

to hear when 

you are wearing 

earplugs and 

operating loud 

machinery. This 

device uses a 

flashing light to 

let you know that 

you have a call. 

AINGER BOTH FLASHER 
L- .  --1 

RadioShack 

R E M OTE-C O N T R O L  

T R A N S M I TT E R  S W I T C H  

A remote-control receiver is connected 

between the dust collector's power cord 

and the receptacle. A small transmit

ter lets you turn the collector on and 

off from anywhere in the shop. This will 

save you a few steps and let you devote 

more attention to your work. 
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All About 
Impact 
Drivers 

Is there a place for them 

in furniture-ma king shops? 

B Y  R O L A N D  J O H N S O N  

At a quick glance, you might mistake a cordless 
impact driver for a conunon cordless drill. Both 
can drive screws and drill holes. A closer look 

shows critical differences, however. Curious to find 
out if those differences have any significance when 
making furniture, I gave several impact drivers-rang
ing in size from 9.6v to 18v-a workout in my shop. 

Impact drivers crank out more torque 
Torque is a measure of twisting force. Compared to 
a cordless drill with the same-size banery, an impact 
driver produces about four times the torque. 

Under normal screw-driving torque, an impact driver 
operates exactly like a typical cordless drill .  But when 
the driving gets tough, a spring-loaded cam and gear 
mechanism kicks in. Often, the driver works like a drill 
as you begin to drive a screw. As the screw goes farther 
into the wood, the driver switches to impact mode. 

A few good things happen when the impact func
tion is in action. You don't need to apply as much 
downward pressure on the screw head to keep the bit 
in place. You don't need a hold-on-for-dear-life grip. 
And because the screw rotates slowly when in impact 
mode, you have great control over the deptl1 of the 
screw. No need to fret about the screw spinning out 
of control to a point well below the surface-you spin 
the screw head slowly until it's perfectly flush. 

Be aware, though, that impact drivers don't have 
adjustable clutches like cordless drills have. When 
driving a screw that's too tight, the applied torque 
can twist the upper portion of the screw and snap it 
off. Granted, cordless drills have been known to snap 
screws, but it's more likely with impact drivers. 

Also, because impact drivers are c1utchless, you can 
drive a screw too far. That's most likely to occur with 

Long screws can be a challenge for cord

less drills, but impact drivers send them 

home with little fuss. 

Cordless drills sometimes stall when 

drilling big holes; impact drivers keep 

on turning. 
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a small screw. Because it takes little torque to drive a 
small screw all the way, the impact mode doesn't kick 
in and the driver behaves like a regular drill. 

One more point: Impact drivers have a quick
change chuck, so it takes seconds to add or remove 
a drill-driver or bit. But the chucks accept only hex
shank bits, which don't slip but are harder to find and 
are more expensive than bits with round shanks. 

Power to suit every need 
Cordless impact drivers come in a range of bat
tery sizes; typically 9.6v, 1 2v, 1 4.4v, and 18v. Sur
prisingly, the size and weight of the tool don't 
change much as the battery size increases. 

After using each tool in my shop for several 
weeks, I concluded that tl1ey all have more power 
than most furniture makers need. That said, if I had 
to pick a size, I'd want an 18v driver. It's relatively 
light, yet drives 3-in.-long screws with little fuss. 

Do you need one? . 
At the end of the day, there's a lot to like about cord
less impact drivers. Their compact size, light weight, 
added torque, quick chuck, and driving control give 
them plenty of appeal. Indeed, for almost all screw
driving or hole-drilling tasks, I reach for an impact 
driver. If I were buying my first cordless drill, I'd spend 
the extra 10% to 20% for an impact driver. 

Is an impact driver a must-have tool for someone 
on a tight budget or who already has a cordless drill? 
When you consider that a cordless drill probably can 
do 90% of the work an impact driver can do, I'd say 
that for most furniture makers the answer is no. 0 

Roland Johnson is a contributing editor. 

With a nut-drive in the chuck, an impact driver can 

tighten a bolt in no time. 
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How an im pact d river gets its d rive 
Much like a hammer smacking against an anvil, two components 

of the impact driver meet-at up to 3,000 times per minute-with con

siderable force. The pulsing action created by the contact creates 

a good measure of extra torque, one of the main advantages of an 

impact driver. It's noisy, though, so ear protection is a good idea. 

Spring 

1. IN  LIGHT USE, HAMMER 
STAYS IN  CONTACT WITH 
ANVIL AS M ECHANISM SPINS. 

Anvil attached 
to chuck 

Driving 
force 

/ Anvil with lugs 
Light 
resista nce 

Hammer mechanism 

Hammer 
s l i ps off 
a nvi l .  

2. UNDER H EAVY TORQUE, 
HAM MER SLIPS PAST ANVIL 
LUGS AND SLIDES BACKWARD. 

Screw 

3. SPRING PUSHES M ECHANISM 
FORWARD AND HAMM ERS ANVIL. 

First, spring forces 
hammer forward. 

Second,  hammer 
strikes a nvi l  lug. 

Third ,  conti n uous 
hammering d rives screw 
with pulsing action. 
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TO O L TEST 

Japanese-Sty 
Dovetail 

These fast-cutti ng saws 

a re afford able and 

razor-sha r p  out of the box 

B Y  C H A R L E S  D U R F E E  

! I I I I 



My first woodworking years were 
spent building traditional wood
en boats with a small group of 

similarly wide-eyed enthusiasts. We would 
gather around the woodstove to warm our 
fingers, and invariably would talk about 
tools. Our handsaws were the typical car
penter's variety: crosscut and rip, with an 
occasional backsaw. Sharpened as best we 
could, they cut pine and cedar adequately, 
struggled in oak and mahogany, and in 
general made sawing by hand an unwel
come chore. 

Then one day a shop-mate came in hold
ing a carefully wrapped, slender package. 
He pulled out a strange-looking saw with 
a thin blade and a long, straight handle. 
He explained that the blade was so thin 
because this type of saw cuts on the pull 
stroke, an action that keeps the thin blade 
from buckling. The narrow blade naturally 
creates a thin kerf or cut, which means it 
requires less effort t.o remove less wood, 
and it cuts faster. 

We tried the saw. It was like touching 
the pedal of a Jaguar after driving a Ford 
all your life. The saw raced through the 
cut, straight down the line. It was my first 
exposure to Japanese handsaws, and I've 
been a fan ever since. 

Although I've now used Japanese saws 
for 30 years, I've never really studied them 
other than to read catalog descriptions or 
the occasional article. When I needed a 
new one, I looked through tool catalogs 
and tried to figure out the differences 
among the many offered. Other than price, 
they seemed very similar in appearance 
and description, so the chance to test and 
evaluate a range of these saws was a fine 
opportunity to learn more. 

Quick tour of a Japanese saw 
Like their Western counterparts, Japanese 
saws come in a range of styles depending 
on the type of cut to be made and whether 
speed or smoothness is more important. 
The type of saw I tested is known as a 
dozuki, which means "tenon shoulder" in 
Japanese. The standard dozuki is a cross
cut saw, but rip dozukis are finding their 
way into the market and examples are in
cluded in this review. 

A dozuki has a very thin blade-gener
ally 1 1  to 1 2  thousandths of an inch, or half 
the thickness of a Western sawblade-sup
ported by a back of folded-over steel or 
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C H O O S E  W I S E LY 

Pu l lsaws 
have d ifferent 
tooth styl es 
A closer look. The teeth on 

Japanese saws are small, yet they 

have a number of differences in 

design and performance. 

There are four types of tooth pattern on the saws that I looked at, two 

crosscut and two rip variations. While dovetail cuts are ripping cuts, you 

might want a saw that also crosscuts cleanly. 

CROSSCUT This pattern is typical on dOlUkis. 
The teeth a re long and narrow, sha rpened at 
a n  angle to the blade. These make very good 
crosscuts and rip cuts, though they rip more 
slowly than saws with a true rip pattern. 

IKEDA CROSSCUT In  the I keda tooth pattern, a 
set of normal crosscut teeth is fol lowed by two raker 
teeth, which have less set and are sl ightly lower 
in  height. The goal is to clean out the c h i ps more 
effic iently, but the ones I tested had a rougher action 
than the conventional crosscut pattern. 

RIP Ripsaws have teeth sha ped very s im i lar  to 
Western-style saws, although with thin blades 
and the p u l l-stroke action, of course. These saws 
make the fastest dovetai l  cuts, but I wouldn't ask 
them to d o  any crosscutting. 

MODIFIED RIP Mod ified rip teeth look s imi lar  to 
crosscut teeth in  profi le,  with the secondary bevel .  
However, they a re sharpened a s  r i p  teeth, that 
is to say, straight across the blade. They r ip very 
decently and can crosscut in  a p inch,  a lthough 
with a rather rough action. 

each saw could rip, Durfee cut dove

tails in %-in.-thick cherry, and in soft 

and hard maple (left). The number 

of strokes it took to make each cut 

was recorded and then averaged to 

give each saw's score (above). 
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T H I N N E R 

B L A D E S C UT 

FA S T E R  W I T H  

L E S S  E F F O RT 
The number of strokes 

to make each cut was 

recorded, and the kerf 

width cut by each saw 

was measured with 

feeler gauges (above). 

The thickness of the 

sawkerfs ranged from 

20 to 10 thousandths 

of an inch (right). 

brass. The straight oval handle is wrapped 
with rattan. 

The number of teeth per inch (tpi) on 
the finer dozukis is usually in the 24 to 
28 tpi range, compared to 1 5  to 20 tpi 
on the average Western dovetail saw. The 
dozuki crosscut teeth are long and thin, 
with a distinctive secondary bevel at the tip. 
The blade length is usually 9 in. to 10 in., 
but a couple of the saws I looked at have 
7-in. blades. 

The final difference relates to sharpening 
and resharpening. Basically, a Western-style 
saw dulls a bit more quickly, but can be re
sharpened with specialized tools and some 
experience. On the other hand, most Japa
nese saws arrive with razor-sharp, hard
ened teeth that stay sharp longer, and the 
blade simply is replaced when it dulls, usu
ally at a cost of $20 to $30. My saws usually 
last as long as 10 years under frequent use 
in a professional shop. Higher-end saws 
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have blades that can be resharpened, but 
that costs about $30 and the saw must be 
returned to Japan, so you'd be without it 
for three to four months. 

The saws were tested for ease of use, 
speed, and smoothness 
For this test, I chose 1 5  saws. I selected 
crosscut dozukis with 18 to 30 tpi, intend
ed for very fine cuts. I also chose some rip 
dozukis, which, like Western saws, have 
fewer teeth per inch. Two of the ripsaws 
had tooth patterns similar to those of West
ern saws, while a couple of others had a 
modified rip sharpened at 90° to the blade, 
but with secondary bevels (see "Choose 
wisely," p. 81) .  

Unlike many Western-style saws, every 
dozuki arrived very sharp and ready to cut. 
I used each saw to cut a series of dovetails 
in %-in.-thick cherry, soft maple, and hard, 
bird's-eye maple to a depth of % in. To 
measure the speed of each saw, I counted 
the number of strokes needed to get to 
the final depth. I also noted how well the 
saw set in when starting the cut, especially 
when making the angled, tail cuts. The 
smoothness of the stroke, the ability to 
correct the cut, and the smoothness of the 
side walls were also observed. 

As a group, the saws set in well, and their 
sharpness was velY helpful when getting 

R E P LAC EA B L E  

B L A D E S  

E L I M I N AT E  

S H A R P E N I N G  

Most of the saws tested 

come with hardened 

teeth that cannot be 

sharpened. When they 

eventually become blunt, 

or if the blade is dam

aged, the blade is 

removed from the back 

and handle and replaced. 

Photos: Michael Pekovich 



He lpfu l b i nts for usi ng a Qu l lsaw 
---

IT TAKES TIME TO BECOME COMFORTABLE with the pull·stroke 

action, but any new tool takes some getting used to. Because of 

the thinness of the saw, use a light touch in general, but especially 

on the forward stroke, to avoid buckling the blade. 

When gripping the saw, I prefer to hold the handle near the end 

with all four fingers wrapped around it. Alternatively, you can grip 

the front of the handle, with or without the index finger pointing 

along the top. 

Start a cut on the rear corner of the workpiece using the heel 

of the blade. Angle the blade very slightly and pull back gently, 

applying very light pressure; the sharp teeth are designed to 

End of tile unclle. 
Durfee prefers to hold 

the saw near the end 

of the handle for a light 

touch. 

Flnpr poIntIfW. An 

alternative Is to ex

tend the Index finger 

along the length of the 

handle to help dIrect 

the saw. 

Tuck tile hanclle 'n. 
Some users prefer to 
hold the handle close 

to the blade and keep 

the end of the handle 

close to their side to 
help guide the saw. 
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do all the work. Once the cut is  on track in the back, come 

across the top to establish the kerf before working down the 

front line. In this way you won't have to deal with following two 

lines at once. 

Because the teeth have so little set (a sideways bend to the 

tooth, to avoid the blade binding in the cut), it is difficult to cor· 

rect a cut that's not straight from the start. It's best to back out 

and restart the cut instead of trying to twist the blade in the kerf. 

If you've been used to a Western·style saw, you will notice the fine 

dust, the thin kerf, the speed, and (with a few exceptions) the very 

smooth action of the dozuki. 

STA R T I N G  

A C U T 

Guide the cut with your 

thumb. Angle the saw very 

slightly and start cutting 

at the back corner. Use 

only very light cuts and let 

the teeth do the work. 

C O R R E CT I N G  

A C U T  

If you find that the cut 

has drifted off course, 

don't try to correct it by 

tilting the saw; the thin 

blade will bend (top). In· 

stead, back the blade out 

and start again at a steep 

angle until you are back 

on the right line. 
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C H O O S I N G  A 

D O V ETA I L  SAW 
If you only want to cut dovetails, then buy 

a ripsaw such as the Gyokucho 91/2 in. or 

the Deluxe rip dozuki. For both ripping and 

crosscutting, the Dozuki ·Z" crosscut saw 

is the best buy. 
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Ga rrett Wade (491 17.01) $50 

Lee Va l ley (60 T 03.15) $50 

Tools for Working Wood (MS-JS320) $90 

Tools for Working Wood (MS-JS445) $40 
Japan Woodworker ( 19.210 .0) $51 

Rockier (65607) $43 
Woodcraft Supply (12 F27) $42 

Garrett Wade (491 15.01) $50 

Highland Woodworking (056406) $50 

Tools  for Working Wood (MS-JS420) $270 

H ighland Woodworking (056423) $50 

Lee Val l ey (60 T 03.01) $45 

Tools for Working Wood (MS-JS340) $90 

Japan Woodworker (05. 114.24) $ 147 

Japan Woodworker ( 19.311.0) $39 

Tools for Working Wood (MS-JS340.01) $48 

a cut started. All cut straight down a line 
with minimal guidance, which indicates a 
good job of sharpening and setting. 

A key component of performance is 
speed: You may be willing to take the time 
for hand dovetailing, but you don't want 
to spend all weekend at it. It was in this 
category that the ripsaws separated them
selves from the pack. I was startled, to say 
the least, by how fast the two true ripsaws 
flew through the cuts. Thirteen strokes 
to get through *-in. by *-in. cherry is pret
ty remarkable, especially when compared 
to the 30 to 40 strokes it took some of the 
crosscut saws. 

All the saws tested had a lovely, smooth 
action, with only subtle differences be
tween them. The expensive, handmade 

Juntaro Mitsukawa is an exceptionally 
smooth cutter, although probably to a 
degree that would interest only the true 
connoisseur. For most users, a saw that 
costs one-fifth as much will do nicely. On 
the other hand, I found the Ikeda tooth
pattern saws to have a generally rougher 
action than the standard crosscut saws. 

I also examined the quality of the cut. 
All the saws left smooth side walls that 
would be fine as is for joinery. The stand
out was the fine-toothed 8Y2-in. dovetail 
saw, which left a remarkable, glass-smooth 
surface. 

As a group, these saws reward accurate 
starts and don't appreciate being used 
to try and correct a misaligned cut (see 
"Helpful hints for using a pullsaw," p. 83). 



Crosscut 30 0.008 0.010 

Ikeda 
24 0.012 0.016 

crosscut 

Crosscut 26 0.011 0.014 

Crosscut 2 6  0.011 0.017 

Crosscut 25 0.012 0.015 

Crosscut 25 0.011 0.015 

I keda 
18 0.012 0.020 

crosscut 

Crosscut 26 0.012 0.015 

Crosscut 23 0.011 0.016 

Crosscut 18 0.011 0.017 

Crosscut 26 0.009 0.013 

R ip  13 0.011 0.013 

R ip  9-14 0.012 0.013 

Modified 
20 0.011 0.016 

rip 

Modified 
20 0.011 0.016 

rip 

When using saws with a minimal set of 
about 2 to 3 thousandths of an inch (gen
erally the higher-end saws), the only way 
to correct a cut is to bring the blade back 
to the top of the kerf and rework it. Those 
saws with a set of at least 5 thousandths 
of an inch afford some ability to cor
rect a cut in progress, but less than most 
Western-style saws. 

Choose your saw 
based on the cuts you' l l  make 
Your choice of dozuki should depend on 
what you want to use it for, your skill lev
el, and your Willingness to invest. Sawing 
dovetails consists of a rip cut. Even cutting 
the tails (while on a slight bias) primarily 
is ripping with the grain. A saw dedicated 
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Replace 21 35 64 

Replace 26 42 48 

Sharpen 26 46 60 

Replace 2 6  55 70 

Replace 18 31 55 

Replace 32 44 75 

Replace 29 40 68 

Sharpen 18 34 70 

Replace 40 46 60 

Replace 30 43 74 

Replace 20 33 60 

Sharpen 13 16 13 

Sharpen 13 16 13 

Replace 19 23 22 

Replace 16 23 22 

to dovetails calls for a rip-tooth pattern, 
but while ripsaws cut dovetails well, they 
are quite rough when used for crosscuts. 
A crosscut saw, on the other hand, cross
cuts beautifully and also rips smoothly, al
though more slowly. Thus a good-quality 
saw with a crosscut or a modified rip-tooth 
pattern may be your best choice if you are 
buying just one pullsaw. 

Within the dovetail-only group, the rip 
dozukis clearly have the performance 
edge. Tools for Working Wood's Deluxe 
rip dozuki saw and Japan Woodwork
er's dozuki ripsaw Izaemon both per
formed superbly. However, because it is 
substantially less expensive, the Tools for 
Working Wood saw is my choice as the 
best overall. 

I 
COMMENTS 

I 
A Short blade 

C Brass back 

A+ 
Very l ittle set, so not 

a begi n ner's saw. 

B Decent basic dozuki 

A 
The best of the 
basic dozukis 

B 
Unusual ly wide 3-in .  

blade; n icely f in ished 

B 
Same maker as Dozuki "Z" 

saw but with fewer tpi 

A 
Longest blade and handle 

of saws tested 

Rough stroke; slow due 
B to short blade; c loth 

blade cover 

B 
Fewer tpi than most 

crosscut saws 

A 
Enameled back 
a nd long blade 

Comments 

n/a 
Same ma ker as Del uxe 

dozuki crosscut saw 

n/a 
More tpi toward the 

heel for sta rti ng cuts 

n/a 
Did extremely wel l  at a n  

affordable price 

n/a 
Short 7-i n .  blade; 

cloth cover 

For best value, I chose the Japan Wood
worker Gyokucho 9Y2-in. dovetail saw. It 
does quite well making the dovetail cuts 
with its modified rip-tooth grind, it has a 
replaceable blade, and it's very modestly 
priced. 

If you are looking for an all-purpose 
dozuki, I recommend as best overall the 
"Z" saw, offered by both RockIer and 
Woodcraft Supply. Being a crosscut saw, 
it does that very nicely, but it also can 
rip adequately. Despite the superior per
formance, the price is about the same as 
many others tested, so the "Z" dozuki is 
my choice for best value as well. 

Charles Durfee is a furniture maker in Woolwich, 

Maine. 
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Lie-Nielsen 
Toolw-orks at 

Two planes that 
made a plane
maker. The bronze 

edge-plane (left) and 

the bronze skew

plane (right) enabled 

Lie-Nielsen to gain 

a toehold in the in

dustry. 

Woodworki ng entrepreneu r rek i nd l ed a n  i nterest 
i n  se rious hand  too ls 
B Y  T O M  B E G N A L  

In 198 1 ,  Tom Lie-Nielsen had a fledgling business 
making a single model of a bronze edge-plane, 
doing the assembly work on his kitchen table. 

This year, the company's 25th, Lie-Nielsen Toolworks 
makes more than 100 models of high-end hand tools. 
I recently toured the factory and talked to Lie-Nielsen 

about the evolution of his com
pany and of hand-tool use 

over the last few decades. 
"My father had a wood

en-boat-building 
s h o p  i n  

Maine 

where we had a 
small machine shop and made 

all the hardware for the boats-custom hard
ware, mostly out of brass and bronze," he said. It 

was in that shop, while still in grade school, that Lie
Nielsen developed an appreciation for hand tools. 

In 1977, not long out of college, he got his first job. 
At GarrettWade, a newly created woodworking retailer 
in New York City, he handled purchasing, importing, 
customer service, and showroom/telephone sales. It 
was there that he recognized a need for top-quality, 
American-made handplanes. Power tools were doing 
much of the work once done by hand. The major plane 
manufacturers were shrinking their product lines in 
response to a smaller market. 

"EvelY year it was obvious where (big manufactur
ers) were headed, and it wasn't toward the hand-tool 

market," Lie-Nielsen said, adding that customers who 
wanted a discontinued plane had one option: "Find 
an antique and fix it. " 

A few cottage-industry manufacturers were still mak
ing specialty planes for GarrettWade, many of wonder
ful quality, but these small makers couldn't deliver on 
time. Customers wanted the tools, Lie- ielsen said, but 
GarrettWade had back-orders all the time. "I couldn't 
understand why you couldn't make tools in a serious 
way and have them available for people to buy." 

1981: The first plane 
One supplier made a handsome and functional bronze 
edge-plane (based on the earlier Stanley o. 95), most 
commonly used to square the edge of a board to its 
face. When the supplier lost interest in making the 
plane, the young Lie-Nielsen felt the time just might be 
right for a new plane-maker, albeit one with a single 
product. He arranged to buy the bronze edge-plane 
business, including all the necessary tooling patterns 

and some tutoring sessions. He'd have GarrettWade as 
a likely customer. And the connections he had made 
while there would be another plus. 

He soon moved to West Rockport, Maine, buying 
property that included a "very decrepit old farm
house, "  50 acres of blueberry bushes, and an old 
woodshed that became the shop. A nearby artisan 
with a small bronze foundry produced the body cast
ings. The blades were purchased, the parts farmed out 
to a few local machinists. 

"I was mostly doing the polishing and assembly-on 
the kitchen table," Lie-Nielsen said. Despite the low
tech production facilities, the first order of 200 planes 
was delivered successfully to GarrettWade in the fall 
of 198 1 .  

That first order proved to Lie-Nielsen that he could 
make a plane, but it remained to be seen if he could 
make one profitably. Outsourcing the machining was 
expensive, so one of his first big investments was 
a milling machine. With the help of an experienced 
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'I was growing the business, 
with no particular goal in 
mind other than to make 
interesting tools and do it at 
a very high quality level. ' 

-Tom Lie-N ie lsen 



Serious business. 
About the time 

Lie-Nielsen began 

advertising, he 

added a low-angle 

bronze block plane 

to his line and the 

business began to 

grow. Soon he had 

left the farm behind 

and hired an 

employee. 

machinist, over a period of several months, Lie-Nielsen 
learned how to operate it. 

He was now doing everything but the casting, and 
the profit picture began to look better. It was 

time to make a second plane. 

1983: Plane No. 2 
Lie-Nielsen's second plane was a 

bronze skew block plane, modeled 
after the old Stanley o. 140. Like 
the bronze edge-plane, it had 
long been out of production by 

Stanley. The tool not only functioned 
well as a block plane, it converted easily to a rabbet 
plane by removing a side plate. 

Lie-Nielsen now had a line of two planes, but he still 
was a long way from being a full-time plane-maker. 
Money remained tight. He and his wife grew most of 
their own food. Ducks, geese, sheep, and a milk cow 
were part of the farm. Their summers were devoted 
mainly to farming chores and to raising blueberries. 

"We spent quite a bit of time doing the back-to-the
land thing," Lie-Nielsen said. Plane-making was set 
aside for the long Maine winters . But with the farm 
providing the family's basic needs, he was able to 
develop the plane business at a comfortable pace. He 
didn't have to bring a plane to market until everything 
was just right. 

1985: Low-angle block plane 
A low-angle bronze block plane came next. At 
about the same time, in 1985, Lie- ielsen began nm
ning a small classified ad in Fine Woodworking. His 

Bu i ld i ng a p la ne  
It takes more than 100 steps to build a typical Lie-Nielsen bench 

plane. Machines have an important role, but a good deal of the work 

is done by hand. 

Side grinding. A pair of bench planes, clamped end to end, have their 

sides ground flat and square to the soles. 
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little plane-making business started to grow. As it did, 
he increased his advertising. 

"I (ran) the smallest black-and-white (ad) I could, 
and I've gradually done more and more. I was for
tunate to have Fine Woodworking pave the way, ed
ucating and exciting woodworkers about tools and 
techniques that had been forgotten by the power-tool 
hungry '50s and '60s . "  

1986: To Warren, and growth 
In 1986, Lie- ielsen sold the farm and moved opera
tions to an abandoned icehouse in Warren, Maine. 
The added space soon filled with more metalworking 
equipment-a bandsaw, a lathe, a grinder, and 
an industrial-strength milling machine. One 
area became the polishing shop. He hired 
his first, part-tin1e, employee. Still, Lie
Nielsen remained the chief machinist, 
polisher, assembler, mail-opener, 
and telephone answerer. 

By 1990, his company had 
five shop employees. He 

Fire and ice. To 

improve hard

ness, the steel 

plane blades are 

heated in an oven 

until red hot (top). 

Later, to improve 

wear-resistance, 

the blades are 

subjected to a 

Pluto-like tem

perature of minus 

320°F (bottom). 



was starting a line of cast-iron bench planes based on 
the old Stanley Bedrock model, a decision that brought 
a new set of challenges. The early bronze planes that 
were the foundation of his company weren't being 
made by anyone else, so competition wasn't an is
sue. But most of these cast-iron bench planes were 
available from several other established plane-makers. 
Lie- ielsen planned to elevate the quality to a new 
level, but with higher quality came a considerably 
higher price. Would woodworkers be willing to pay? 
Then, too, he had to learn the nuances of machining 
cast-iron-a material he had not used before-and 
all the other details of making this type of plane. "We 
had to learn how to make handles (and knobs), all 
the mechanisms. The whole bit." 

A glance through the current catalog shows that the 
bench planes were a huge success. 

They helped the business more than 
triple in size during the 1990s. 

Lie-Nielsen now makes an assortment of 
other high-end planes; among them 

chisel, rabbet, 'scraper, scrub, and 
shoulder planes. (I counted about 50 
in the catalog.) He also has several 
dovetail saws and tenon saws. Bevel
edge socket chisels were introduced 
a few years ago. Recently, he began 

. � � making workbenches. And he plans �. 'T�rl n to introduce a shave horse soon. 
. Today, Lie-Nielsen has some 70 employees. 

A recent 10,000-sq.-ft. addition effectively doubled the 
size of the manufacturing and warehousing facilities. 

The addition houses a long line of milling 
machines, including several Computer 
Numerical Control (CNC) mod
els .  Plane and spoke
shave blades 
heat-treated 
in a nearby 
building. 

Lie-Nielsen's 
approach to quality 
seems to have remained 
steadfast. Every plane and 
chisel still gets a hands-on cutting 
test before it goes to the shipping room. 
Today, all plane blades are made from A-2 steel, which 
holds an edge longer than other steels. He uses ductile 
iron in his plane bodies, rather than the more common 
gray cast-iron; tlle former is stronger and less brittle. 

What's in store for Lie- ielsen Toolworks over the 
ne:x.1: 5 to 10 years? "That's the $64,000 question," he 
said with a comfortable smile. "We've always steadily 
progressed toward new products as we could, rrying 
to balance new products with our capacity and our 
ability to do things. 

"The woodworking population does seem to be ag
ing," he added. "Bur, there does seem ro be a number 
of younger folks getting interested." 

Ar a rime when American companies are moving to 
faraway lands as fast as you can say bigger profits, 

Plane-maker to 
toolmaker. In addi

tion to more than 50 

planes, Lie-Nielsen 

now makes chisels, 

saws, workbenches, 

and shave horses. 

Lie-Nielsen has figured how to enjoy 
success without straying from its roots 
on the ew England coastline. 0 

Listen to the complete interview 

with Tom Lie-Nielsen. 
Tom Begnal is an associate editor. 

Bring out the shine. The operator of a polishing 

machine makes the body of a bronze edge-plane 

look like jewelry. 

Putting things together. All the parts con

verge in the assembly department, where the 

planes are put together by hand. 

A plane is born. But before it's wrapped and 

boxed, every plane, handsaw, and chisel must 

pass a hands-on cutting test. 
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r��g�rs gallery 
I C H R I S V E S P E R  

Victoria, Austra l i a  

Vesper purchased this bandsaw i n  1998 
and took a year to transform it from "an 

inoperable wreck" to the centerpiece of his 

workshop. The bandsaw, which he believes 

was made around 1900, is huge (he calls 

itThe Bandosawrus on his Web site), with 

wheels that are 2 ft. dia. The frame is a 

hol low box casting and the whole machine 

weighs more than 1,600 lb. For safety, Vesper 

made guards for the wheels, which were 

removed for the photo. He says the machine 

works extremely well and has a resaw capacity 

of up to 13 in. 

I B A R RY W E AV E R  
Ba rrington, R . 1 .  

Weaver, a retired furniture maker, i s  a n  admitted tool junkie, 

having spent years collecting tools and attending tool auctions. 

Now Weaver has found great joy in making his own tools, 

crafting elegant wooden levels and selling them at the same 

tool auctions he used to browse. This model (1 in. wide by 

8 in. long by 1lf2 in. tal l) ,  based on a design made by Stratton 

Brothers of Greenfield, Mass., is made of ebony and brass, with 

ivory plugs. The finish is high-gloss polyurethane. 
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I R O B E R T  M .  S O U L E 
West Haven, Conn. 

This low-angle block plane is Soule's second, improved version 

of the tool. He made this plane ( 10/4 in. wide by 5lf4 in. long by 

2lf2 in. tal l )  a bit narrower than the first version so that it would 

fit easily into one hand, and he improved the shape of the 

rear handle. The plane allows for fine blade adjustments and 

features brass sides dovetailed to a steel sole, with cocobolo 

infil l .  The finish is shellac. 



M E RV K R IVOS H E I N  
Rocky Mounta in  House, Alta. ,  Canada 

Krivoshein's wooden jointer plane (31/4 in.  wide by 24 in. long by 6% in.  tal l )  has a hickory body with 

accents made from moose antlers. An item in no short supply in the Canadian Rockies, the material 

takes a polish well and adds a local flavor to the plane. The finish is a mix ofturpentine and boiled 

l inseed oi l .  

I J A M ES M U RS E L L  
West Sussex, England 

Having owned and broken two store-bought travishers-a tool 

with long thin handles used to shape Windsor chair seats

Mursell decided to make his own version that's beefier and fits 

his hands better. The purchased blade is microadjustable from 

the front of the tool via two grub screws, and the deep nose in front 

of the blade provides superb control. The travisher is 2114 in. wide by 

8112 in. long by 3%6 in. tall and is finished with an oil-varnish mixture. 

I P E R RY e R A B E R  
Yuba City, Cal if. 

I K E N N ET H  W. G E O R G E  
Alvi n ,  Texas 

While making the parts for his hand plane, 

George noticed that it was beginning to 

resemble a snail. So he went with the flow 

and shaped the handle and knob to look 

like a snail's body and head, respectively. The 

plane is 15/s in.  wide by 7112 in.  long by 

3 in.  tall. The wood is curly jarrah and 

red heart, the sole is steel, and the body 

is brass. The finish is lacquer. 

www. F i neWoodwork i n g . co m  

One of  Craber's passions is  making and using wooden handplanes. For this 

plane, he used highly figured bubinga left over from another piece he had 

made, combining it with ebony in what he hoped would be a functional 

yet beautiful tool. Craber's exotic plane, with a shape and stripes 

reminiscent of an old race car, is 1112 in .  wide by 13 in. long by 2112 in.  

tal l  and has a 1 1h-in.-wide Hock plane iron. The finish is polyurethane. 

Readers Gallery provides design 
inspiration by showcasing the work 
of our readers. For conSideration, 
send entry forms (available at www. 
FineWoodworking.com) and photos 
(unaltered digital i mages, prints 
with negatives, or slides) to Readers 
Ga l lery, Fine Woodworking, 63 S. Main 
St., Newtown, CT 06470, or emai l  
fwgallery@tau nton.com. If you want 
materials returned, you m ust include 
a self-ad d ressed envelope with 
appropriate postage. 
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readers gallery ooot ;"" 

T. R .  F I S H E R 
East Yorksh i re, England 

Since his retirement from cabinetmaking, Fisher 

has developed a keen interest in both wood 

carving and antique hand tools. While reading 

The Art of Fine Tools by Sandor Nagyszalanczy 

(The Taunton Press, 2000), Fisher spied an antique 

swanhead bowsaw and saw an opportunity to 

combine both of his passions. His version of the 

saw, which has a 10-in.-long blade, is made of 

rosewood and is finished with wax polish. 

� .... � 

I J O E  W I N G E R T  
Lakewood , Colo. 

When Wingert, a collector of antique Stanley tools, got 

his hands on this old transitional plane (3 in.  

wide by 15 in. long by 6% in. ta l l) ,  al l  of the 

wood parts were shot. Fortunately, the metal 

parts were salvageable, so he made a new 

wood base and painted and pol ished the metal 

body. The finish is Danish oil. 

I M I C H A E L  W O L LOWS K I  
Terre Ha ute, Ind.  

Wollowski used an early version of  this panel gauge, which is 

basically an oversize marking gauge, while building a blanket chest. 

But he had difficulty controlling the scoring knife on that version, so 

he modified the design to include a handle that allows him to put 

pressure directly over the blade, providing more control with less 

wobble. Wollowski's panel gauge ( 10 in. wide by 30 in.  long by 5 in.  

tal l )  is made of beech and is finished with l inseed oil and wax. 
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M ATT M O R l A N  
Jasper, Texas 

Morian says the shape ofthe handle and the heavy weight 

of these scrapers make for great-performing tools. The 

body of each scraper is walnut crotch and incorporates 

three brass threaded inserts. The blades are made from 

an old planer blade, the locknuts are pink ivory, and the 

handles are made from a dense, blackjack oak sapling. 

Each scraper has a 14-in.-long handle with a head that 

measures 4 in. wide by 51f2 in .  tal l .  The finish is lacquer. 



I M I C H A E L  F L A H E R TY 
Bell ingham, Wash. 

This whimsical chamfer plane was made for a tool collector's 

wife, who's into sports cars and fine jewelry. So Flaherty 

incorporated jade (wheel rims), moonstone (headlights and 

steering wheel center), brass (exhaust pipe), and sterling silver 

(radio antenna and hood ornament) into the design. The car body 

is about 8 in .  long, is made of cocobolo, and features an ebony 

steering wheel and tires (there is a spare in the trunk). The driver 

acts as the plane's wedge and is carved from applewood. 

I D A N  B A R R ETT 
Barrie, Ont.,  Ca nada 

Barrett made this cocobolo coffin smoother to 

I DA N I E L  LAC R O I X  
Westford, Mass. 

Lacroix built this reproduction 

"Yankee" plow plane after 

seeing an 18th-century 

version made by Thomas 

Nixon of Framingham, 

Mass. (The original is owned by the 

Framingham Historical and Natural 

History Society.) Lacroix's plane (7% in .  
be awarded as fi rst prize in the Ontario Provincial 

Carpentry Apprenticeship Contest, which recognizes 

the top carpenter's apprentice in the province. The 

11/s-in.-thick handle-modeled after the handle on his 

great-grandfather's Mathieson jack plane-is mortised 

into the body. The plane is 27/S in .  wide by 10% in.  long 

by 2% in. tal l .  The finish is boiled linseed oil and wax. 

wide by 101/4 in.  long by 5% in.  tal l )  is made of yellow 

birch with riveted skate and fence, along with wooden 

thumbscrews. The finish is boiled linseed oi l .  

I D A RYL S U LL I VA N  
Cedar Fal ls, Iowa 

When designing his workbench, Sullivan found 

inspiration in The Workbench by Lon Schleining (The 

Taunton Press, 2004). Sul livan culled various details 

from benches in that book and built a beefy bench 

(27 in. deep by 72 in. long by 36 in. tal l )  with 

storage and utility galore. The base is made of 

cherry, and the 2¥4-in.-thick top is hard maple 

with 4-in.-thick aprons. The tail vise is walnut with 

teak slides. Sul l ivan finished the bench with Danish oil 

and wax. PHOTO : B I LL WITT 
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WIN A 
COMPLETE 

SHOP! 
Enter Fine Woodworking's 

"Why I Deserve a New Shop" Contest 

If yours is the most compell ing story of "Why I Deserve a New 
Shop,"you could win the complete shop featured on page 46. 
It's easy! Just visit our Web site for complete detai ls. Grand Prize 
is a complete shop, plus a visit from one of our experts to help 
with setup. And there are four g reat runner-up prizes, too. 

Go to: F ineWoodworki ng . com/TooIShop  

CRAFTSMAN" Fine e�,Mfr 
�qqqVVorking· BOSCH 

RIDGID 
POR1ER'1100� ""'"(ABLE ANNIVIItSAIilY T ."  ....... . 

Lie-Nielsen TOOL WORKS ---1""'---

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER. Contest begins at 12:01 a.m. ET on November 14, 2006, and ends 11 :59 p.m. ET on January 31, 2007. Contest is open to tegal residents of the United States, who are at least 18 years old, and to legal residents of 
Canada (except Quebec), who are over the age of majority in their province of residence. Contest void in Quebec, Puerto Rico, and anywhere else where prohibited. TO ENTER: There is one way to enter the sweepstakes. Visit FineWoodworking.com/TooIShop. 
Complete the online entry form, including your name, complete address, daytime phone number, email address (if available), and date of birth. Answer five questions and tell us in 150 words or less why you deserve a new tool shop. Your essay should 
convey your commitment to woodworking and need lor equipment. WINNING: On or about March 31, 2007, judges will choose one Grand Prize winner and lour runner-up prize winners from among all eligible entries received. Entries will be reviewed and 
judged on the basis of commitment to woodworking and need for equipment. Winner will be notified by phone initially, then by mail within 10 days of the selection. Judges' decisions are final. Odds of winning will depend upon the total number of eligible 
entries received. One prize per person, household. or family. WINNERS' LIST: Send self-addressed, stamped envelope by May 15, 2007, to: Fine Woodworking 'Why I Oeserve a New Shop' Contest Winners' List Request, PO Box 5506, Newtown, CT 06470. 



arrest 
Ideal for High-End Kitchens and Baths 

For almost 60 years, experienced 
woodworkers have relied on Forrest for 
the very finest in precision-engineered 
saw blades. 

Kitchen and bath remodelers especially 
appreciate the smooth, quiet cuts that 
Forrest blades deliver-without splinter
ing, scratching, or tearouts. In fact, 
independent tests rate Forrest blades 
as #1 for rip cuts and crosscuts. So 
they are perfect for cabinets, counter
tops, and flooring. 

Forrest blades and dados owe their 
superior performance to a proprietary 
manufacturing process, hand straighten
ing, and a unique grade of C-4 micro
grain carbide. Nobody beats these 
American-made blades for quality 
or value. 

"Your blades are without question 
the best by miles, and I have tried 
them all." 

Bob Jensen-Fridley, MN 

"From the first cut on, I realized that this 
blade was a bargain at any price! 
Nothing else I have cuts comparably." 

Calvin Brodie-Spanaway, WA 

Forrest has over 1 2  blades designed 
for serious woodworkers. These 

blades are especially useful for 
high-end remodeling: 

Duraline - Available in 
several tooth count/style 
combinations for flawless 
cutting of laminates, 
acrylics, wood, and more. 

Duraline Hi-AT - Best 
for cutting two-sided 
veneers and low pres
sure laminates without 
chip-outs or splintering. 

www. F i neWo odwor k i n g . co m  

Solid Surface Planer -
For super-smooth cutting 
of solid surface counter
tops without scratches or 
long finishing times. 

Woodworker II - The 

best-rated all-purpose 
blade for excellent rips and 
crosscuts on all hard and 
softwoods. 

Custom Woodworker II 
- A specialty blade that's 
ideal for box joints, dove
tails, flat bottom grooves, 
and high feed rates. 

Chop Master - For tight, 
perfectly cut miter joints 
and smooth cross cutting 
at any angle. 

Dado King - The finest 
multi-tooth set for making 
flat-bottom grooves 
without splintering across 
and with the grain.  

READER SERVICE NO. 90 

It's Easy to Order 
All Forrest blades come with a 
30-day, money back guarantee. 
So order today in any of these 
convenient ways: 

• Visit one of our fine-quality 

dealers or retailers. 

• Call us toll free at 1 -800-733-71 1 1 .  
(In NJ, 973-473-5236) Ask about 
special discounts, free shipping on 
orders over $275, and discounts for 
blade sharpening. 

• Contact our internet store: 

www.stores.yahoo.com/forrestman 

The First Choice of Serious 
Woodworkers Since 1946 

C 2005 Forrest Manufacturing Code FW 
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fundamentals 
.. I I I  1 

Bui ld a simple 
crosscut sled 
for the tablesaw 
ESS E N T I A L  J I G  E N S U R ES S Q U A R E  C U T S  

B Y  G A R Y R O G O W S K I  

t's a euclidean world, darn 
Every saw needs one. A shopmade sled makes it easier and 

safer to make accurate crosscuts on the tablesaw. 

the luck. Woodworking goes 
better when angles are precise, 
true, and above all, consistent. 
"Consistently off" may be how 
your work has been going until 

now, but making a tablesaw crosscut 
sled can fix many crosscutting woes. 

My sled is a focal point of my shop. 
With it, I can produce square ends on 
stock. I can clamp on a stop block or 
make a pencil mark for repeat cuts. I can 
use the sled as a platform for other jigs 
to cut precise angles and to cut a variety 
of joints. And I can do all of this work 
safely and with greater accuracy. 

A crosscut sled provides support from 
two directions (behind and underneath) 

1 .  Attach the fence 
Attach the 
fence with 
bolts. This 

makes it 

easier to 

adjust the 

fence so 

that it is 

square to 

the blade. 
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A N ATO M Y  O F  A S L E D  

A crosscut sled i s  a versatile tool with just a few carefully assembled parts. Its accuracy relies 

on close-fitting runners and a square fence . 

BOLTS 
5116 i n .  by 3112 i n . ,  with %-i n .  
washers a t  bolt head and n ut. 
Bolt holes are 3/8 i n .  d i a .  to provide 
room for adjusting the fence. 

BASE 
M DF, % In .  th ick by 16 In .  J Wid, 0, 24 m. 100' � 

RUNN ERS 
Quartersawn hardwood, 3/8 i n .  
th ick  by  % i n .  w ide ,  trim med to 
fit sn ugly in m iter-gauge slots 

t 

FENCE 

I 
Hardwood, m i l led foursquare 
to 1'12 i n .  or 1% in .  thick 
by 3112 in.  or wider. When 
assem bled, it  m ust be tal ler 
than the ful l  height of the 
blade. 

Hardwood, % in. or 7/8 i n .  
th ick ,  and ta l ler than the 
highest point of the blade. 
It is glued or attached 
from u nderneath with 
four countersunk wood 
screws. 

Photos: Steve Scott; drawing: Vince Babak 



� WHITES ID E MACH I N E CO . � ROUTER  B I TS MADE  IN U .S .A . 

Low Prices · Fast Del ivery 
FREE Shipping on Every Order 

There has never been 
a better time to experi
ence the made in USA 
quality of Whiteside 
and no better place to 
buy tooling from than 
Holbren. 

Also Distributing: 
• LRH Enterprises 
• Ridge Carbide 
• Forest City Tool 

www. holbren.com · 800-838-3547 24/7 
READER SERVICE NO. 150 

Attention: Makers of solid 
panel cabinet doors 

US Pat# 5317853 CDN Pat# 21 15722 

Revolutionary NEW 
Product 
The inexpensive solution 
to your age-old problem: 
• Centers solid panels 
• Compresses if 

panels expand 
• Stops panel rattle 
• Helps eliminate 

cracking glue jOints 

SPACEBALLS are 0.26" diameter 
- fit standard stile and rail cuNers. 

8 to 10 SPACEBAllS 
BLACK BRIDGE ONLINE INC. 

1 ·800·826·8912 blackbridgeonline.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 44 

READER SERVICE NO. 121 

www. F i neWoodwor k i n g . c o m  

Magnetic dropout 
--. switch w/variable 

speed DC control 

7 Year Warranty 

READER SERVICE NO. 92 

PHASE-A-MATIC 

PathfinderTM 
from t® 

an exciting new of templates, for mortise 
and tenons, through and half-blind dovetails 

g o  t o  w w w . w o o d r a t . c o m  
READER SERVICE NO. 157 

READER SERVICE NO. 47 
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fundamentals conti nued 

and so holds a workpiece more securely 
than most stock miter gauges. This is 
especially helpful when crosscutting 
wider pieces, where a sled is a much 
safer option than running a workpiece 
against the rip fence, which is a recipe 
for kickback. 

The sled is accurate in palt because its 
twin runners ensure that the stock moves 
in a straight line past the blade. The 
stock is registered against a back fence 
that is carefully set at 90° to the blade. 
The fence is adjustable, so it can be reset 
if it gets knocked out of whack. 

Start with a square piece of MDF 

You can build any size sled, but I strongly 
recommend stalting small. I've learned 
that it pays to make your first sled for 990/0 
of cuts, that is, boards less than 13 in. 
wide. The sled will be easier to make, 
easier to move, and easier to adjust. For 
any cut wider than 1 3  in., I have another 
sled at 37 in. wide. 

There are several keys to an accurate 
sled: a flat baseplate, straight runners 
that fit snugly in the miter slots, and a 
flat and square fence. Make the base 
out of 3A-in. medium-density fiberboard 
(MDF) about 16 in. wide by 24 in. long. 
Attach a front rail that is taller than the 
fullest height of the sawblade. Its job is 
to hold the front of the jig together. 

Make fence and runners of hardwood 

I make the fence out of hardwood, 
milled foursquare about 1 Y2 in. thick and 
taller than my tallest cut. I make it this 
thick so I can fasten it onto the baseplate 
with bolts and washers. I built my first 
sled with screws, and they just don't 
hold up to the banging around this jig 
gets. If your MDF is relatively square, 
bolt on the fence so that its rear face is 
aligned with the back of the base. You'll 
adjust it later to square it with the blade. 

For this sled, I used 5/16-in. bolts and 
drilled %-in.-dia. holes. This gives me 
room to adjust the position of the fence. 

The runners are critical to the success 
of the jig. If they don't run without 
play in the miter-gauge slots, then your 
jig will ride sloppily, your cuts will be 
inconsistent, and your salty vocabulary 
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2 .  I nsta l l  the ru n ners 
Make the runners of quartersawn hardwood. With the 

grain oriented in this way, seasonal wood movement 

wi l l  cause the runners to shrink or swel l  in  thickness, as 

opposed to width. This means the runners won't bind. 

Bandsaw to rough dimen
sions. Set the fence using 

measurements taken from the 

tablesaw's miter-gauge slot. 

Trim to final width. Take 

serve as reference surfaces for light cuts and check the fit in 

final trimming of the runners to the slot as you go. You also can 

fit in the miter-gauge slots. use a planer or a handplane. 

Attach the runners. Assembling the sled 

with the runners in their slots helps ensure 

they'll be parallel and properly spaced when 

you're done. Attach the runners with wood 

screws driven into countersunk holes. 

o Trim the high spots. Push the completed 

sled back and forth in the slots a few times. Any 

places where the runners rub against the side 

of the slots will darken. Trim these areas with a 

scraper, then wax the runners and the bottom of 

the sled to reduce friction. 
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HOUS EFLY 

DOMESTIC DOG GALAPAGOS TORTOISE HXP LITHI UM-ION BATTERY 

VAMPIRE 

HUMAN 

T H E P O W E R  T O L I V E  F O R E V E R ,  

Want more out of your tools7 Our new HXP Lithium-Ion battery gives you 3x the running time of NiCD and NiMH technologies. Plus, it's over 

50% lighter than the average NiCD battery and works with Hitachi's current DMR and DVF3 series 1 8-Volt tools. HITACHI 
www.hitachipowenools.com 

Available Nationwide at � !O 2006 by lowe's ®A11 rights reserved. Lowe's and the gable design are registered trademarts of If. UC . !Cl 2006Hrlachi Koki USA. ltd All righu ,eserved . 
..... ---. 
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fundamentals cont in ued 

3 .  Squa re the fence to the b lade 
The sled won't make accurate crosscuts unless the fence is precisely perpendicular to the blade. 

The oversize bolt holes in this fence make it possible to adjust the angle until test cuts yield square results. 

to its full height and cut through 

the s/ed. 

Make a test cut. Crosscut a piece of wide stock to gauge 

the fence's accuracy. 

will grow at an alarming rate. Make the 
runners of hard-wearing quartersawn 
stock such as oak or maple, about 3;8 in. 
thick, or slightly thinner than the depth 
of the gauge slots. You don't want the 
runners bottoming out in the slots and 
lifting the baseplate off the saw table. 

Make the runners to fit snugly in width, 
trimming them with a handplane to 
fit into the gauge slots. Nen:, drill four 
countersunk holes in each runner for 
flat-head screws to hold it in place. 

Mount the runners and adjust the fence 

Place the runners in the slots, lay the 
assembled base and fences on them, 
and push the package all the way to the 

F i neWoodwork i ng. com 
I n  a video, Gary Rogowski offers tips and tricks 

to upgrade a tablesaw crosscut sled. His sugges

tions will keep this useful jig working smoothly. 

rear of the saw table so that one set of 
countersunk holes is visible. Make sure 
the jig's fence is relatively parallel to the 
back edge of the saw. Mount two screws 
into the sled, one in each runner. Then 
slide the assembly back to the front edge 
of the saw table so that two more holes 
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are visible. Mount these screws and then 
flip the sled over and drill and mount the 
four remaining screws. 

Place the sled in the slots and tty to 
push it. The runners will probably be too 
tight. Wax them and the bottom and see 
if will slide. If not, check for black spots 
on the runners that show where they're 
rubbing. Use a scraper or shoulder plane 
to trim those areas, rewax, and tlY again. 
The sled should move effortlessly in the 
slots with no side-to-side play. 

Now you're ready to start working. 
Make the first cut in the sled by raising 
the blade just enough to slice through 
the baseplate. Then raise it for a higher 
cut. Place a piece of scrap on the sled 
and crosscut it, checking the results with 
a square. Adjust the fence accordingly. 
You can make a through crosscut and 
flip the pieces to see if they line up 
perfectly, but I prefer to use a square. 
Lock down the fence with the bolts 
when you're cutting square. 

Remember to always set the jig down 
so that it's not resting on its fence. You 
don't want it knocked about. Also, be 
velY careful of the exit point on the sled. 
Mark this zone to remind yourself never 
to place your fingers close to it. 0 

Check the cut with a square. 
Any gaps will help you determine the 

direction and amount of adjustment 

the fence requires. 

Mark your starting place. Before adjust

ing the fence, mark its original /ocation as a 

reference point. 

Tighten the fence. When you're done 

adjusting, crank the bolts home and you 're 

ready to make crosscuts. 
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E D G E  BAN DERS 
PRODUCTION HOT A I R  PRE-CLUED 

PVC, VENEERPOLYESTER, MELAMINE 

MOTORIZED FLUSH TOP-BOnOM END TRIM 

POWER BELT FEEDER 1 5  FEET/M I N .  

220 V. I PHASE, 900 COLOR MATCH 

1 ,2,} MM TAPES-HDL STRIPS 

COMPRESSED AIR 

REVERSIBlE SELF INDEX CARBIDE BlADES FOR 
PVC HARDWOOD, SOUO SUAFACE LAMINATE 
l/S- CUT RATE CONTINUOUS ADJUST CUT 
DEPTH GOOO ON CORNERS & AGAINST GRAIN 
17 LBS STVROV 

READER SERVICE NO. 43 

READER SERVICE NO. 144 

D E S I G N / B U I L D S C H O O L  
W A R R E N . V E R M O N T  

Offering over 100 hands-on courses and worksho annually in 
home design carpentry 

woodwor ing . arc itectural crafts 
sustainable bui lding methods 

FREE CATALOG 888-496-5541 
www.yestermorrow.org 

READER SERVICE NO. 60 
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• Immediate delivery 
• Two year warranty 
• True 3-phase output 
• Whisper Quiet operation 
• No-charge tech support, 24-7 
• Regulated output for CNC Machines 
• The most capacity at the least cost, guaranteed! 
• Protect your investment - Insist on Phasemaster"l' 
• Visit us today at www.kayind.com 

General Offices 

604 N. Hill Sl. 

P I A S E M A S  T E R8 South Bend, IN 4661 7 

800-348-5257 

574-289-5932 (fax) 

Western Region 

4127 Bay Sl. #6 

Fremont, CA 94538 

510-656-8766 

51 0-657-7283 (fax) Rotary P ha se  Conver ters  

The World Leader in Single to Three-Phase Power Conversion 

READER SERVICE NO. 62 

Finest Quality Reproduction Brass and 
!�?� 9�������LL has been 

r � , 
manufacturing the finest quality antiqUe � 
reproduction furniture hardware, 
builders hardware, lighting fixtures, and 
fireplace accessories available. Call for our 
1 08-page catalog, available for $7.00 

(catalog cost refunded on first order). 0' BaU and Ball 
.. 463 \\� Lincoln l Iighway . • , Exton, PA 19341 ..... . ' 
" . . ' Phone: 610-363-7330 ' Fax: 6 10-36:\-7639 " Orders: 1 -800-257-37 1 1  

Range 

for sharpening, debuntng 01' honing 

a wide range of tools. 

• Requires less time and effort, up to 98% quicker than conventional methods. 

• Double-sided - No need for several different grades of stones. 

• 50% more diamond coverage than products with polka 
dot surtace. 

• The only product which is completely pre-plated in nickel, ensuring extra durability. 

• Ideal for HSS and TeT router bits, plane irons, knives and chisels. 

• Made in the UK, users include Rolls Royce" & British Aerospace". 
ADI06/25 

t'�endR www.trend-usa.com 
• • Tel: (270) 872 4674 Fax: (866) 204 5441 

D EA L E R  I N Q U I R I E S W E LC O M E  

READER SERVICE NO. 170 
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Working with l ive-edge boards 
Q: I want to use some live-edge boards in my 
work. What's the best way to strip the bark to 
reveal  the surface below? 

- A M I R  FA H Z A D ,  Negril, Jamaica 

A: THERE'S AN INTRIGUING VISUAL AND TACTILE APPEAL 

to live-edge boards, those sawn so that one or 

both edges are the edge of the log, with the bark 

removed to reveal a wonderfully undulating surface. 

It's easiest to remove the bark from a tree cut 

in the spring, when the sap is rising. The bark 

will come off easily with a drawknife.  The moist 

cambium layer beneath the bark can be scraped 

away quickly with the dull edge of a putty knife. 

Removing bark from dry wood requires a little 

more effort. Clamp the board bark-side up. Use a 

sharp drawknife to remove most of the bark (see 

photo, right). I use a small teardrop-shaped scraper 

to remove most of the stringy cambium layer. 

Give the wood a good rubbing with a stiff wire 

brush, then sand up to P220-grit and apply a 

couple of coats of your favorite finish .  

-Andy Rae is author of "Taunton's Complete 
Illustrated Guide to Working With Wood" 

(The Taunton Press, 2005). 

A crazy glue problem 

Exposing an edge. Use a 

drawknife (left) to remove bark 

quickly. Slice beneath the surface, 

then twist the blade as you pul1. 

Clean up the undulating wood 

edge with a scraper (above). 

Q: I recently bought 

a spalted maple 

pen blank. One end 

was fairly soft and 

punky, so I tried 

A: THE VAPOR AND SMEll ARE WEll-KNOWN TO WOOD TURNERS. The qUick-setting 
cyanoacrylate adhesive is ideal for filling small cracks and stabilizing wood 
on the lathe. 

Poof. The acrid vapor that 

sometimes rises from cyano

acrylate glue is just steam. 

to stabilize it with 

cyanoacrylate glue. 

But that generated 

a wisp of white vapor 

that smelled like 

pure chlorine. What 

caused the glue to 

behave that way? 

-BOB MYERS, 

Cupertino, Calif. 
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The vapor was probably nothing more problematic than a small puff of 
steam. Cyanoacrylate glue cures through a chemical reaction, and it can give 
off steam when it reacts with moisture in the wood. (Moisture helps trigger the 
curing reaction. If a cyanoacrylate bond doesn't hold, you can often kick-stan 
it by separating the joint and breathing on it.) 

Cyanoacrylate contains no chlorine, but it does have a pungent odor that's 
mainly unpleasant. The odor from 
small amounts of glue used in a well
ventilated shop isn't likely to pose a 
health problem. 
-Peter A. Heinlein is a retired chemist 

in Lake Hiawatha, Nj. 

Ask a question 
Do you have a question you'd like 
us to consider for the column? Send 
it to Q&A, Fine Woodworking, 63 
S. Main St., Newtown, CT 06470, or 

email fwqa@taunton.com. 

Photos, this page: Kelly ]. Dunton (top); Andy Rae (center. center right) 



FURNITIJRE COMPONENTS 
STOCK ITEMS • NO MINIMUM 

CUSTOM COMPONENTS 

FEATURED ITE 

A0923 A0924 
Fluted Reeded 

P.O. Box 728, Dept. Q47 
Morristown, TN 37815-0728 

FREE COLOR CATALOG 

A0914-J5-35 AFR26 A0921�41�3S 
lstond leg Queen Anne Jstand Leg 

53. 
Bun Foot AOB52-5 

Antal 
552 

Bun Foot 

Phone 423-587-2942 Fax 423-586-2188 

www.adamswoodproclucts.com by Amer1can Craftsmen 

READER SERVICE O. 34 

Parts ar • •  utomatlcally all&ned when a 

Hoffmann Dovetail Key It lneartecl, .lImln.tln, 

offHt corn.,. and .xpen.lv. r.palr work. 

No addltlon.1 clampln, devlcaa or f.Iten.,. needed. 

Machlnea ar. avallabla for every ilia ahop. 

Holfmann Mach ine Company. I n c IIOffMANN 1 .866.248.0100 www Hoffmann·USA com 
READER SERVICE NO. 37 

Vacuum Bagging Kit 
Includes electronically controlled 5 CFM, vane type 

vacuum pump. 54"x109" seamless urethane vacuum 
bag and 10' of vacuum hose. No compressor needed. 

888-342-8262 V �  
READER SERVICE NO. 45 

We Manufacture & Service 
SHAPER & MOULDER KNIVES FOR 
WILLIAMS & HUSSEY . FOLEY BELSAW 

RBI • WOODMASTER • GRIZZLY 

• SHOP FOX · CORRUGATED BACK 

We distribute 
FREEBORN • LRH • AMANA • FORREST 

Quick Deliveries 
Top Quality Products at Competitive Prices 

NORTH, 
22 Meadow Road 

Florida, NY 10921 
p7�;e�:5'!;�.��;i1 W. Moore Profiles LTD. 

SOUTH, 
129 Loe Doe Place 

Mooresville, C 281 15 
phon., 800·396·9091 

faX' 704·663·4277 

Woodworking 
Don Bundrick 

David Hout 

Jamie Russell & 
Terri Cadman 

Lenton Williams 

Woodturning 
Jimmy Clewes 

David Ellsworth 

Ray Key 

Bonnie Klein 

RROWMONT 
school o f  arts and crofu 

556 Parkway, Gatlinburg. TN 
865-436·5860 

OnS ite Educationa l Homebu i l d i ng DVD Series Perfect Tenons. • • 

www. F i neWo o d wor k i n g . co m  

Get the latest DVD from 
Mastering Finish Carpentry 

with Garv Katz 
6·Part Series 
Mastering the Miter Saw 1&2 
Instailing Casing/Baseboard 3&4 
Conquering Crown Moulding 5&6 

www.GaryMKatz.com 

Every Time. 
CMT's New 
Tenon Cutting 
R outer Bit easily 
cuts tenons from 
3/1 6"to 3/8" 
thick to 1 -1/1 6" long. 118m #800.627.11 
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Q&A conti n u ed 

Quieting an air compressor 
Q: I work in a 

basement shop, 

where I use a small , 

noisy, "pancake" 

air compressor. 

Can I enclose it in 

a cabinet to soften 

the noise? 

-JEFF DINARDO, 

Concord, Mass. 

A: YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO 

ENCLOSE a small compressor 
in a plywood or medium
density fiberboard (MDF) 
box, provided that you make 
the cabinet large enough to 
allow good air circulation 
around the compressor and 
drill enough vent holes. 

The number of vent holes 
and their locations will vary 
from one compressor to 
another, and it takes trial 
and error to get the 
ventilation right. 

You can use a thermostat 
to monitor the temperature 
inside the cabinet. 
If it gets too 
hot-and 
especially if the 
compressor overheats
drill more vent holes. 

assistant editor at 

Fine Homebuilding 
magazine, writes about 

portable air compressors 

in the 2007 Tool Guide, 
on newsstands now. 

Holes a l low 
heat to 
escape. 

Compressor 
motor is oriented 
to l i n e  u p  with 
vent holes. 

___ -- Hinged 
top a l lows 
access to the 

Plywood or M D F  
box 

A gym-floor finish in the kitchen 

Off the floor. This kind of alkyd varnish makes 

a long-lasting finish for wood countertops as 

well as floors. 
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Q: About 15 years 

ago, I made an oak 

countertop that I 
coated with gym

floor finish. Now 

it's time to refinish 

the wood. Should 

I use some form of 

polyurethane or two

part epoxy? 

-WI L L I A M  L A M B ,  

Heath, Texas 

A: GYM-FLOOR FINISH was 
a great choice then and 
remains a great choice today. 
It's known as a long-oil alkyd 
finish, which means that it 
contains a high percentage 
of drying oils that impart 
toughness, flexibility, and 
water-resistance. The oil also 
allows the finish to penetrate 
deep into the wood, reducing 
the chance of peeling. 

Epoxy or catalyzed urethane 
finishes might seem to be 
better choices because they 

generate a lot of high-tech 
buzz. But they are much less 
scratch-resistant. Polyurethane 
wood finishes fall between 
catalyzed and oil finishes in 
scra tch-resistance. 

I'd stay with a good
quality oil-based floor finish. 
You've already proved that 
it lasts a long time. I've used 
McCloskey Gymseal and like 
the results. It's available at 
hardware and paint stores. 

-Chris A. Minick is a 

consulting editor. 

Photo, this page: David Heinlj drawing: Vince Babak 



The leader in vacuum 'ethnology 
for woodworking offers a 
(omplete line of innovotive 
produm for. 

• VENEERING 
• LAMINATING 
• CLAMPING 

NEW produd. indude: 
FIir.W:,!bl:BI:Jd:::·' and Videa. 

(Since 1972) 
"WllmKBrJ1J!J<IifJI1liB:!_r1h1ti1� 

Request a FREE copy of 
our catalog, featuring 

the largest selection of 
woodworking tools and 

suppl ies anywhere!  
woodworker.com/fww07 
8 0 0 · 6 4 5 · 9 2 9 2  
When calling, mention code fww07 

READER SERVICE NO. 147 

You Did It 
Yourself 

Using Raised Panel Doors, 
Dovetail Drawer Boxes or 
Complete Cabinet Kits 

from 
Scherr's 
Cabinet and Doors, Inc. 

531 5 Highway 2 East • Minot, NO 58701 
Ph. (701 ) 839-3384 • Fax (701 ) 852-6090 

email: doormker@minot.com 

w w w . s c h e r r s . c o m  
READER SERVICE NO. 81 

��.:-2� Carbide Quic 
Solid Carbide Cam-ground Straight Flute 
Insert Dado Cutters 
Oversized & Undersized 
Screw-on Design 
Down shear action 
Open throat for improved 
performance 
Insert V-Cutters 

Made in the USA by Safranek En� Inc. 

READER SERVICE o. 165 

www. F i neWoodwo r k i n g . c o m  

For additional information/ordering: or call toll-free 
www.speedcope.COm 1-800-755-8146 

READER SERVICE NO. 142 

BOATBUILDERS SWEAR BY IT. 
and so wil l you. 

Strong, waterproof WEST SYSTEM" Brand epoxy is 
more than a 2-part adhesive. Its a complete system of 
resin, hardeners, fillers and additives from which you 
can easily create the perfect bonding, coating and 
sealing agents for your wood or composite project. 

For a free copy of the 30-page WEST SYSTEMe 
User Manual & Product Guide, write: 

West System, Inc. 
P.O. Box 665 

Bay City, MI 48707 
866-937-8797 www.westsystem.com 

Adjustable for blade 
drift and parallelism 

IIlsn yOur local KRf6 Dealer or 
our websne '0 learn more. 

READER SERVICE NO. 39 

800-447-8638 • www.kregtool.com 
OTkEt...H""""",Q� 

READER SERVICE NO. 20 
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Q&A cont in ued 

Why leave marks on dovetai ls? 
Q: I don't 

understand why 

people leave a 

layout line marking 

the tails on a 

dovetail Joint. Other 

layout lines and 

marks never show 

on a finished piece, 

so why are dovetails 

an exception? 

- D I C K  S N EDEKER ,  

West Windsor, N.J . 

A: WE NOTICE THE LAYOUT LINES 

on dovetails because those 
joints always attract scrutiny. 
A dovetail is one of the few 
joints where you can see how 
precisely the pieces are cut 
and fitted. My guess is that 
some woodworkers leave 
the scribe line in the finished 
joint to emulate traditional 
pieces. Personally, I find the 
layout line not very attractive. 
I mark my lines with a light 
touch, so I can easily plane 
them away when I clean up 
the joint. 

-Garrett Hack is a 

contributing editor. 

Fine-tuning a jointer 
Q: I recently 

changed the knives 

on my 6-in. Jointer 

and set them level 

with the outfeed 

table. Now the 

jointer leaves 

boards slightly 

concave In the 

middle. Do I have to 

adjust the outfeed 

table again? 

-B ILL S M I T H ,  

North Attleboro, Mass. 
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A: YES. NO MAnER HOW 

CAREFULLY you install new 
knives, you can nearly always 
improve a jointer's accuracy 
by fine-tuning the outfeed
table height after the knives 
are in place. 

This fine-tuning is easiest 
if the outfeed table has 
a handwheel for height 
adjustments. It's almost 
impossible if the table has a 
lever for height adjustments. 

Begin with the outfeed table 
a bit low, and edge-joint two 
boards that are one-half to 
two-thirds the length of the 
jointer. You'll almost surely 
see a gap when you put the 
jointed edges together. Raise 
the outfeed table in small 
increments and joint the 
boards after each adjustment. 
When the edges match 
perfectly, you're done. 

-John White is FWW shop 

manager. 

Making a mark. The line marking dovetail tails is often left to call 

attention to a traditional handcrafted joint, not one made by machine. 

C L O S E  T H E  G A P  TO D I A L  I N  T H E  J O I N T E R  

Outfeed adjust
ment. Many 

jointers have a 

handwheel for fine

tuning the height 

of the outfeed 

table. You 'll need 

to do that after 

changing knives. 

Edge-joint boards, check for a gap between them, then raise 

the outfeed table and joint again. Repeat until the gap is gone. 

Gap means 
__ ---,i- the joi nter 

table sti l l  
needs 
adjustment. 

Edges that 
mate neatly 
tel l  you the 
jointer is set. 

Photos, this page, Steve Scott (top); David Heim (center); drawing", Kelly J.  Dunton 



Easy-to-build 
boat kits 

* 29 kayaks, canoes, rowing boats & more. 
* Pre-cut parts, epoxy & hardware included. 
* Advanced design - stitch & glue. 
* F", "ta/og �;�;;;;���m I L __ 

READER SERVICE NO. 14 

READER SERVICE NO. 64 

www. F i neWo odwo r k i n g . c o m  

What does this bow 
have in common with your project? 

Nothing ... 
Except it is made of wood and 

plastic laminates, 
and has a unique finish. 

Arch erv bows have the most 
demanding requ irement for 

a finish. 

The finish must absorb the shock 
of stretching and compressing 

hundreds of times. 

It must withstand rain, sleet and 
snow. 

It must pass numerous freeze/thaw 
cycles and be 

abrasion resistant. 

If you are hunting 
for a durable finish, 

you need one 
you can hunt with! 

Fast Dry Polyurethane 

KWICK KLEEN 
Restoration Products 

1 -888-222-9767 

Now, tum a $5.00 rough 
board into $75.00 worth of trim in just 
minutes! Make over 500 slandard pat· 

terns, curved molding, tongue & groove, any custom 
design. QUICKLY CONVERTS from Malder/ planer 
to Drum Sander or pawer·feed Multi·Blade Rip Saw! 
Varia"'e feed Malees tlte DiHerencel 
Just a twist of the dial adjusts the Woodmoster from 70 
to over 1 ,000 cuts per inch. Produces a glass·smooth 
finish on tricky grain patterns no other molder/planer 
can handle. Plenty of American·made "muscle" to 
handle money·saving, "straight·from·the·sawmill" 
lumber. 5'Year Warranty. 
Prouder titan ever '0 be MADI .N AMI •• a! 
Call Today for FREE FACTS! 
800·821 ·665 1 =�� 

Woodmasler Tools, 1431 N. i MO 64120 

READER SERVICE NO. 112 
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master class 
.. :I :I :I 1 

Low-cost scraper plane 
C O N V E R T A LOW-A N G L E P L A N E S I M P LY BY C H A N G I N G  B LA D ES 

B Y  B R I A N  B O G G S  

sharp and well-tuned bench 
plane can handle the vast 
majority of surfaces, but 
evelY now and then you 
run into an area of wood so 
ornery that only a scraper 

can deliver a good finish. However, I've 
found it difficult to prevent chatter on 
some commercial scraper planes, so I 
came up with a way of converting low
angle planes to work as scraper planes. 
No modifications are made to the body 
of the plane; the only investment is 
the price of a replacement blade. The 
conversion from one mode to the other 
is quick and requires no tools. 

Regrind a replacement blade 

Any type of low-angle plane can be 
converted to a scraper plane. Jack planes 
allow you to apply more power and 
work on a large area quickly, but block 
planes work fine. Because you will be 
turning a very small and delicate burr, 
I urge you to buy an A2 cryogenically 
treated blade rather than a regular steel 
blade. A2 blades are available from 
Hock Tools ( www.hocktools.com; 

M O D I FY I N G  A P L A N E  B L A D E  F O R  S C R A P I N G  

Pla ne bed and new 
bevel combine for a 
scraping angle of 87°. 

� 
New bevel 
ground at 75° 

Smal l  burr \ 
ro l led over � 

Origi na l  
bevel 

Pla ne bed 
angle, 12° 

Photos, Mark Schofield; drawing' Michael Pekovich 



S H A R P E N TH E B LA D E 

Establish the bevel angle. Use a sliding bevel to set the blade at the 

correct height in the vise for grinding a 75° bevel. 

888-282-5233) and Lie-Nielsen C www. lie
nielsen.com; 800-327-2520). 

Determine the grinding angle-I 

find that scraper planes leave the 
cleanest surface when the blade is 
angled slightly back from the vertical, say 
around 8JO. With the angle of the plane's 
bed at 12°, the blade's bevel must be 
ground at 750. 

Using a sliding bevel to establish the 
correct angle, grip the blade in a bench 
vise. Wrap tape around the bench to 
protect the edge from the sharpening 
stone, and, stalting with a coarse diamond 
or oilstone, carefully hone an even bevel. 
You need to remove only a small amount 
of metal to leave a bevel just shy of Y64 in. 
wide. I follow up with a fme stone and 
then a hard, translucent Arkansas stone, 
polishing both the bevel and the back 
of the blade. If you use waterstones, be 
careful not to gouge them, and try using 
the sides of the stones. 

Turn the burr on glass--Because the 
burr is so small and the steel so hard, I 

have found that the easiest way to turn 
it is by rubbing the blade on a sheet of 
flat lA-in.-thick float glass. I place a 
lAl-in. drill bit under the blade about a 
third of the way back from the tip, put a 
few drops of oil on the glass, and then 
roll the blade backward and forward 

www. F i neWoodwork i n g . c o m  

about an inch. Keep the pressure firmly 
on the bevel at all times. After a dozen 
or so strokes, see if you can feel a burr. 
Your finger should feel just a small 
amount of resistance, but the burr won't 
be visible. 

The pros and cons 

of using a scraper plane 

Converting a low-angle plane to a 
scraper plane is a quick process, and 
a well-tuned scraper pretty much 
guarantees no tearout. But there is a 

Roll a burr. Place a few drops 

of oil on a piece of float glass 

and roll the blade to and fro 

on a %-in. drill bit with the tip 

of the blade pressed firmly on 

the glass. After a few strokes, 

you should start to feel a burr. 

Grind the bevel. 
Guided by the edge 

of the bench, use a 

coarse diamond stone 

to establish the new 

bevel on the blade 

(above left). Clear tape 

protects the bench 

from wear. Polish the 

back of the blade with 

a fine diamond stone 

(below left). Finally, 

use a very fine stone 

such as a translucent 

Arkansas stone to pol

ish both the bevel and 

the back of the blade. 

price to pay. The plane takes greater 
effort to push through wood and 
requires more maintenance than a 
smoothing plane. The burr will not last 
as long as the edge on a conventional 
blade, and because you'll need to 
remove all of the distorted metal the 
next time you sharpen it, the blade on 
a scraper plane will be consumed more 
quickly than that on a bench plane. 
However, compared to buying a scraper 
plane, a second blade for your custom-
made one is a small investment. 0 

AN D TU R N A B U R R  
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THRIVING ON INNOVATION 
LAGU'IA TOOLS 

Resaw King 
The Resaw King band saw blade 
cuts smoothly greatly reducing 
sanding time and its patente<f 
blade is easy to re-sharpen. 

J 
The Laguna Guide System achieves its superior ! 
stability utilizing 10 points of contact, 4 more than 

� 

traditJonal gUide systems. The ceramic material For more information � 
diSSipates fleat from the blade for longer life. call 800.234.1976 � 

1 �g ���3429bS .. COM i 
READER SERVICE NO. 174 

Lie-Nielsen 
TO OLWORKS® I C. 

Delmhorst 
serving woodworkers 
for nearly 60 years. 

Woodworkers trust Delmhorst 
moisture meters for accurate 
results to ensure the quality 
of each and every project. 

DE LMiORST  
==== INSTRUMENTCO ==== ® 

When accuracy is the point. 
1-800-222-0638 delmborst.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 178 

1 12 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G  

SPECIAL NEWSSTAND-ONLY PUBLICATION  Smart tool b�ying begins nere 

Now you can have the new 2007 Tool Guide for a 
small investment that pays off by helping you make 
smart buying decisions. Your 2007 Tool Guide is 
completely updated. So you'll always know what 
to look for when purchasing a chop saw, a cordless 
nailer, or the newest battery-powered drill. 

Test-drive the latest tools before you buy with 
straight talk from our editors, tool users, and 
industry p ros! Now better than ever, it's the only 
place to get: 

• Unbiased tool reviews and ratings, 
• Useful comparisons 
• Reliable buying advice 

Order now! Only $9.99 Product #015004 

Call 888-304-6051 
or visit The ToolGuide.com/FW 

This special issue is not part of any regular magazine subscription. 

Plus $3.50 s&h. Payable in U.S. funds 

© 2006 The Taunton Press 





Pressure Tanks 

Call 800-533-8016 
www.satausa.com - prod@satausa.com 

Distributed nationwide by Dan-Am Company 

READER SERVICE NO. 135 

Top Quality 
Finishing 
Equipment 
• HVLP 

• RP 
(reduced pressure) 

• ROB or 
Automatic 

• Air Assist 

Call for FREE 
brochure 

Demonstrations 
available on inquiry, 
Call today! 

ONPOINT 
LASER GUIDED 
UNIVERSAL 
ROUTER PLATE 
X marks the spot! 
Never miss your mark again when plunge routing . . .  
Great for any handheld allows a clear view 
plunge router applica-

INTRODUCTORY PRICE of your work. Self 
tions. Off-set router plate $5995 contained electronics, 
allows for total control ORDER ITEM #1484 no plug required! 
of your router. The large, Made of heavy duty, 
clear base and handle eliminates tough clear plastic. Mounts 
tipping when edge routing, but still quickly and easily to any router. 

1-800-533-9298 • mlcswoodworki 

TIm[1�� 
l NG ,  BOX 4053 FJ, RYDAL, PA 1 9046 

READER SERVICE NO. 120 

WOODWORKERS MART See ad index on page 120 for reader service number. 

blum - euro hinges - tandembox - solo 
orgaline grass - accuride - wilsonart 
salice - sugatsune - peter meier - neva
mar - knape & 'ogt - drawer slides - flip
per door slides liliRl. - rev-a-shelf -
lazy. susans - ki��I �cessories - lam
i. meao k - b,uFsieuro hing� -
t 1n· n� IreAm-�-
a -�I ttff"!. Cli - �!:'lJ'[M 
- peter meier - nevamar - Knal-� & vog 
- drawer slides - flipper door slides -
mepla - rev-a-shelf - lazy susans -
kitchen accessories - larr 'lates - ame
roeit' 

cablnetparts com inC • 1717 sw 1 sl way . suite 41 • deertleld beach f1 • 800 857 8721 
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Norton Sharpening Stones 

The Best Things stock a full line of Norton 's 
Diamond, Oil & 
Water Stones 

For free shipping enter code "FWW-TS" 
under "special instructions" upon check·out. 

We offer a complete collection of 
traditional woodworking tools. 

www.TheBestThings.com 

GOOD HOPE HARDWOODS, Inc. 
"Where Fine Woodworking Begins" 

4/4-24/4 Custom Cut Wide Matched Sets 
Custom Flooring Available 

Specializing In: 

Figured & Plain Cherry, Walnut & Claro Walnut, 

Tiger Maple & 58" Wide Bubinga 
Plus Many Other Species 

1627 New London Rd., Landenberg PA 1 9350 
Phone 610-274-8842IFax 610-255-3677 

www.goodhope.com 
We Provide Personalized Service 

" We specialize in the 

finest examples of 

domestic and exotic 

vetleers as well as 

burl;, crotclles atld 

IIig1J/y figured woods. " 

Gemin i  Carv ing Dupl icator 

Allred & Associates, Inc 2 South Street 
Auburn, New York, USA 13021 

+1 315 252-2559 fax: 252-0502 



WOODWORKERS MART 

INCHMARTINE TOOL BAZAAR 
The UK's leadillg sllppliers of old woodworkillg 1001s. 

We have one of the best and most comprehensive 

antique and old tools web sites anywhere on the web. 

http ://www.toolbazaar.co.uk 
We also still produce a huge mail order catalogue 

with over 1000 items. See details on our web site. 

Groff & Groff Lumber 
Exceptionally Fine Furniture 

I t -- & IlIstrlllllellt Grade Woods 
PREMIUM WALNUT, CHERRY, CURLY CHERRY, 

BIRDSEYE AND TIGER MAPLE 
Sawmill Direct · Slabs to 40" Wide · 75+ Unusual alive & 

Imported Species · Matching Flitches · Burls & Turning Blocks 
Order 75 Domestic and Imported Species 4/4 - 16/4 • Custom 
Flooring & \Va.inscotting • No Order Too Large or Too Small 

858 Scolland Road. Quarryville. PA 1 7566 
www.groffslumber.col11 

1-800-342-0001 ' 7 17·284-000 1 ' Fax 71 7·284·2400 
NatiOflOf & Imemariol/a! Shipping iii 

Trend Airshield 
Includes Battery Charger 

Airware America 
20219 240" St.. Elbow Lake. MN 56531 

3M Authorized Distributor 
e--mail: airware@ runestone.net I www.airwareamerica.com I 1 -800-328-1 792 

See 

FESTDDL 
Live online @ 

www.al/abouttoolslive.com 
The Nation's first fully interactive live tool show on the net 

Dovetail - Tenon - Carcass Saws 

HANDMADE BACKSAWS 
www.AdriaTools.com 

Ch icagoBau haus 
Academy, NFP 

Apprenticeship: Art-Furniture Constructio niDesign. 

one year-ful�ime. hands-on. professional training & education. 

6525 North Clark St., Chicago, IL 60626-4001 
Ph: 773.338.1746 www.chicagobauhaus.org 

www. F i neWo o d wo rk i n g . c o m  

WWW.CLOCKKIT.COM 
CLOCK KITS & 

Clock Making Supplies 
Call for free catalog 

1 -800-653-1 930 

A c c u r a t e  Iljl:I:I." •• ,I':I_ 
Lf"u, Di,IIII M.,surlng S,SI'IIII 

: European Hand Ii · 'f�l\e � ools 
• \\ \\ \\ .d it'ft'nhach(' l· .('om • 

Diefenbacher Tools ' 12132 Old Big Bend • SL. Louis, MO 63122 
Free Hand Tool Catalog • 800-326-5316 

CROWN PLANE COMPANY 
TRADITIONAL BENCH MADE PLANES 

JACK .. SMOOTH..SCRUB .. SCRAPERS .. BLOCK 

CHAIRMAKERS TRAVISHERS .. COMPASS PLANES 

18 Chase Street South Portland, ME 04106 

(207) 799-7535 
Order Online www.crownplane.com 

NEW Unique Adjustable 
levers in Inch and 
Metric Sizes! 

• Straight handle 
for restricted 
height 
applications 

• All stainless 
steel angled 
handle for food 
and chemical 
applications 

18,000 parts. 3D-CAD. eStore. 
Find it all at www.jwwinco.com. 

��. J .W.WINCO: Phone 800-877-8351 
� _c INC. Fox 800-472-0670 

See ad index on page 120 for reader service number. 

• No minimum quantity · Online catalog 

www.swivel-chair-parts.com 

Create professional 
3D blueprints for 

Mac and Windows 

fw.gizmolab.com/1 2 

P! \1 it 1 dO �lo-:'�::::'�EG 1\1 • .- BUSINESS! In business 10 years with a documented $190K 
yearly for the last three years ' $5OOKlyear potential 
--- Only $80,000 ---

Native Woods, a wood stabilization business, 
includes all equipment necessary to dry, dye 
and stabilize wood (for use in industries 
such as pen or knife making), PLUS alJ sales 
accounts, PLUS a proprietary formulated technology that virtually eliminates competi
tion. Can be wholesale or retail, and easily 
set up anywhere. Please call for details. 

Paul Mueller 775-265-51 1 0  
\\ J oLo EngLtsh Acaoemy • OF FIne WOOOWORklng 
( .  Michael J. Gray Muster 

. 

. Lurn from an Old World !\laster the Fundamentals 

& Eruditions of Fine Woodworking 
-

Hands on Instruction for Groups & Individuals 
- Weekend Classes Year Round 

P.O. Bo� 772 Selmer, TN J8l7S 

www.oefCC.COIU 

The Sharpening Sled TM 

""ay to 

sharpen your 

chisels, plane LhTla, NY 
Irons and 1 4485 
scraper plan_ (585)624-2280 

bl .. d .... ' vvvvvv.alisarn.com 

� Philadelphia Furniture Workshop 
Hands-On Instruction; Al l  Levels 

Mario Rodriguez. Artist in Residence 

www .philadelphiafurnitureworkshop.com 
2 15-849-5174 

T O O L S  & S H O P S  2 0 0 7  115 



WOODWORKERS MART 

QUARTERSAWN HARDWOODS 
& 

HIGHLY FIGURED LUMBER 
Ash, Cherry, Hard Maple, Red Oak, 

White Oak, Walnut, Sycamore, 

Mahogany, Hickory, and Birch. �, many Exotic Species in Stock. � We now have Curly Bubinga, 

Curly Makore, + other figured exotics. 

WEST PENN HARDWOODS, INC. 
(888) 636-WOOD (9663) 

www.westpennhardwoods.com 

St. Jatnes Ba"liiii'iiiiI.ii 
#271 Router Plane 
$34.95+slh 

800·574·2589 
s 

WESTERN DOVETAIL 
SOUD WOOD DRAWER BOXES 

D R AW E R. C O M  
-"t;� 1 . SOO . SOO .DOVE �+ � "THE FASTfST DRAWER IN mE WEST" � 

www. routerbitsonline.com 
800.821.8378 

tool for routing 
furniture joints? 
New 3 way reading 
digital scale for 
precise joinery! 

visit us at... 

www.chipsfly.com 

COLONIAL TIMES a 
• America's finest Clock Kits 
• Everytilingfrom Plans, Parts, M ovements & Dials to Fully 
Assembled Clocks. 

1 16 F I  E W O O D W O R K I N G  

The Fine & Creative Woodworking Program at 
ROCKINGHAM COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

is an internationally recognized associate degree & 
certificate program. Instruction in hand·tools, furniture, 

construcUon, shop start-up, operation & much more. 
PO Box 38, Wentworth, NC 27375-0038 

Phone: (336) 342-426 1 ,  ext. 2 1 78.  
www.rcc.cc.nc.us/woodwork/homepage. iltmi 

AAEEOC 

The Ultimate In Hand Saws 
� i � 

PANEL SA"WS 
AND PANEL RDUTERS 
• Quick change from crOSS-(ut to rip 
• Fully assembled and a6gned 
• Standard i.dustrial-duty saw motor 
• One-person operation 
• Easy to use, quidI setup 

� ..... ��f� Building professional panel saws for over 45 years l : "'C Safety Speed Cut Mfg. Co . . Inc. \" . �'1� 13943 uncoln Street NE. Ham Lake. MN 55304-6999 ... � 1 .800.599.1 647 FAX 1 . 763.755.6080 
WNW. safetyspeedcut. com 

Qua l ity German Workbenches 
1 -800-32Bench 

33498 East US Highway 50 
--.-- Pueblo, CO 81006 

IMPORTED & DOMESrIC HARDWOODS 
LUMBER · PLYWOOD . VENEERS ' TURNING BLOCKS ' BURLS 

FINE WOOD CARVINGS 

and ARCHITECTURAL MOLDINGS 

Over 80 species of 
'
. 

@@aIlo�D:w hardwood in stock . 

lLl!ll!IUUMII' t©lf1fi) CALL FOR PRICE LIST: 

100 Bennington Ave., 
Dept. FW 
Freeport, NY 11520 

V"P 866-378-261 2 
FAX 51 6-378-0345 
www.woodply.com 

See ad index on page 120 for reader service number. 

� P630 
2 3 Gauge Head less M icro P i n  Na i ler 

.. Extr. OrNer, 
.. 0' Ring Kit, 
.. Swrvel Adapter & Carrying Cue 

$ 59.99 
Pins 112·. 5/8·. 3/4·. 1·. 1 -3/16· 

2000/pk S3.99/pk 
Uses 23Ga Senco & Porter Cable Micro Pin Nails AlIocNc:k04ll_PIllmPUilerKll$SSl"and�sup.$49" 

www.Toolmarts.com 
1-800-735-8665 

Connecti School 

Hands-on woodworking 
making classes for all skill 
Nights, weekends & week-long 

249 Spencer St. 
Manchester, cr 06ll1d/l'i� 
860.647.0303 
www.schoolofwoodworking.com 

Go onl ine for product 
information 

Find our advertisers' web sites 
quickly and easily on 

our online Advertiser Index at 

www.finewoodworking.com 

Fine WqqQWorking' 



WOODWORKERS MART 

GILMER WOOD CO. 
Quality Domestic & Exotic lumber 
• Logs. blanks, squares 

" • Over 50 species in stock 
• Thin woods, Assortments, Books 
• Musical Instrument woods 

Phone 503-274- 127 1  
221 1 NW St. Helens Rd, Portland OR 972 1 0  
Fax 503-274-9839 www.gilmerwood.com 

Craftsman Workshops 
Summer 2007 in Oregon 

INSTRUCTORS INCLUDE: 
Chris Becksvoort, Roland Johnson, 

Will Neptune, Gary Rogowski 

503 . 2 84 . 1 644 
www.northwestwoodworking.com 

JlifNoRIHWfST W®DWORKIr\G 
SlUDIO 

If You're Shopping for a 
i i·] ;� � I =3 3t 
Call Us First! 
'AII Accessories In Stock 
'6-Year Extended Warranty 
'On-Line User Forum 
'Telephone Support 

SHARPTooLSUSA • 1 ·800·872·5489 1 1 1 0 W. STATE Hwv CC www.SharpToolsUSA.com 
BRIG HTON, MO 65617 info@sharptoolsusa.com 

www.Fi neWoodworki ng.com 

THE BEALL 
TOOL CO. 

541 Swans Road. N,E, Newark Ohio 43055 
Toll Free 1-800-331-4718 Fax 1-740-345-5880 

www.bealltool.com 

Architectural, Cut to Size 
& Specialty Panels, 

Tabletops, Doors & Veneer 

(800) 875-7084 
www.woodriverveneer.com 

N O R T H W E S T  

1>A-M 1>()()� 
LUMBER, PLYWOOD, VENEERS 

503-695-3283 
WWW. N W BAM B O O . C O M  

Dec 8-11 & Jan 15-19 
Sack-back Chair 

Jim Rendi, Tel : 610-689·4717 
www.philadelphia-windsor-chair-shop_com 

pphilawindsor@aol.com 

ImillII Oregon Black Walnut �=;) ... �.J 
60B). Wide lumber - 4/4 through 16/4 

WALNUT PRODUCTS Turning - Carving Stotk 
S016 �'estjM //d. Gunstocks - Veneer 
A'b�ny. all 9HZl Instrument Grade Lumber 

VlEWlNCBY AI'I'OINIMINTON.Y '0 �linimum Order 

(541) 926-1079 Web Site: ", ww.gobywalnut.com 

See ad index on page 120 for reader service number. 
Spend a week with an expert. 
We rent thousands of DVDs about stuff 

you want to do, l ike 
Mastering shop tools, making furniture. turning, 

carving. wood finishing, and hundreds of others. 

Choose a video, keep it for a week, 
return it in its prepaid mailer. 

Most DVDs are under ten bucks 
Type coupon code FWWTS at checkout 

and save $2 M SMA-p:rf�ix .O)� 

M1SUGI DESIGNS 

·.!.,-7.l!.' -

Japanese Tansu & Cabinet Hardware 
Japanese Woodworking Tools 

Japanese Paper 
Visit us at: 

www.misugidesigns.com 
Tel: 707-422-0734 / Fax: 707-425-2465 

P ENTS ct 'Iwood E,ctrO d' tilled ..... ater 
8rO%1 tbsp. in 8 ot: �Ie 

t in • use 2 dants 0'10110 lieS 
1 rf centuryls a and olher rnor 

I finishing suP� • a urn of lfClditionO I . 2A7 West 2YII' 501 
f ee (o!olo9 Pigments I�l (800) 995 5 
r Kremer y 1 uvv . corn 

NeYI York N krerTler-pigmenie. 
................ 
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WOODWORKERS MART 

O I M 1 T R. 1 0 S  K L 1 T S A S  
LEARN WOOD CARV ING � Learn the skills [Q be a wood carver 
with a European master. From basic [Q 
advanced levels in two week programs. 

S C U L P T O R  

Visit our website for more info .il. �����II�� about our class schedules. ., 

/ 

system/shelf pin holes in all materials 
with your plunge router professional appearance 
32mrn European system or troditionol l" centers 

phonelfax 609-587-7187 
9 John Lenhardt Road 

Hamilton Square. NJ 08690 
www.megpl.Oducts.com 

Starrett Fractional Calipers 
6 in. Reg $101 • Sale $49.95 

Limited to stock on-hand - Online orders only - Limit 2 per order 

BUILD AN HEIRLOOM 
with Michael Dunbar 

Learn with the Master. 
Craftsman - Teacher - Author 

- 35 Years -

Week-long Workshops Held Year-round 
44 Timber Swamp Road 
Hampton, NH 03842 
603-929-9801 

thewindsorinstitu te.com 

1 18 F I  E W O O D W O R K I N G  

NORTH . BENNET STR.EE TSCHCDL 
AN EDUCATION IN CRAFTSMANSHIP 

Craft your own career 
in: I Cabinet & Furniture Making Financial aid for 

I Preservation Carpemry qualified ,tudents. 
C 

Accredited member I arpemry ACCScr. Non-
I Piano Technology accredited workshops 
I Violin Making & Repair I ,v .. k to 3 months 

also offered. 
Boston ' (617) 227-0155 • www.nbss.org 

H I B D O N  HAR DWOO D, I NC. 
www.hibdonhardwood.com 

Direct Importers of 
Central American Exotic Hardwoods 

St. Louis, Missouri (31 4) 621 -771 1 

I • 
f m --' J\ 

Plans · Parts · Slate · Accessories 

Build your own custOnt buill pool table at a fraction of the cost of retail 
www.workbenchbilliards.com 

CUSTOM BRANDING IRONS 
HIGH QUALITY, DEEP ENGRAVED BRONZE DIES 
LONG LASTING - INDUSTRIAL DUTY H EATERS 
NOT THE CHEAPEST · QUALITY COSTS MORE 

FREE BROCHURE AND SAMPLE BRANDS 
ENGRAVI G ARTS 800-422-4509 fax: 707·984-8045 
P.O. Box 787 www.brandingirons.net 
Laytonville, CA 95454 e-mail: c1em@brandingirons.net \tJ TIIEo��:� 

Study with Fine Woodworking author 

Philip C. Lowe • Classes range from I day 

to I week to 2 and 3 year mastery programs. 

• See new class schedule on: 
(978) 922-0015 www.fumituremakingclasses.com 

U I LLEMOT KAYAKS 

SW'3nse3, MA O� 
508-669-5245 

FWW, #185, p. 69 woodjoytools.com 

See ad index on page 120 for reader service number. 

23 Gauge Pinner & Brad Nailer 
� q Shoots Pins and Brads 

from 1/2' to 1 3/1 6' 

TIMBER WOLF™ 
Band Saw Blades 
Swedish Silicon Steel - 1/8" - 2" 
www.Suffolkmachinery.com 

Free Catalog - 800-234-7297 

DOVETAILED DRAWERS Reasonably priced method to distinguish your cabinets. � • Custom-sized width and depth • 112- solid maple, assembled and sanded 
• 2-coat catalyzed finish available • Quick service, shipped UPS 

� �3���tr!f�!!�'0�!�4�G 
FAX (978) 640·1501 (800) 628-4849 

Cabinet Hardware, Glass Mosaic Tile, Ceramic Sink 
• Higb Quality Stajnless Steel Bar Pull, BiD Pull and Cabinet Knob 

Con tempo Li\ling Inc 
1220 Santa Anila Ave Unit A, South EI Monte CA 91133 

Order Online or Call 626·450-0560 
www.contempolivinginc_com 

Fm"it=� 
Workshops 

Jeff Mill,,, dinctor 

Small, J)(U1dS-Otl classts 
Milsltrflll inslrueljOt' 

1 774 W LllIIl AIJf1lur 
Chicago, IL 60626 

773.76 1 . 33 1 1  

wwwjllOlilumnakjng.com 

When Only The 

Finest Veneer 
Will Do ••• 



CLASSIFIED 
The Classified rate is $9.50 per word, 15 word 
min. Orders must be accompanied by payment, 
ads are non-commissionable. The WOOD & TOOL 
EXCHANGE is for private use by individuals 
only; the rate is $ 1 5/line, minimum 3 lines. 
Send to: Fine Woodworking Classified Ad Dept., 
PO Box 5506, Newtown, CT 06470-5506. FAX 
203·270-6310,  Ph. (800) 926-8776, ext. 3 3 1 0  
o r  email t o  ads@taunton.com Deadline for the 
March/April 2007 issue is December 2 1 ,  2006. 

Hand Tools 
DLWS.COM dilegno woodshop supply. Quality hand 
tools and accessories for woodworkers, cabinetmakers, 
and finish carpenters. 

HIG HLANDHARDWARE.COM, the world's largest se
lection of hand planes, plus thousands more fine hand 
tools. 

WOODCARVERSWAREHOUSE.COM tools, books, sup
plies. 1 -888-901 -8099. "Lifelong hobbies start here!" 
Class info also available! 

PETE NIEDERBERGER - Used and Antique tools and 
parts. A few just in - highly tuned Stanley planes. 
(415) 924-8403 or pniederber@ao!.com Always buying! 

Instruction 
RE AISSA CE APPRE TICESHIP PROGRAM: De
sign, carving, inlays. East Texas.  (903) 769- 1 0 17.  
w w w . r e n a i s s a n c e c u s t a m f u r n i t u r e . c o m / 
apprenticeships.htm!. One year. Free. 

PENLAND SCHOOL OF CRAFTS, in the spectacular 
orth Carolina mountains, offers one-, twO-, and eight

week workshops in woodworking and other 
media. (828) 765-2359; www.penland.org 

LONG ISLAND SCHOOL of Classical Woodcarving 
New York, beginners and advanced classes, European 
instructor. (631) 225-1666. http://homepage.mac.com/ 
walterc530/ 

COME TO LEARN IN SCOT LAND - The Chippendale 
International School of Furniture offers a 30-week inten
sive career program in Design, Making and Re toration. 
For further information phone: 0 1 1 -44-1620-810680 or 
visit www.chippendale.co.uk 

NEW ENGLAND SCHOOL of Architectural Woodwork
ing. 35-week career training in architectural wood
working or 6-week SUinmer intensive for me serious 
enthusiast. (413) 527-6103. (MA) www.nesaw.com 

BENJAMIN HOBBS Furniture Making Classes. Queen 
Anne and Chippendale chairs, chests, beds, tables, more. 
Hertford, NC. (252) 426-7815. www.hobbsfurnirure.com 

1 : 1  TEACHER-TO-STUDENT RATIO at fine woodwork
ing school. (519) 853-2027. www.passionforwood.com 

HANDS-ON COURSES in beautiful Maine. Beginner 
through advanced. Workshops, Twelve-week Intensive, 
Nine-month Comprehensive. Center for Furniture Crafts
manship (207) 594-561 1 , www.woodschool .org 

Miscellaneous / Accessories 
GLASS SOURCE FOR WOODWORKERS. Glass and 
mirror custom cut, beveled, edged, grooved or fab
ricated to your specifications. Shipped direct from 
our shop to yours. For a free brochure, inquiries 
and orders, call Glass Source: 1-800-588-7435. 
www. theglasssource.net 

WOODSLICER.COM, resawing blade rated best-per
forming 1/2-in. bandsaw blade by Fine lVoodworking. 
800-241-6748. 

Musical Supplies 
BUILD YOUR O\VN violin, guitar, or dulcimer! Free cat
alog featuring kits and all the tools, finishing supplies 
and instructions needed to build your own instrument. 
Stewart-MacDonald, Box 900-F, Athens, OH 4570 1 .  Call 
800-848-2273. www.stewmac.com 

www. F i neWoodwo rk i n g . co m  

Plans & Kits 
CARLYLE LYNCH MEASURED DRAWINGS-Museum 
and private collection furniture plans by Carlyle Lynch. 
Catalog 2. P.O. Box 13007, Arlington, TX 76094. 
(817) 861-1619. 

FULL SIZE FURNITURE LAYOUTS Drawn by: Philip 
C. Lowe. Catalog 53. (978) 922-0615. 1 16 Water Street, 
Beverly, MA 01915. www.furnituremakingclasses.com 

Power Tools 
CADEX & N1KLE pin nailers & pins, Flexeel air hose 
& fittings at www.floydtool.com 

LAMELLO BISCUIT JOINERS and Accessories/parrs/Re
pairs. Best prices, most knowledgeable. Call us for all 
your woodworking & solid surfacing needs. 800-789-2323. 
Select Machinery, Inc. www.selectmachinetyinc.com 

NAILERS AND STAPLERS at www. nailzone.com 
Top brands of tools and fasteners. Visit our website. 
(800) 227-2044. 

Wood 
TIGER MAPLE, MAHOGANY, cherry, walnut; plain and 
figured. Wide boards, matched sets, 4/4 to 24/4. 200-ft. 
minimum. (570) 724-1895. www.irionlumber.com 

S HAKER OVAL BOX BANDS, sawn from solid cherry. 
Very high quality. www.shakerboxesnb.com Toll free: 
1-877-503-4440. 

CLARO W ALNUT, BAY LAUREL, pecan, redwood and 
maple burl. Large slabs and blocks. Peter Lang, Santa 
Rosa, CA. 1-866-557-27 16. 

QUALITY NORTHERN APPALACHIAN hardwood. 
Custom milling. Free delivery. Bundled, surfaced. 
Satisfaction guarantee. Niagara Lumber. 800-274-0397. 
www.niagaraiumber.com 

COLLECTOR'S SPECIALTY WOODS "Rocky Mountain 
Dry" lumber, tops, burl slabs, flooring, blocks, bases
showroom/mill room/wood yard; www.cswoods.com 
(719) 746-24 13. (CO) 

SAWMILL DIRECT 100 species of exotics, turning, lum
ber, logs, slabs, musical instruments TROPICAL EXOTIC 
HARDWOODS OF LATIN AMERICA, LLC: Toll Free 
(888) 434-303 1 .  www.anexotichardwood.com 

W ALNUT SLABS/CROTCHES Claro. myrtle, elm. Black 
acacia. 877-925-7522. From our sawmills. Gilroy, CA. 
www.bakerhardwoods.com 

QUILTED, CURLY, SPALTED, Burled & birds-eye ma
ple, figured claro walnut, figured myrtle wood, musi
cal grade lumber and billets. Visit our online store at 
www.nwtimber.com or call (541)  327-1000. 

LONGLEAF HEART PINE (antique). Flooring-Iumber
millwork. Red cedar lumber & paneling. Lee Yelton: 
(706) 541-1039. 

DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED EXOTICS. For musi
cal instruments, pool cues, knife handles and custom 
furniture. Price list. Exotic Woods, 1-800-443-9264. 
www.exoticwoods.com 

BIRD'S-EYE AND CURLY MAPLE, 4/4 to 12/4 lumber, 
flitches, nlrning squares and blocks. Black walnut, c11erry/ 
quartersawn, and curly oak lumber. Dunlap Woodcrafts, 
Chantilly, VA. (703) 631-5147. 

ORTHWEST'S FI EST BURL, maple, myrtle, red
wood, buckeye. Table, clock slabs, turning blocks. 
(503) 394-3077. burlwoodonline.com 

FIGURED CLARO W ALNUT slabs, planks, blocks, dimen
sions suitable for small to very large projects. Califo rnia 
Walnut Designs. 800-660-0203. www.woodnut.com 

ATIENTION VA/MD AREA WOODWORKERS. KID 
quartersawn sycamore, red & white oak. Cherry, walnut, 
elm, apple, and other domestiC hardwoods. 
Herbine Hardwoods, Leesburg, VA. (703) 771-3067. 

MESQUITE LUMBER (915) 585-7693. 

EISENBRAND EXOTIC Hardwoods. Over 100 spe
cies. Highest quality. Volume discounts. Brochure. 
800-258-2587; Fax 310-542-2857; eisenbran.com 

BASTOGNE, CLARO, CURLY REDWOOD. 
Sawn to order. (707) 365-3949. 

WOOD AND TOOL EXCHANGE 

Limited to use by individuals only. 

For Sale 
Back Issues: Fine Woodworking 45-50 & 61-185; 300. Fine 
HomebUilding 1-179 except 4,15,114,127: 5350. Excellent 
condition; you pay shipping. Hank (908) 322-1218 (N]) 
Fine IVoodworking 1 - 1 5 1  excellent condition & 

cummulative index. $500 & shipping. Murray. 
(610) 664-4961 ( PA) 

1950's Vintage woodworking shop equipment. Delta, 
Wadkin, Crescent. 3 Phase. Wood workbenches. 
(518) 393-0056. 

FW\'(!: 1 through 186 plus three early Design Books. 575 
+ Shipping. (815) 874-5064 or jjtoms@insightbb.com 

Fille \Voodworkillg issues 1-120 missing 51 Mar '85. 450 plus 
shipping. Call: IY (631) 324-2880. 
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Windsor-Chair Making in America: 

From Craft Shop to Consumer 

by Nancy Goyne Evans. Un iversity Press 

of New England, 2006. $65; 528 pp. 

WHEN I STARTED MAKING WINDSOR CHAIRS 

in 197 1 ,  I quickly learned about 
ancy Goyne Evans, the registrar 

at Winterthur who was even then 
working on a definitive study of 
America's classic seating form. After 

three decades she finally began publishing her work, and it 
has taken three enormous volumes. The first was a survey of 
chairmaking by region and decade. The second was a study of 
specialized forms. 

This third volume is the one Windsor chairmakers have 
been waiting for all these years, and it was well worth the 
wait. In it, Evans examines the craft of Windsor chairmaking. 
Her exhaustive research has taken her to every conceivable 
source of information about chairmakers' working habits, 
business practices, and personal lives. Today's chairmakers and 
other furniture makers will be fascinated to discover that in 

many ways, our 
business has not 
changed a lot in 
250 years. 

This is a 
landmark work 
that may never 
be surpassed. 
Scholarly studies 
like this often go 
out of print after 
several years. 

Then, they soar in value. Buy a copy now, or someday you will 
pay through the nose for one. 

-Mike Dunbar teaches Windsor chairmaking 

at The Windsor Institute. 

Greene & Greene: Design Elements for the 

Workshop by Darrell Peart. Linden Publishing, 

2006. $24.95 paperback; 128 pp. 

I WASN'T HOPEFUL WHEN I SAW THE COVER 

of Darrell Peart's new book. Why put a 
photo of a dial indicator on the cover 
of a book about design details from 
two preeminent architects and furniture 

designers of the 20th century? 
I suppose it's there to show that this is a thoughtful and 

thorough investigation of the Greenes' work. It turns out that 
this book is just that. The antiseptic cover belies the real love 
of the subject matter shown by the author, the beauty of the 
work itself, and 
the depth of joy 
to be had when 
building with 
these details. 

The ftrst section 
is devoted to 
the history of 
the Greenes 
and their design 
work, and 
to their chief 
builders: John 
and Peter Hall. 

''' . �� 
.�' .. : � 

.loofOt<lI 
The Eboll)' Plugs 

The second part offers suggestions and plans for producing 10  
design details. But these are sometimes only "in the spirit of  the 
original Greene and Greene work." The last section offers several 
contemporalY takes on the design elements, and regrettably 
these don't compare well to the originals. But as the author 
notes, "they are here to point the way." 

All in all, it's a velY thoughtful and wonderful book of history. 
It isn't the last word on design details, but for aspiring students 
of Greene and Greene, it's a good place to start. 

-Gary Rogowski, contributing editor 

Woodshop for Kids: 

52 Woodworking 

Projects Kids Can 

Build by Jack McKee. 

[www.home.earthlink. 

net! -mchkee/l Hands 

On Books, 2005. 
$21.95 paperback; 

201 pp. 

WITH THE DEMISE OF THE SHOP CLASS and the 

rise of the Xbox and iPod, fewer kids than 

ever are working with their hands. That leaves 

parents and grandparents wondering how 

and boxes, all designed to excite kids, not 

overwhelm them. Introductory chapters give 

excellent advice on safety and tools. All I 

had to do was leave this book lying around; 

my 8-year-old daughter found it and picked 

her projects. 

www. F i neWoodwork i n g . c om 

to i ntroduce young people to the pleasure 

of building things. The trick is choosing 

projects that children actually will do, and 

safely. Enter Jack McKee, who teaches 

woodworking for children and teachers, and 

designs equipment for children's museums. 

His 52 projects include toys, games, gadgets, 

musical instruments, signs, stools, stilts, 

-Asa Christiana, editor 

F i neWoodwork ing .com 
Read weekly book and DVD reviews 
in our Book Notes blog. 
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book reviews conti n ued 

DVD Reviews 
Sharpening Woodworking 

Tools Using Norton 

Oilstones, and Sharpening 

Woodworking Tools Using 

Norton Waterstones, 

by Joel Moskowitz and 

Maurice Fraser. www. 

toolsforworkingwood.com, 

2006. $ 10. 
MakingYour Tools as 

Sharp as Your Mother

in-law's Tongue by 

Ernie Conover. www. 

conoverworkshops.com, 

2005. $14.95. 

TWO OF THESE DVDS are a 
collaborative effort by Joel 
Moskowitz, the proprietor of 
Tools for Working Wood, and 
the orton Abrasives Company. 
The "how-to" in both is very similar 
and extremely focused. In the oilstones 
DVD, Moskowitz calls upon Maurice Fraser (a 
former FWW author from the old black-and
white days), who taught him how to sharpen 
more than 20 years ago. Fraser (and Moskowitz 
in the waterstone DVD) advocates a freehand 
technique-no jigs or honing guides are required 
to put a fine, polished edge on a cutting tool. 
Fraser uses a medium aluminum-oxide India 
stone, a finer hard Arkansas stone, and a bare 
leather strop. He explains himself clearly as he 

New From The Taunton Press 
The Taunton Press has introduced several woodworking books covering a variety 

of skills and projects. For information, go to www.FineWoodworking.com. 

chases the burr and puts a microbevel 
on the cutting edge of a chisel. 

Ernie Conover's sharpening DVD, 
produced at his woodworking school 

in Ohio, casts a wider net. This is a video 
about sharpening plane blades, chisels, carving 

tools, scrapers, saws, drill bits, scissors, and 
much more. Conover also gives 
lessons in the metallurgy 
behind tool steel, the 
grades of sharpening 
stones, the use of the 
grinder, and which files 
to use for what. 

-Wil l iam Duckworth, 

contributing editor 

Machine and Hand Designing and Building 

Great Designs from Fine 

Woodworking: Furniture 

$24.95 paperback; 218 pp. 

This volume includes more than 

65 projects with drawings and 

how-to instructions. Included 

are all types of furniture for 

the bedroom, dining room, and 

living areas, as well as the home 

office and patio. 

122 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I ,  G 

Taunton's Complete Illustrated 

Guide to Routers 

by Lonnie Bird. 

$24.95 paperback; 233 pp. 

This volume begins with the 

basics of choosing a router and 

the variety of available bits. It 

also thoroughly covers common 

router operations, router 

tables, edges and moldings, 

joinery, and a variety of shaping 

techniques. 

Joinery 

Machine and Hand Joinery 

$17.95 paperback; 153 pp. 

The 20 Fine Woodworking 

articles collected in this volume 

offer expert instruction on all 

kinds of joinery, from hand-cut 

dovetails to using shopmade 

slot-mortising machines. 

Chairs 

Designing and Building Chairs 

$17.95 paperback; 155 pp. 

This collection of articles 

includes advice from 

chairmaking masters Brian 

Boggs and Sam Maloof, among 

many others. More than a half

dozen projects are accompanied 

by articles on chairmaking 

basics and detailed techniques 

for compound joinery and 

making chair arms and seats. 
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Safer operation - increased a ppl ication poss ib i l ities 
Flexi b i l ity to i ncrease workpiece su pport area 

I I of th i s encompassed i n a sol id mach i ne construction , cast i ron tables, 
a tota l ly enclosed mach ine chass is and la rge 4 HP motors . 

DE :  866-792-5288 
CA: 800-572-006 1 

Introductory pricing 
available for a 
limited time! 
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